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 ABSTRACT 

The human gut microbiota is critical to determining human health and 

development. The gut microbiota composition is variable and can be altered by 

the host diet, which changes nutrient availability and in turn supports distinct 

microbial populations. Sugar-rich diet consumption modifies the gut microbiota 

composition by enriching for microbial populations that drive disease, indicating 

that abundant human dietary additives increase disease susceptibility by altering 

the gut microbiota which provides a potential therapeutic target to disease or 

symptom remediation. To achieve this, microbial metabolic pathways must be 

explored to identify potential pharmacologic targets. 

Diets rich in dietary simple sugars, fructose and glucose, reduce fitness 

and abundance of a dominant symbiotic gut phylum, Bacteroidetes. In the model 

organism Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, glucose and fructose silence a critical 

colonization protein, Roc, via its mRNA leader through an unknown mechanism. I 

determined that these sugars silence the activity of global transcription factor, 

BT4338, that I renamed Cur, which indirectly governs Roc synthesis. Further, I 

demonstrated that this mechanism is conserved across Bacteroides species 

including 3 other abundant human gut commensals. 

My findings revealed that Cur activity is interconvertible whereby nutrient 

availability controls transcription factor binding and introduction of glucose or 
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fructose rapidly and dramatically reduce synthesis of downstream Cur-dependent 

products. I utilized forward and reverse genetic approaches to characterize 

molecular pathways that modulate Cur activity through synthesis of an 

intracellular metabolite(s) and that a specific phosphofructokinase enzyme 

mediates Cur silencing during utilization of fructose and glucose. Finally, I 

determined that increased Cur activity requires a bi-directional ribose-5-

phosphate isomerase suggesting that pentose phosphate pathway intermediates 

are important for controlling activation. My work demonstrates that these 

enzymes co-ordinate cellular metabolism to regulate Cur activity by modulating a 

putative intracellular signal. 

Together, my work identified a molecular pathway by which dietary sugar 

alters microbial abundance and fitness by controlling gene expression. 

Additionally, this work defined metabolic steps required for Bacteroides species 

to control Cur activity and revealed how abundant members of the human gut 

microbiota coordinate utilization of host dietary components with expression of 

intestinal colonization factors. Overall, my thesis provides the foundation for 

identifying targets to modulate microbial populations by way of future therapeutic 

interventions. 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

The human microbiota is a critical health determinant 

Microbes from all domains of life, Eukarya, Archaea, viruses, and Bacteria 

begin colonizing the neonate immediately following birth. These domains coexist, 

competing and collaborating with one another, and inhabit niches in which they 

are capable of survival in and on the host. The human host supplies these 

organisms with nutrient rich habitats while the microbes perform numerous 

functions for the host including digestion, pathogen defense, and immune system 

training together forming a mutualistic relationship. Microbiomes exist across the 

human body containing distinct organisms which are spatially constrained and 

perform functions specific to the environment they occupy. A healthy microbiota 

is generally diverse and beneficial symbiotic bacteria, known as commensals, are 

more abundant than potentially harmful bacteria. Perturbations in this balance 

can lead to a state of dysbiosis where pathogenic organisms colonize or become 

more abundant ultimately causing disease (1). Here, I will highlight four of the 

most highly colonized microbiomes including skin, vagina, oral, and gut and 

describe their roles in human health and development.  

Microbes colonize the largest organ of the human body creating an 

incredibly diverse skin microbiota (2-4). The skin itself provides a physical barrier 

against the environment and a way to perceive the surrounding world. Skin 

consists of layers called the hypodermis, dermis, and epidermis. The epidermis is 
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comprised of stratum basale, stratum spinosum, stratum granulosum, stratum 

lucidum, and stratum corneum as the outermost layer (5). The stratum corneum 

is composed of densely packed layers of keratinocytes continuously shedding 

and allowing new cells to move up and is only broken up by hair follicles, sweat 

glands, and sebaceous glands. These glands and follicles provide colonizing 

bacteria niches across the body due to the production of sweat or sebum altering 

the environment (6). The bacteria comprising the skin microbiota are mostly 

aerobes, organisms dependent on oxygen for aerobic respiration, and a few 

facultative anaerobes, microbes that can switch between aerobic respiration and 

fermentation based on available oxygen as most areas of the skin encounter 

oxygen constantly (7). These include organisms from the phyla Firmicutes, 

Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, and Bacteroidetes. Microbes on the skin are 

subjected to numerous environmental factors such as clothing, hygiene products, 

and the elements which change with geographic location. The taxonomic 

distribution of the skin flora changes based on body location as these organisms 

require different skin surface topography to thrive. For example, microbes 

favoring sebaceous areas like the face, include Propionibacterium species which 

are lipophilic and encode lipases which can degrade sebum, whereas 

Corynebacterium species prefer moist, humid environments like the axilla (8, 9). 

Arm and leg skin is rather desiccate and more exposed than other areas leading 

to lower microbial load (10). Common cosmetic products such as moisturizer 

change the hydration level of the skin at points of use across the body. At higher 

hydration levels, Propionibacterium acnes, a major player in acne development, 
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is significantly more abundant than at low hydration levels demonstrating the 

importance of the environment and nutrient availability on microbial abundance 

and the impact of lifestyle choices made by the host (11). 

Importantly, the skin microbiota aids in establishing host immune 

tolerance, allowing the immune system to differentiate symbiont from pathogen. 

One such example is Staphylococcus epidermidis which promotes IL-1 signaling 

and T cell function to modulate the immune response to pathogenic 

Staphylococcus. aureus, the most common cause of cutaneous bacterial 

infection (12). When the skin is breached through wounding, both commensal 

skin microbes and environmental microbes are introduced to the site of injury 

including S. aureus, which promotes inflammation. S. aureus is a commensal 

skin microbe colonizing 5-30% of individuals but can cause infection of an open 

wound (13). An increase in S. aureus colonization is also associated with atopic 

dermatitis (AD). This inflammatory skin lesions causing disease affects about 10-

12% of children adults in the United States (US) (14, 15). 75-100% of AD 

patients have S. aureus within lesions and as S. aureus is a commensal, the host 

has an insufficient immune response due to the developed immune tolerance 

allowing for chronic and recurrent lesions (13). One of the features associated 

with AD is a reduction of diversity in the microbiome permitting an increase in S. 

aureus abundance (16). Together, the flora comprising the skin microbiota 

functions to protect from pathogen invasion by defending the physical barrier of 

the skin and as such are crucial to skin health.  
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The vaginal microbiota is comprised of an estimated 1010 obligate 

anaerobic bacteria, organisms which perform fermentation and require a strict 

oxygen free environment (17, 18). Glucose, oxygen, and other nutrients diffuse 

through submucosal tissues into the vaginal mucosa generating an anaerobic 

environment in contrast to the oxygen rich environment of the skin (19). Vaginal 

flora is limited in diversity with Lactobacillus species being the most prominent at 

90% of organisms, which function to produce antimicrobial compounds like 

bacteriocins, hydrogen peroxide, and lactic acid to maintain a low pH in the 

environment and inhibit pathogen invasion (20-26). Temporal changes in the 

vaginal microbiota are due to hormones of the individual’s menstrual cycle and 

pregnancy status along with sexual activity, stress, hygiene, and other lifestyle 

choices (27-31).  

Disrupting the balance of the vaginal microbiota can lead to bacterial 

vaginosis (BV) indicated by a drastic loss of Lactobacillus upwards of 80% 

coupled with increasing abundance in facultative or obligate anaerobes (32, 33). 

This occurs because Lactobacillus species produce lactic acid which drives the 

vaginal pH down to steady-state levels. When Lactobacillus abundance drops, 

there is a subsequent drop in lactic acid production increasing the pH and 

making the environment more easily inhabitable for other organisms such as 

Gardnerella vaginalis, the most common causative agent of BV (34). Additionally, 

decreased Lactobacillus abundance can also allow for expansion of Escherichia 

coli, the most common cause of urinary tract infection (35). By maintaining 
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environmental homeostasis, the vaginal flora aims to inhibit potential pathogenic 

invaders and prevent host infection of the urogenital tract.  

The oral cavity contains its own unique microbiota. The flora in the oral 

cavity is rich in diversity as the tongue, cheek, hard and soft palates, lip, saliva, 

and teeth are all niches to inhabit (36). The oral microbiota increases in 

abundance as more teeth erupt in a growing child’s mouth due to more surfaces 

to inhabit. This incredibly well-studied microbiome is comprised of over 700 

species falling into 12 phyla including Firmicutes, Fusobacteria, Proteobacteria, 

Actinobacteria, and Bacteroidetes (37-39). Location plays a key role in 

colonization as there are only a few sites, such as between the papillae of the 

tongue, which can harbor anaerobes where otherwise, organisms in the oral 

cavity are aerobic (38, 40). Together, the bacteria throughout the oral cavity exist 

in the form of a biofilm, covering all surfaces. The α-diversity, or how diverse the 

community is, of the oral microbiota is second only to the gut microbiota due to 

its frequent communication with the external environment. However, β-diversity, 

or the measure of similarity between communities, in this case different locations 

within the oral cavity, is incredibly low unlike the gut microbiota (38, 41, 42). 

Much like the skin microbiota, the oral microbiota defends the physical barrier of 

the oral epithelium to prevent pathogen invasion and helps to develop immune 

tolerance so the host immune system can fight off potential pathogens ingested 

or inhaled (43, 44).  
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Periodontitis, a progressive and irreversible destruction of the tooth 

attachment system leads to eventual tooth loss. Poor oral hygiene, tobacco use, 

and disease comorbidities can aggravate this inflammatory disease. The host 

inflammatory reaction causing this disease is driven by dysbiosis of the oral 

microbiota (45). Generally, an increase in already present anaerobic bacteria, 

such as Porphyromonas gingivalis is found to be associated with periodontitis, 

with this bacterium being found almost 86% of chronic periodontitis patients (46, 

47). These anaerobic bacteria present within the gums trigger inflammatory 

cytokine release initiating the first stage of periodontitis and allowing for 

prolonged dysbiosis in the subgingival space (48). Thus, oral hygiene is 

incredibly important to remove disease-causing bacteria and maintain a healthy, 

balanced oral microbiota.  

The gut contains one of the most well-characterized human microbiotas 

residing primarily in the large intestine, or colon, of the gastrointestinal tract (49). 

The colon is lined with colonocytes covered in microvilli forming a barrier and 

aiding in water reabsorption and stool impaction (50-53). Additionally, goblet cells 

are abundant in the colon and secrete a mucus layer to protect colonocytes and 

other cells comprising the differentiated epithelium later from luminal material and 

colonizing gut microbes (54). An estimated 1012 anerobic bacterial cells per 

milliliter inhabit this environment creating an exceptionally dense ecosystem 

found in the intestinal lumen, within the mucus lining, and proximal to the 

intestinal epithelium (55, 56). Overlapping mostly with the oral microbiota, the 
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phyla found within the gut include mainly Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and 

Bacteroidetes with a small percentage belonging to Verrucomicrobia, 

Fusobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Acidobacteria (57-62). Together the gut flora 

functions to aid in host digestion and defend the gut from pathogen invasion in 

addition to the mucus barrier already lining the intestines.  

Numerous diseases have known associations with altered or dysbiotic gut 

microbiota, however, the specific causes are unknown due to confounding 

variables. One well known disease associated with microbiota alterations is 

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) (1, 63). IBD is a chronic inflammatory condition 

of the gastrointestinal tract comprised of two different clinical presentations: 

ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) (1). While these illnesses differ 

in symptoms and etiology, both are chronic, inflammatory, and have depleted 

Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes phyla in the gut microbiota (64-66). The gut 

microbiota has an immunomodulatory function in the host, but when in a state of 

dysbiosis, the microbes are unable to regulate immune responses normally, 

causing an increase in inflammation such as is observed in IBD (67). 

Furthermore, dysbiosis of the gut microbiota can lead to a disruption and 

dysfunction of the intestinal barrier. As resident microbes are the main producers 

of short chain fatty acids (SCFA), a perturbation in SCFA producers can lead to a 

reduction in these important products causing further inflammation in the 

gastrointestinal tract as molecules and microbes can more easily pass though 

this barrier (68, 69). A fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) is when fecal 
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material from a healthy donor is transplanted into an IBD patient’s 

gastrointestinal tract. IBD patients receiving FMT experience a roughly 50% 

disease remission rate signifying the importance of a healthy and balanced gut 

microbiota (70). 

Obesity is another prominent health concern associated with altered gut 

flora (71). The relationship between obesity and a perturbed gut microbiota is 

incredibly intertwined with little understanding as to whether obesity causes 

changes in microbiota composition or microbial changes could lead to obesity 

(72). Some organisms in the Bacteroidetes phylum protect against adiposity 

linking the finding of depleted Bacteroides species in the gut and obesity (56, 73). 

However, Bacteroides species are also reduced in high-fat or high-sucrose diets 

but there is no certainty as to if this compositional alteration leads to or is caused 

by obesity (74). Unlike IBD when both Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes are 

depleted, in obesity Firmicutes increase in abundance causing an increase in 

SCFAs which are known to be higher in obese adolescents (75, 76).  

Conversely, decreased SCFAs and a lower abundance of SCFA 

producing bacteria are found in individuals with type 1 diabetes. Increased 

intestinal permeability and decreased diversity in gut microbiota are also 

common findings (77). A study by Maffeis, et al., compared the microbiotas of 

healthy children and children at risk of developing type 1 diabetes and identified 

Dialister invisus, Gemella sanguinis, and Bifidobacterium longum in 80, 90, and 

60% of at risk children compared to 30, 0, and 0% of healthy controls (78).  
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Figure 1-1: Multifactoral control of the microbiota.The microbiota can be 
manipulated by host genetics including SNPs and heritable or spontaneous genetic 
diseases (blue) Environmental factors include build environment, socioeconomic 
status, and goegraphic location (green). Diet plays one of the largest roles and 
includes all things consumed by the host which interact with the microbiota (yellow). 

Further, there was a significant increase in intestinal permeability likely because 

the SCFAs produced by these species are acetate and propionate rather than 

butyrate which stimulates tight junction production and instead the integrity of the 

gut barrier weakens (78, 79). Therefore, the delicate balance of microbial 

composition in the gut is crucial for maintaining human health. 

Multi-factorial control of the human gut microbiota 

Understanding the factors which govern the development and alterations 

of the microbiota are crucial to fully comprehend it’s importance to human health. 

Independent of delivery method, bacteria begin colonizing in numerous locations 
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within and on an infant’s body at birth (58, 80). These pioneer colonizers come 

from the infant’s mother as well as the birthing environment (81, 82). This initial 

microbiota composition is simple, having some resemblance of the mother’s 

microbiota, but evolves over time, fluctuating in composition and increasing in 

complexity (60, 83). As an individual ages and comes into contact with more 

lifestyle and environmental factors, the microbiota will change accordingly (84, 

85). The multitude of internal and external factors like genetics, location, and diet 

create an incredibly individualized microbiota as depicted in Figure 1-1 (62, 86-

89).  

Host genetics 

The host genetic landscape is variable between individuals much like the 

gut microbiota. While family members often share more similar microbiotas 

compared to unrelated individuals, it is unclear whether these similarities are due 

to genetics or external environmental factors (90). Microbial species are capable 

of forming a persistent colonization within the host for long periods of time 

suggesting host genetics could play a role in defining the microbiome 

composition (90). Additionally, associations between bacterial taxa and host 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) have been described (91-93). For 

example, a SNP in FUT2, a risk factor for CD, regulates the mucosal barrier and 

as such could modulate microbial metabolism due to altered availability of 

mucosal glycans for microbes to consume (91). Historically, testing the 

interaction between host genetics and the microbiota in humans has used sets of 
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adult twins to look at individuals with identical or near identical genetics. These 

studies have shown that monozygotic (identical) twins have significantly more 

similar microbiotas compared to dizygotic (fraternal) twins suggesting a role for 

genetics in microbial composition (94-96). However, these studies have been 

unable to pinpoint heritable elements of the microbiota or genetic effects placed 

on these microbes from the host and require further investigation (62, 97). 

Genetic diseases, heritable or spontaneous, are also associated with 

dysbiosis of the gut microbiota. Graves’ disease (GD) is an autoimmune disorder 

of the thyroid, also known as hyperthyroidism, where hormone thyroxine is 

hypersecreted (98, 99). The immune system produces thyroid-stimulating 

immunoglobulin mimicking thyroid stimulating hormone to trigger this over 

secretion of thyroxine while simultaneously attacking the thyroid (100). While the 

etiology of GD is still unclear, it is thought that both genetic and environmental 

factors could play a role in the development of GD (101). Dietary habits are an 

increasing focus of study for the increased rate of autoimmune disorders. A study 

from Tonstad et al. identified a lower rate of hyperthyroidism in individuals who 

consume vegan and vegetarian diets over an omnivore diet (102). While the 

relationship between hyperthyroidism and diet is not well understood, the gut 

microbiota is one potential cause for the development of this autoimmune 

disorder. As the gut microbiota has an immunomodulatory role in the host, recent 

studies have sought to identify a link between gut dysbiosis and GD. In fact, 

Ishaq et al. found an increase in Bacteroidetes (57.55%), Actinobacteria (0.90%) 
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and Proteobacteria (8.47%) in GD patients compared to non-GD controls (51.47, 

0.31, and 7.26%, respectively) while Firmicutes were less prevalent in GD 

patients (32.89 vs 40.61%) (103). The significant changes at the species level did 

not cause a drastic impact on overall phyla abundance and exhibit no direct 

relationship between the gut microbiota and GD. However, these data still 

demonstrate microbial alterations associated with GD patients compared to non-

GD individuals (103-105). Overall, compositional alterations in the microbiota still 

remain widely unexplored due in part to the inability to acquire samples from 

before disease onset ruling out any potential for intraindividual studies.  

Host environment 

Numerous factors comprise an individual’s environment and can affect the 

microbiota without an individual’s knowledge. First, the build environment, 

comprised of man-made structures such as homes, buildings, and vehicles (106). 

Interactions with the built environment and other individuals inside it can lead to 

potential microbial exposures via direct contact and inhalation. For example, the 

pathogen Clostridium difficile can be passed through skin or mucus contact or 

contact with a contaminated surface (107). Further, surfaces and air within the 

environment can contain microbial metabolites like certain molds which can enter 

the respiratory system. Not all environmental exposures pose pathogenic threats, 

however (107). Humans need exposure to microbes in order to form a strong 

immune system by way of immune tolerance. A lack of exposure to a diverse 

microbial community, especially at a young age, can lead to development of 
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autoimmune conditions or an increased likelihood of developing asthma (108, 

109). Further, a study by Abrahamsson et al, found children with lower microbiota 

diversity during their first month of life, were more likely to develop asthma later 

in life (110). Likewise, children exposed to farming environments, containing an 

incredibly diverse microbial community, have a drastically reduced risk of asthma 

development by about 50% showing the importance of the microbiota to human 

development (111, 112).  

Another environmental component to consider is socioeconomic status 

(SES) of the individual. Low SES is often associated with low or no health 

insurance leading to reduced access to medical care (113). Additionally, 

increased engagement in unhealthy behaviors combined with decreases in 

exercise and healthy eating habits are also associated with low SES (114, 115). 

For example, Gangrade, et al., identified that adolescents in low SES households 

consume 10.88g of sugar per 100 calories of a snack item which is significantly 

more than adolescents in high SES households who consumed 10.21g per 100 

calories (116). This increased sugar consumption along with other lifestyle 

choices culminates in higher incidence rates of obesity, diabetes, and cancer, 

which plague low SES communities with an overall higher rate of morbidity and 

mortality (117, 118). Higher SES is associated with increased α-diversity in the 

gut microbiota compared to low SES in the US which could be an effect of sugar 

consumption (119). The role the microbiota could play in this situation is currently 

under investigation with the built environment being an important variable (120). 
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The vast number of environmental exposures humans encounter on a daily basis 

complicates the ability to study and directly identify specific microbial changes 

related to each variable. 

Given the multitude of variables in human life, including living 

environment, culture, and diet, the gut microbiota varies between geographic 

locations. This microbiota compositional variability often coincides with a variety 

of factors such as food availability, nutritional needs, ancestry, ethnicity, 

traditions, and even location elevation (121). The vast majority of studies 

focusing on geographic alteration in gut microbes have been performed in the 

US, Europe, or industrialized countries, but there is a need for studies to be 

conducted in non-Western populations and additional countries outside of the US 

(122, 123). In effort to identify differences in the microbiota due to geography, 

Yatsunenko, et al. examined bacterial species in US metropolitan residents, rural 

Malawi residents, and Amerindians from the Venezuelan Amazon (97). 

Unsurprisingly, there was staggering separation in the phylogenetic composition 

by PCA between each country’s microbial communities. The US population was 

even further separated as the Malawian and Amerindian populations have similar 

lifestyles and diets (97). This finding highlights the impact diet has on the gut 

microbiota. It also supports an important role for geography as populations with 

similar diets still have variations in their microbiomes. Importantly, these 

differences make defining a “healthy” microbiota challenging as a healthy 
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microbiota in one country likely will not resemble what is considered a healthy 

microbiota in another country. 

Host diet 

The host diet is the primary contributor to determining gut microbiota 

composition. Food consumed by the host is a significant source of energy for 

these microbes and as such governs the overall population of organisms able to 

survive and colonize within the gastrointestinal tract (124, 125). Previous studies 

reveal that host genetics may account for 12% of changes in the microbiota, but 

changes in the diet account for up to 57% (126). As such, dietary components 

are of particular interest to understanding more about gut microbiota 

composition. Typically, the main three macronutrients are proteins, fats, and 

carbohydrates and human diets are generally constructed with varying 

percentages of each macronutrient (127). For example the average US diet is 

comprised of 15.4% protein, 32.8% fat, and 51.8% carbohydrate (128). 

The relationship between diet and microbial changes is best examined 

using population specific diets. A recent study conducted by Bourdeau-Julien et 

al. compared a Mediterranean diet to that typical of a Canadian, which is very 

similar to the diet in the US, with the goal being to understand short term dietary 

interventions while also highlighting the drastic differences food consumption can 

make to the gut microbiota (129). Using this strict dietary regimen revealed quick 

and dramatic alterations in microbes present in the gut (129). Further, pre-study 

microbiotas with higher α diversity were more resistant to these short-term 
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alterations suggesting a more stable community of microbes (129). In the same 

vein, Turnbaugh et al. used humanized mice colonized with healthy human fecal 

material to assess the effects of a low fat, polysaccharide rich diet compared to a 

typical high fat, high sugar Western diet (130). Not only did diet switches lead to 

dramatic and rapid compositional alterations in the microbiota, but these 

microbes can be transferred to and maintained in offspring (130). Together these 

data highlight the changes population specific diets can have on the microbiota.  

Proteins 

Proteins, comprised of amino acids, are fermented in the colon by 

Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes, and Firmicutes. Fermentation of proteins 

produces both SCFAs which are used mostly for intestinal barrier maintenance 

and branched-chain fatty acids (BCFA) which can be used for energy, 

modulation of inflammation, and insulin signal transduction (131). Proteins can 

be animal or plant-based and differ in effect due to structural distinctions. Animal 

proteins, often red meat or dairy products, lead to increased abundance of 

Bacteroides and Bilophila species (132, 133). Additionally, the risk of IBD may be 

increased with high animal protein consumption due to decreases in 

Bifidobacterium in turn reducing SCFA production leading to gut inflammation 

(134, 135). Conversely, plant-based protein fermentation may enhance SCFA 

production by increasing Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus phyla abundance 

(134). 
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Fats 

Dietary fats fall into saturated (SFA), monounsaturated (MUFA), and 

polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) dependent on structure. SFAs mainly come 

from animal products, with meat with fat striations throughout, having the highest 

percentage (136, 137). SFAs have been shown to increase Firmicutes and 

Proteobacteria while decreasing Bacteroidetes (138, 139). Firmicutes are sulfate-

reducing bacteria meaning they can reduce disulfide bonds found in the mucus 

layer of the intestine and thus upon increase of Firmicutes, the imbalance of 

microbes can result in mucosal barrier instability (140, 141). Therefore, increased 

SFA consumption leads to gut inflammation and an increased risk of IBD 

development.  

MUFAs have only one unsaturated carbon bond. Foods enriched with 

MUFAs include avocados, nuts such as almonds and cashews, and plant-based 

oils like sesame, canola, and olive oils (142). In general, MUFA-enriched foods 

are recommended to reduce cardiovascular disease risk, type 2 diabetes 

incidence, and manage body weight (143-145). Importantly, MUFAs do not alter 

α or β diversity of the gut, nor adjust the ratio of Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes 

(146). 

PUFAs are not synthesized by the body but can be found in some nuts 

and seeds as well as soybean and corn oils. PUFAs are divided into omega-3 

and omega-6 PUFAs with these two having opposing effects on the body (147). 

Omega-3 PUFAs are most commonly consumed by way of fatty fish, and these 
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PUFAs can increase production of anti-inflammatory molecules (148). Omega-3 

PUFAs also aid in restoring a healthy ratio of Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes in the 

gut, in turn ensuring a strong gut barrier with appropriate SCFA production (148-

150). In recent years, consumption of omega-6 PUFAs have increased an 

estimated 10- to 50-fold correlating with elevated cardiovascular and chronic 

disease diagnoses (151-153). Moreover, high omega-6 PUFA consumption has 

driven increased gut barrier permeability (151). As such, a balance in PUFA 

consumption is needed to ensure proper gut health. 

Carbohydrates 

Carbohydrates can generally be categorized into digestible or indigestible 

components also known as dietary sugar or dietary fiber, respectively. Most 

sugars consumed are glucose, fructose, or galactose which humans can degrade 

and absorb in the small intestine to be released into the bloodstream (154, 155). 

Though not specifically established and variable between individuals, there is a 

limit to the absorptive capacity of the small intestine and as such, these dietary 

components continue on to the large intestine affording an opportunity to interact 

with the microbiota (156, 157). The average US adult consumes approximately 

77 grams of added sugar per day when the daily recommended intake is limited 

to about 36 grams of added sugar per day (158). Alternative artificial sweeteners 

have also become increasingly common in the US diet and are poorly 

metabolized by the body suggesting they also travel to the large intestine (159). 
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This discrepancy in sugar and sweetener consumption has led to numerous 

studies to better understand the impact these additives may have on the gut 

environment in addition to human physiology as a whole.  

Dietary fibers can be categorized into fermentable or non-fermentable or 

based on solubility. Fermentable fibers include pectin, inulin, fructo-

oligosaccharides, and galacto-oligosaccharides. Non-fermentable fibers are 

cellulose, hemicellulose and resistant starch (160). These carbohydrate 

molecules are comprised of monosaccharides connected with various different 

glycosidic linkages with occasional acetyl and sulfate groups (161). Fiber is 

unable to be digested in the small intestine and as such, travels to the large 

intestine to be digested by gut microbes. One of the main functions of the gut 

microbiota is to ferment fiber to produce SCFAs. SCFAs can be utilized as an 

energy source by the host but also function to regulate metabolism, inflammation, 

balance intestinal pH, and maintain the integrity of the intestinal barrier (74, 162). 

These organisms rely on dietary fiber and have evolutionarily developed ways to 

consume particular carbohydrates to ensure their survival and successful 

colonization (163, 164). As such, saccharide consumption governs microbial 

abundance and gut microbiota composition (165, 166). 

Modulating the gut microbiota can alter disease status 

Prebiotics 

There are a multitude of ways to modulate the microbiota in addition to the 

diet with the use of supplements like prebiotics. Some individuals elect to  
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Figure 1-2: Mechanisms of microbial modulation. Microbial abundance can be 
modulated via prebiotics, probiotics, and antibiotics. Prebiotics are non-host digestible 
polysaccharides which enrich abundance of microbes which can utilize them. 
Probiotics are live organisms which enrich the abundance of already colonized 
microbes or provide new microbes to the environment. Antibiotics kill of organisms in 
the microbiota which are susceptible in either a narrow or broad-spectrum. 

consume prebiotics which are often grouped in with dietary fibers. Prebiotics are 

a category of dietary components consumed in food or dietary supplements 

which cannot be metabolized or absorbed by the host, resistant to the 

gastrointestinal tract pH, can be fermented by intestinal microbes, and can enrich 

for bacteria based on growth or activity stimulated by the compound (Fig. 1-2). 

Generally, any nondigestible food ingredient which the host benefits from through 

altering intestinal bacteria (167). Most prebiotics are oligosaccharide 

carbohydrates including fructans, galacto-oligosaccharides, starch and 

oligosaccharides derived from glucose, and other oligosaccharides not 

specifically falling into these categories. Fructan structure is comprised of linear 

β(2-1) linked fructose such as inulin or β(2-6) linked fructose such as levan, both 
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containing a terminal β(2-1) linked glucose (168). Galacto-oligosaccharides are 

lactose based with galactose at carbons 3, 4, or 6 or lactose which has 

undergone trans-glycosylation. This generates tri- to pentasaccharides with β(1-

6), β(1-3), and β(1-4) linked galactose (167, 169). Resistant starch is unaffected 

by upper gut digestion allowing for it to reach the microbiota in the lower 

gastrointestinal tract which in turn increases the production of the SCFA butyrate, 

benefiting host intestinal health (170). Other oligosaccharides include pectic 

oligosaccharides, which are often galacturonic acid or rhamnose based and can 

also contain different sugars linked to side chains (171, 172). Prebiotics serve as 

energy sources for bacteria housed in the gut (173). However, there is species 

specificity when it comes to degradation of particular prebiotics (174). For 

example, resistant starch is degraded by Ruminococcus bromii and 

concomitantly these degradation products serve as agonists or antagonists to 

neighboring microbes (175). As such, prebiotics serve as a substrate for cross-

feeding where they not only modulate the organisms which specifically degrade 

them, but also have effects on the microbial community at large (176, 177). 

Similarly, fermentation products generated from prebiotic degradation can modify 

the pH of the overall environment as most products are acidic (178, 179). This 

small change can drastically alter the species able to inhabit the environment. 

Prebiotics are available as over the counter supplements and come in a 

variety of formulations. These supplements boast improvements in digestion, 

regulation of bowel movements, and lower inflammation through modulating the 

gut microbiota. The clinical impact prebiotics have on already healthy individuals 
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is unknown as studies are limited. However, a study performed by Silk, et al., 

focused on the benefits of trans-galactooligosaccharide on irritable bowel 

syndrome (IBS), a disorder causing abdominal pain, bloating, and changes in 

bowel movements. There was a dose-dependent effect as the low dose 

(3.5g/day) significantly improved flatulence and bloating whereas a higher dose 

(7.0g/day) improved anxiety and overall quality of life for patients (180). 

Importantly, as with all supplements, benefits vary between individuals due to 

physiology, diet, and already established microbiota. In addition to 

supplementation, prebiotics are an emerging therapeutic option as there are 

some studies suggesting prebiotics aid in disease amelioration. Most studies to 

date have been performed in vitro due to the confounding variables humans 

introduce. Videla, et al., used a rat colitis model to assess if the addition of inulin, 

a polyfructan, would protect against induced colitis (181). Inulin is utilized by 

bacteria which consume butyrate and encourages growth of lactic acid bacteria, 

Bifidobacterium and Lactobacillus, which prevent intestinal inflammation (182). 

Inulin consumption in rats already exposed to dextran sodium sulfate (DSS) for 5 

days to induce colitis-like inflammation, exhibited significantly lower scores of 

mucosal damage than rats not consuming inulin and exposed to DSS (181). 

These data suggest that prebiotics could provide benefits to patients 

experiencing intestinal diseases such as colitis, but further studies are warranted. 
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Probiotics 

An additional dietary component potentially consumed by the host is 

probiotics. Probiotics are live microbes which can be administered to a host to 

confer a health benefit (Fig. 1-2) (183). The most commonly used probiotics are 

species from the Lactobacillus, Saccharomyces, Bifidobacterium, Bacillus, 

Escherichia, Streptococcus, and Propionibacterium genera (184). Probiotics can 

be consumed by way of a dietary supplement but more often enter the host 

through consumption of fermented foods. Historically, fermentation not only 

preserved foods when resources were sparse, but also provides a unique 

sensory experience to the consumer (185, 186). Microorganisms may already be 

present in particular foods such as kimchi, sauerkraut, or miso. Conversely, 

microbes can be added to initiate fermentation as seen in yogurt and other 

fermented dairy products (185). While probiotics are unable to drastically modify 

an already well-established microbiota, the benefit lies in the increase in specific 

strains being consumed. Not only is consumption of microbes beneficial to the 

host by introducing beneficial microbes to the ecosystem, but the fermentation of 

food products can enhance the nutrient content or partially transform the 

chemical landscape of the food (187, 188). A prime example is sourdough bread, 

in which the bacteria partially degrade the gluten during fermentation (189). As 

with all supplements, benefits vary between individuals due to physiology, diet, 

and already established microbiota. 

The overall goal of supplemental probiotics is to modulate the already 

existing microbiota in the host. In order for probiotics to reach the microbiota, 
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they must traverse the length of the digestive tract and survive numerous host 

defense mechanisms of stomach and bile acids, defensins, and the immune 

system (190). Therefore, not all organisms will successfully reach the gut 

microbiota and those that do often have short persistence (191). Additionally, 

once within the gut environment, the probiotic organisms must evade predation 

and compete with already established organisms for available nutrients. Thus, 

successful probiotic generation requires a sufficient number of adaptable, 

diverse, and rapidly growing bacteria that can survive host defense mechanisms 

and compete or synergistically interact with co-resident microbes (190, 192). 

Probiotics have also been of interest as a therapeutic option for individuals 

suffering from intestinal disease, specifically UC. The gold standard of UC 

therapy are aminosalicylates, reducing inflammation through a yet unknown 

mechanism of action (193). However, UC patients also have altered microbiota 

compositions compared to non-UC individuals. This suggests that supplementing 

with probiotics could aid disease remission through manipulating the microbiota 

composition to that of a healthy individual. Zocco, et al., performed a clinical trial 

assessing the efficacy of supplementing Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (LGG) 

compared to a standard aminosalicylate, mesalazine, for UC remission and 

maintenance (194). LGG, one of the most widely utilized probiotics, was used 

hoping to reduce inflammation experienced in UC due to LGG’s ability to 

downregulate proinflammatory cytokines through proteins Msp1 and Msp2 (195). 

Patients receiving LGG supplementation had approximately the same rate of 

remission and relapse compared to mesalazine over a 12-month period (194). 
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While the equivalent efficacy of therapeutics does not suggest the use of one 

over the other, this provides UC patients with additional options for therapy 

should the need arise. This study highlights the potential for probiotics as a more 

natural approach to treatment, likely with reduced side effects, however 

longitudinal studies are required as long-term effects have yet to be 

characterized.  

Antibiotics 

One of the most common methods to modulate the gut microbiota is the 

use of antibiotics. Antibiotics are classified by mechanism of action against 

bacteria including targeting the synthesis of the cell wall, protein, or nucleic acid 

(Fig. 1-2). One type of antibiotic targeting cell wall synthesis is β-lactams. β-

lactams target penicillin binding proteins (PBP), enzymes which cross-link 

peptides to form the peptidoglycan cell wall (196). This activity blocks the 

production of the peptidoglycan layer leading to bacterial cell death. 

Glycopeptides also act to inhibit cell wall synthesis but through binding the 

peptide portion of peptidoglycan subunits preventing PBP binding to form the 

peptidoglycan cell wall (197). Inhibiting protein synthesis is achieved by targeting 

the 30S or 50S subunit which together comprise the 70S ribosome required for 

translation. Aminoglycosides and tetracyclines are both inhibitors of the 30S 

subunit (198). These drugs interact with the 16S rRNA, which gives rise to the 

30S subunit, by preventing binding of tRNA to the A site causing misreading and 

premature termination of mRNA translation (198). As such, bacteria can no 
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longer translate mRNA leading to cell death. Chloramphenicol, macrolides, and 

oxazolidinones all inhibit the 50S subunit. Chloramphenicol targets 23S rRNA, 

which gives rise to the 50S subunit, by preventing tRNA binding to the ribosome 

A site (199). Macrolides instead target translocation by binding to the peptidyl 

transferase ring of the 23S rRNA blocking nascent peptide elongation (200). 

Oxazolidinones have two actions, inhibit binding of the 50S subunit to prevent the 

70S ribosome from forming or it can bind and block translocation to the A site in 

an already formed ribosome (201). Finally, quinolones act to inhibit DNA 

replication. DNA replication requires DNA gyrase in Gram-negative organisms or 

topoisomerase IV in Gram-positive organisms. This enzyme nicks double-

stranded DNA, catalyzes negative supercoil formation to help DNA unwind to be 

transcribed, and reseals the nicks. DNA gyrase is comprised of two A subunits 

which nick and reseal DNA and two B subunits which form negative supercoils. 

Topoisomerase IV is similarly comprised of 4 subunits, two ParC and two ParE, 

homologous to the A and B subunits of DNA gyrase, respectively. Quinolones 

inhibit this process by binding to the A subunit or ParC inhibiting the nicking and 

resealing of DNA in turn blocking DNA replication (202).  

Antibiotics have been used since the production of penicillin in 1945 with 

more being discovered and developed to target new infections and multi-drug 

resistant or antibiotic resistant pathogens (203). Antibiotics are additionally 

classified as narrow-spectrum and broad-spectrum referring to the range of 

bacterial types they act on. One downside to oral antibiotic use is that these 

drugs progress through the gastrointestinal tract eventually reaching the distal 
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colon where they can kill off any susceptible bacteria including the commensal 

microbes in the microbiota. The broader the antibiotic effect, the higher the 

collateral damage to beneficial bacteria housed in the gut along with the 

causative agent of infection. In cases of unknown infectious agent, broad 

spectrum antibiotics would be preferred to increase the chance of killing of the 

unknown pathogen. However, one common side effect of antibiotic overuse, 

particularly broad spectrum, is alteration of normal gut flora, the main barrier 

against intestinal infection. A weakened microbial barrier allows for organisms 

like Clostridium difficile to infect more easily. C. difficile forms spores which can 

live on surfaces for months and is transmitted via fecal-oral route (204). C. 

difficile is resistant to heat, acid, and most antibiotics and is able to consume 

primary bile acids to support its growth (204, 205). One increasingly prevalent 

treatment for recurrent or refractory C. difficile infection post-antibiotic use is a 

fecal microbiota transplant (FMT). In an FMT, donor stool is transplanted into the 

gastrointestinal tract of the patient requiring treatment. As with any type of 

transplant, screening of donor material is essential to minimize any potential 

disease transmission. By using healthy donor stool, the healthy and diverse 

microbiota can take hold and outcompete C. difficile providing disease remission. 

This transplant is generally performed via colonoscopy however, endoscopy and 

even oral capsules can be used if necessary (206). A clinical trial by Kao, et al. 

found that 116 adults who underwent FMT by either colonoscopy or oral 

capsules had prevented recurrence in 96.2% of patients after 12 weeks (207). 
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Overall, C. difficile is the epitome of antibiotic manipulation of the gut microbiota 

and nutrient access being essential for successful colonization. 

Intra-Intestinal Nutrient Utilization Mechanisms 

Actinobacteria 

In the gut, Actinobacteria often comprise less than 5% of bacteria present 

(208). While low in number, these organisms are not insignificant and play a key 

role in overall health. Bacteria in the actinobacteria phyla dedicate a large portion 

of their genome to carbohydrate metabolism with roughly half of these genes 

being devoted to uptake of carbohydrates as the primary function of 

Actinobacteria, chiefly the Bifidobacterium genera, is to breakdown 

carbohydrates (209). They utilize carbohydrate-modifying enzymes including 

glycosyl hydrolases (GH), ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporters, and 

phosphoenol pyruvate-phosphotransferase (PEP-PTS) systems (210-214).  

GHs function to hydrolyze glycosidic bonds present between two or more 

carbohydrates. Bifidobacteria contain α-galactosidases and β-galactosidases 

with the latter being incredibly prevalent and well-studied. β-galactosidases have 

hydrolytic and transglycolytic activity on lactose allowing these organisms to 

survive on milk-derived substrates (215, 216). ABC transporters use energy from 

ATP hydrolysis to import molecules via two intracellular nucleotide binding 

domains (217, 218). Target molecules are captured by extracellular solute 

binding proteins before being transported across both membranes through a 

pore (217, 218). PEP-PTS systems are designed to transport and phosphorylate 
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carbohydrates to be utilized within the cell. PEP is used as a phosphoryl donor 

and energy source for PTS (219). PTS is comprised of up to four proteins, at 

least three of which are called enzyme II complexes (EIIs) which have 

carbohydrate specificity, and each protein carries out a phosphotransferase 

reaction in succession and move the target carbohydrate into the cell (220). 

Each of the carbohydrate consumption mechanisms present in 

actinobacteria exist in different proportions for each bacterium allowing for 

species specificity in carbohydrate utilization. For example, Bifidobacterium 

longum contains an estimated 10 ABC transporters systems and a glucose-

specific PEP-PTS system whereas B. breve contains four PEP-PTS systems, 

and one is specific to fructose and glucose uptake (221, 222). Conversely 

another species in this the Bifidobacteria genus, B. animalis, contains no PEP-

PTS systems but does have two specific ABC transporters (214). Using these 

nutrient utilization mechanisms, most characterized actinobacteria are able to 

utilize ribose, fructose, glucose, sucrose, galactose, maltose, raffinose, and 

melibiose. However, they cannot consume L-arabinose, rhamnose, N-

acetylglucosamine, sorbitol, xylitol, or inulin, leaving these carbon sources for 

neighboring microbes (210, 223). 

Verrucomicrobia 

Verrucomicrobia, specifically Akkermansia species, comprise roughly 3% 

of the overall bacterial population in the gut (224-227). Similarly, to 

Actinobacteria, these species contain numerous GHs specific to particular 
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carbohydrates. These GHs allow for the cleavage of galactose, sialic acid, N-

acetyl glucosamine, and fucose of which all can be found in the gut mucin layer 

(228). Akkermansia are known mucin degraders and produce SCFAs such as 

acetic acid which then encourages more mucin production (229). This positive 

feedback loop aids in mucus barrier maintenance and consequently limits gut 

inflammation. But importantly, if Akkermansia becomes more abundant, mucus 

could degrade more rapidly than be produced, in turn driving inflammation due to 

a weakened gut barrier. As mucus degradation is the core activity of these 

species these mucolytic GHs are the only mechanism by which nutrients are 

accessed and utilized (225, 230). 

Proteobacteria 

Proteobacteria, comprising up to 5% of the microbes found in the gut, 

predominantly only consume simple sugars, or mono- and disaccharides though 

a few are able to consume more complex molecules (231, 232). Escherichia coli 

is one of the most well studied bacteria and the epitome of the proteobacteria 

possessing solute binding proteins, PTS and ABC transporter systems and a few 

GHs (233-236). The PEP-PTS systems encoded in E. coli have slightly different 

protein nomenclature than those contained in Actinobacteria. These proteins are 

named enzyme I (EI), histidine-phosphorylatable phosphocarrier protein (HPr), 

EIIA and EIIB occasionally in complex with EIIC (220, 237-240). EI and HPr 

proteins are non-specific, and membrane associated whereas EIIs have 

carbohydrate specificity and are intracellular (241). 
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Importantly, some PTS proteins have additional activities when 

phosphorylated. For example, when phosphorylated, the enzyme specific for 

glucose uptake, EIIAGlc, activates adenylate cyclase (Cya) which generates cyclic 

adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) (242, 243). cAMP will then go on to activate 

numerous transcription factors including cAMP receptor protein (CRP) which 

regulates a number of catabolic genes (further discussed in the carbon-catabolite 

repression section) (244-247).  

Firmicutes 

Firmicutes typically comprise around 30% of the colonized organisms in 

the gut however this fluctuates often inversely of Bacteroidetes (59). As one of 

the predominant phyla in the gut, dietary fiber fermentation is the primary role 

(79, 248). To fulfil this role, Firmicutes encode a large number of carbohydrate-

active enzymes (CAZymes) (79, 248). These include GHs, polysaccharide lyases 

(PLs) which specifically break glycosidic linkages between a carbohydrate and 

non-carbohydrate moiety, and glycosyltransferases (GTs) which function to 

biosynthesize varying sizes of saccharides by transferring moieties between 

donor molecules and sugar molecules (249, 250). Each of these CAZymes have 

specificity to the carbohydrate which they target. Firmicutes also harbor ABC 

transporters, PEP-PTS systems, and carbohydrate binding modules like 

previously mentioned phyla (Table 1-1) (220, 232, 251). 
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Bacteroidetes 

Together, Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes encompass approximately 90% or 

more of the cells in the gut microbiota with Bacteroidetes often being the most 

predominant phyla overall (252). Bacteroides exhibit incredible adaptability and 

flexibility when it comes to nutrient consumption in the gut as they are able to 

utilize host- or dietary-derived glycans as needed (253, 254). Carbohydrate 

acquisition and utilization in the Bacteroides is incredibly unique (Table 1-1) 

using polysaccharide utilization loci (PUL) (255, 256). PULs are co-ordinately 

regulated gene clusters which orchestrate detection, binding, depolymerization, 

and transportation of complex carbohydrates. The aforementioned CAZymes, 

GHs and PLs are encoded in PULs along with carbohydrate esterases (CE) 

designed to modify or degrade carbohydrates by releasing ester linked acyl or 

alkyl groups (257, 258). Additionally, PULs can include TonB-dependent 

transporters (TBDT) and surface glycan binding proteins (SGBP) which generally 

fall under the canonical pair, susC and susD, respectively (255, 259).  

Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron for example, dedicates 18% of its genome to 

encoding 88 different PULs (260). The prototypical PUL is known as the starch 

utilization system, or Sus locus (259, 261, 262). This locus (susRABCDEFG) 

contains five outer membrane proteins (SusCDEFG), glycosidases (SusAB), and 

a regulator protein (SusR) (263-266). SusC is an outer membrane transporter 

and associated with SusD which binds the target glycan (263, 267). Also found 

on the outer membrane are SusE and SusF which bind target glycans, and finally 

SusG, a cell surface associated enzyme for polysaccharide degradation before 
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transportation (264, 267). SusA and SusB are found in the periplasm and act to 

further breakdown the target polysaccharide for appropriate utilization (265, 268). 

Lastly, SusR is a membrane spanning protein with a sensor domain facing the 

periplasm and the DNA binding domain within the cytoplasm (269). 

There are numerous SusR-like and other regulatory systems within the 

Bacteroidetes. SusR activates expression of the PUL genes after binding the 

corresponding target glycan (269-271). Hybrid two component systems (HTCS) 

are chimeric proteins containing a transmembrane sensor histidine kinase and a 

DNA-binding response regulator all attached to a glycan-sensing domain (271-

274). Upon sensing the target carbohydrate, HTCSs autophosphorylate, 

phosphotransfer, and promote transcriptional regulation via the DNA binding 

domain. Bacteroidetes also contain extracytoplasmic function (ECF) anti-σ 

factor/ECF-σ factors which contain a SusC like transport protein coupled with an 

anti-σ factor transmitting a signal to free the ECF-σ factor in the cytoplasm. The 

ECF-σ factor then interacts with RNA polymerase to regulate transcription of 

glycan specific utilization genes (260, 269, 270, 272). Finally, some cytoplasmic 

regulators have unknown function but have been annotated for monosaccharide 

sensing and utilization. Importantly, the contents of PULs vary greatly depending 

on the machinery needed to access and degrade a particular glycan from the 

environment (275). 

Non-intestinal microbial mechanisms 

Aside from the gut, bacteria are also incredibly prevalent in the soil and 
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Table 1-1. Nutrient utilization machinery in gut microbes  
Phylum Machinery Nutrients Consumed 

Actinobacteria 
GH Mono- and disaccharides, 

lactose ABC transporter 
PEP-PTS 

Verrucomicrobia GH Mucosa  

Proteobacteria 
GH 

Monosaccharides  ABC transporter 
PEP-PTS 

Firmicutes 

GH 
Complex carbohydrates, poly- 

and oligosaccharides, free 
monosaccharides 

ABC transporter 
PEP-PTS 

PL 
GT 

Bacteroidetes 

PUL 

Complex carbohydrates, poly- 
and oligosaccharides, free 

monosaccharides 

GH 
PL 
CE 

TBDT 
SGBP 
HTCS 

ECF anti-σ/ECF σ 
Nutrient utilization machinery used by gut bacteria broken-down by phylum and the 
nutrients each are able to consume. 

are critical for maintaining soil health as the bacteria degrade organic compounds 

and liberate nutrients for the plants to utilize (276). Furthermore, they help to 

keep disease and pests at bay which can destroy the vegetation (277). 

Interestingly the top phyla comprising the soil bacterial community are identical to 

that of the human gut microbiota: Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, and Proteobacteria 

likely due to shedding by humans and animals. Actinobacteria, Acidobacteria, 

Verrucomicrobia, and Fusobacteria are present as well. Additional phyla include 

Cloroflexi, Gemmatimonadetes, and Planctomycetes. Importantly, much like the 

individualist nature of the human gut microbiota, soil microbial communities vary 

widely based on the needed and available nutrients in the environment (276).  
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While gut microbes mainly focus on carbohydrate utilization, soil microbes 

access different nutrients in the environment such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and 

metals like iron. However, carbohydrate utilization is still necessary in these 

organisms and some complex carbohydrates like cellulose and chitin are 

abundant in the soil (278). As such, soil microbes often contain a number of GHs, 

carbohydrate binding modules (CBM), and lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases 

(LPMO) (278). LMPOs, once activated by copper, cleave glycosidic bonds at C1 

and C4 using oxidation to disrupt polysaccharides (279, 280). 

Importance of nutrient access 

Overall, the need for nutrient access is essential to ensure survival of 

bacteria and provide benefits to the hosts which they form a symbiotic 

relationship with. The human gut microbiota is able to access nutrients of which a 

host is incapable to degrade and generate nutrients, signalling molecules, and 

SCFAs (132, 281, 282). The mechanisms of nutrient acquisition and utilization 

are specific to phyla, or even individual species within each phylum, for 

consumption of nutrients available in the surrounding environment. This is 

incredibly important as these organisms compete against one another to inhabit 

this nutrient-rich, microbially dense niche. Organisms that are unable to access 

nutrients from the intestinal milieu (host diet, host glycans, cross feeding on other 

bacterial products), are at a fitness disadvantage compared to organisms that 

can readily utilize the available nutrients (283, 284).  
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Nutrient Prioritization in a Challenging Environment 

Carbon catabolite repression (CCR) 

An important competitive advantage for bacteria in the gut is utilizing the 

most favorable accessible carbon sources, or those that provide the fastest 

growth (285). This selectivity or preferential use of carbon sources is called 

carbon catabolite repression (CCR) (286). The regulatory mechanism of CCR 

includes increased expression of proteins which utilize the preferred carbon 

source. Concurrently, there is a reduction in the activity or presence of enzymes 

not required for utilization of the preferred carbon source (285). This enzyme 

repression is caused by the presence of a preferred substrate. Preference for 

carbon sources arises when numerous utilizable nutrients are present at once in 

high abundance. This situation is frequent in the gut as the host consumes a 

meal comprised of many different macronutrients which the microbiota then has 

access to. Gut microbes are then forced to make a choice as to which nutrients 

are accessible and most advantageous to ensure their survival in the densely 

populated environment. 

CCR mechanisms in intestinal bacteria 

There are several mechanisms of CCR used by the different microbial 

phyla in the gut. One mechanism of CCR is achieved through Crp. Crp is 

activated through binding cAMP after generation by Cya (245, 246). When 

sugars are transported through the PEP-PTS system, metabolism of the sugar 

eventually results in pyruvate production, and high pyruvate levels indicate that 
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enough substrate has been consumed compared to low pyruvate levels 

indicating additional carbon is required. As such the ratio of pyruvate to PEP, the 

phosphoryl donor to import sugar, governs this overall mechanism. The 

phosphorylation cascade from PEP ends with a phosphorylated EIIAGlc which can 

donate a phosphoryl group to EIIB to transport sugar which occurs when 

pyruvate is low. However, when sugar importation is no longer required, and 

pyruvate levels are high, EIIAGlc remains dephosphorylated. Phosphorylated 

EIIAGlc can activate Cya triggering production of cAMP which will then interact 

with and activate Crp to govern the expression of numerous genes and operons 

(237). One of which is Fis, a DNA binding protein that in turn regulates 

transcription of crp (287, 288). The ratio of cAMP to Crp indicates what regulation 

it will impose, and importantly its transcriptional regulation is bifunctional 

providing activation and repression activity (245, 289). 

CCR can also be achieved through catabolite control protein A (CcpA). 

CcpA is a bifunctional global transcriptional regulator and can interact with HPr, 

in the PEP-PTS system. When a preferred substrate is present, HPr is 

phosphorylated at serine 46 forming HPr(Ser-P). CcpA interacts with HPr(Ser-P) 

increasing the affinity of CcpA to bind catabolite-repressible elements (cre) 

throughout the genome. Generally, binding of the CcpA-HPr(Ser-P) dimer causes 

promoter repression and as such, overall CCR of enzymes not required for 

utilization of the preferential substrate present (290, 291). 

These CCR mechanisms are crucial to microbial fitness in the ever-

fluctuating gut environment to allow for utilization of mixed substrates when 
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nutrient availability is low or utilize the most preferred substrate to promote 

fitness in high nutrient availability conditions. The number one goal of gut 

microbes is survival in the challenging and dense intestinal environment. 

Selecting the most beneficial carbon source to use first is a life-or-death decision 

for these organisms as the wrong choice could mean a co-resident microbe 

overtakes the niche. 

CCR influence on host-microbe interactions 

A prime example of substrate prioritization driving host-microbe 

interactions is the evolution of the neonate microbiota to one resembling that of 

an adult. The initial microbiota of an infant is dominated by Actinobacteria due to 

the encoded β-galactosidases allowing for microbial expansion with the influx of 

milk which is a lactose-based substrate that can be broken down by β-

galactosidases (292-295). When the infant is weaned, they begin consuming a 

diet of solid foods leading to an increased variety in nutrients for the organisms in 

the gut and causing changes in microbiota composition to be dominant in 

Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes (296, 297). This compositional change occurs due 

to the reduction in favorable substrates for Actinobacteria concurrent with 

increased favorable substrates for Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes which 

subsequently aids in further development of the child’s immune system. Some 

Actinobacteria species, like Bifidobacterium animalis and Lactobacillus 

rhamnosus GG, promote development of immunological tolerance, whereby T-

cell populations are trained to discriminate against self-antigen reactivity (298). 
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This process is essential in a developing child as disruption of immune tolerance 

can lead to development of autoimmunity, inflammatory diseases, and food 

allergies (299-301). Further, Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes are suggested to 

program regulatory T cells (Treg) in the intestine. For example, Bacteroides 

fragilis produces a cell-surface polysaccharide (PSA), that induces anti-

inflammatory activity in Treg cells by stimulating IL-10 and reducing IL-17 

production, overall reducing inflammation (302-305). Additionally, Bacteroides 

thetaiotaomicron for example encodes the gene BT4295 encoding an outer 

membrane protein which is recognized by host T cells and by regulating the 

expression of BT4295, T cell responses can be modulated (306). The benefit 

Bacteroidetes species provide in controlling inflammation make this an ideal 

phylum to target for rational therapeutic design. 

Host Dietary Sugar Consumption Alters the Gut Microbiota 

Dietary sugar consumption in human populations 

Dietary sugars come from a number of sources within the diet split into 

naturally occurring and added sugars. As the name suggests, naturally occurring 

sugars exist in certain foods and are not added. Most commonly this is fructose 

found in fruit and lactose found in milk. On the other hand, added sugars are 

added to foods and beverages to increase palatability. This can be anything from 

white table sugar, sucrose, added to coffee, to the high fructose corn syrup found 

in many mass-produced foods and beverages in the US (307). The consumption 

of added sugars has drastically increased since their inception as these are often 
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tremendously cheaper and sweeter than traditional sugars. The most commonly 

associated disease with increased added sugar consumption is obesity, plaguing 

an estimated 68% of adults in the US as of 2018 (308). This is unsurprising as 

about 58% of calories consumed by Americans are from ultra-processed foods 

which on average contain 5-fold higher added sugars than unprocessed foods 

(309). The US daily average added sugar intake is 292.2 calories, roughly 15-

20% of an average caloric requirement, which is much higher than the 10% 

maximum recommended by The US Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee 

(309, 310). In terms of caloric intake, all sugars, unless artificial, will provide 

energy, however how these sugars are metabolised differs. 

Microbiota alteration due to high sugar 

On the apical side of the small intestine is a glucose transporter known as SGLT-

1, an Na+ co-transporter, which imports glucose into the cytosol to then be 

transported basolaterally through the GLUT2 transporter to enter the 

bloodstream. Fructose, however, is passively transported by GLUT5 on the 

apical side and can enter the bloodstream through GLUT2 like glucose (Fig. 1-3) 

(311). There is a point of saturation in the small intestine at high levels of fructose 

consumption and the absorptive capacity is met (157). Once saturated, the small 

intestine can no longer import fructose and continues through the gastrointestinal 

tract to the large intestine where the gut microbiota is housed (312).  

The influx of fructose interacting with the microbiota provides an additional 

nutrient to promote or inhibit growth. Mice fed a high fructose or high glucose diet  
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Figure 1-3: High sugar consumption alters microbiota and drives disease. 
Glucose is imported through SGLT-1 (blue) while fructose is imported through GLUT5 
(green) on the apical, lumen side. Both monosaccharides are transported through 
GLUT2 (yellow) on the basolateral side. When sugar can no longer be absorbed in the 
small intestine, it continues to the large intestine driving compositional alterations and 
inflammation. 

had significantly lower abundance of Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes coupled with 

significantly increased Proteobacteria abundance (313). This suggests high 

dietary sugar consumption favors the expansion of Proteobacteria since they 

rapidly utilize monosaccharides and disfavors Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes as 

they are specialized in degrading more complex carbohydrates. Additionally, this 

occurrence is caused by CCR as each organism is selecting the carbohydrate 

which they are able to better consume and utilize. With the disproportionate 

increase in Proteobacteria, there is an increase in pro-inflammatory 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in the gut inducing IL-8 release and gut barrier 
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breakdown (314). Additionally, LPS-driven inflammation triggers the onset of 

insulin resistance, obesity, diabetes, and is associated with IBD demonstrating 

the negative effects of high sugar on the gut microbiota and human health (315, 

316). The expression of BT4295, a T cell response regulator in Bt, is regulated 

by the glycans available to the cell. When fed a high-glucose diet, mice had 

reduced T cell activation demonstrating how dietary components regulate 

microbial products and in turn, host immune response (306).  

Thesis Overview 

With the growing prevalence of dietary sugar in the Western diet, 

individuals are likely to encounter this additive on a daily basis without realizing it 

and in high quantities, dietary sugar can interact with the microbes housed in the 

gut. Dietary components can alter microbial composition and potentially drive 

disease development or exacerbate symptoms. I specifically aimed to identify 

microbial mechanisms governing this compositional alteration. Here, I explored 

the detrimental effects of dietary sugar on the colonization of a symbiotic 

bacteria, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron. Further, I examined the mechanism by 

which dietary sugar silences a global transcription factor, in turn reducing the 

production of downstream colonization factors. This transcription factor silencing 

also extends to other members of this abundant phyla suggesting a phylum-wide 

mechanism which can be manipulated. Additionally, this work aimed to identify 

the metabolic mechanism governing this transcription factor activity by identifying 

specific genetic determinants of transcription factor activation signal production. 
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My findings set the groundwork for further elucidation of potential CCR 

mechanisms which can be harnessed to therapeutically target a widely abundant 

phyla in the gut microbiota. 
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CHAPTER 2: DIETARY SUGARS SILENCE THE MASTER REGULATOR OF 

CARBOHYDRATE UTILIZATION IN HUMAN GUT BACTEROIDES SPECIES 

Abstract 

The mammalian gut microbiota is a critical human health determinant with 

therapeutic potential for remediation of many diseases. The host diet is a key 

factor governing the gut microbiota composition by altering nutrient availability 

and supporting the expansion of distinct microbial populations. Diets rich in 

simple sugars modify the abundance of microbial subsets, enriching microbiotas 

that elicit pathogenic outcomes. We previously demonstrated that diets rich in 

fructose and glucose can reduce the fitness and abundance of a human gut 

symbiont, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron, by silencing the production of a critical 

intestinal colonization protein, called Roc, via its mRNA leader through an 

unknown mechanism. We have now determined that dietary sugars silence Roc 

by reducing the activity of BT4338, a master regulator of carbohydrate utilization. 

Here, we demonstrate that BT4338 is required for Roc synthesis, and that 

BT4338 activity is silenced by glucose or fructose. We show that the 

consequences of glucose and fructose on orthologous transcription factors are 

conserved across human intestinal Bacteroides species. This work identifies a 

molecular pathway by which a common dietary additive alters microbial gene 

expression in the gut that could be harnessed to modulate targeted microbial 

populations for future therapeutic interventions. 
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Introduction 

The gut microbiota compositional changes associated with various human 

diseases potentiate therapeutic interventions that target distinct microbial 

populations (1, 64, 67, 317-321). Intriguingly, the abundance of individual 

microbial taxa can be dramatically altered through corresponding changes in the 

host diet, which directly supplies nutrients to gut microbes (132, 281, 322). For 

example, dietary supplementation with arabinoxylan, a hemicellulose, can 

increase the intestinal abundance of Bacteroides cellulosilyticus (Bc) (125) and 

supplementation with the marine polysaccharide porphyran can increases 

abundance of Bacteroides ovatus (Bo) strains (283, 323). The advantages 

exhibited by Bc and Bo during administration of each respective dietary additive 

requires glycan utilization machinery that enables bacterial consumption of these 

structurally distinct substrates (255, 260, 270). Thus, microbial populations that 

can competitively access the available nutrients are favored and increase in 

abundance, while populations that cannot are disfavored and consequently 

decrease in abundance (283, 323).  

Dietary components can also influence gut microbial populations by 

modulating the synthesis of factors necessary for intestinal colonization and host-

microbial interactions independently of serving as nutrients (283, 306, 324, 325). 

For example, the amount of Roc, a gut colonization factor from Bacteroides 

thetaiotaomicron (Bt), dramatically decreases upon host consumption of fructose 

and glucose-rich diets although Roc is dispensable for growth on either substrate 
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(325). Roc silencing occurs independently of transcription initiation at the roc 

promoter but requires the 54 nucleotide 5’ leader region of the roc mRNA (325). 

Similarly, abundant dietary glucose consumption reduces the amount of BT4295, 

a Bt cell-surface protein that elicits beneficial host immune responses but is 

dispensable for intestinal colonization (306). Roc and BT4295 are each encoded 

within distinct polysaccharide utilization loci that putatively target unknown host-

derived glycans (274, 326). Thus, human dietary components such as glucose 

and fructose control both gut microbiota composition and behavior by altering 

gene expression in intestinal microbes. Glucose and fructose are highly 

abundant in the diets of industrialized populations (327), can reduce the 

abundance of beneficial microbes such as Bt (325), and remodel gut microbial 

populations into those that elicit pathogenic consequences (322, 328, 329). 

However, how these sugars mechanistically exert their effects on gut microbes 

remains largely unknown.  

Carbohydrate utilization genes are regulated by various mechanisms in 

intestinal Bacteroides species, including an extensive repertoire of glycan-

responsive transcription factors (273, 330-334), an intricate network of sRNAs 

(335-337), RNA-binding proteins (338, 339), DNA inversions (340, 341), and 

activation of the master transcriptional regulator of carbohydrate utilization, 

BT4338 in Bt (originally identified as MalR) (342) and is conserved in the 

Bacteroides genus (330, 331). BT4338 binds DNA to control expression of many 

mono- and polysaccharide utilization genes and several other factors necessary 
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for successful gut colonization (330, 331). BT4338-dependent mRNAs 

dramatically increase when Bt is subjected to carbon limitation for 10 minutes in 

laboratory media, but only a fraction of the 464 differentially transcribed genes 

exhibit BT4338 binding to their putative promoter regions (331). This suggests 

that BT4338 controls target gene transcription both directly and indirectly. 

Here, we used Roc protein abundance as a reporter to elucidate how 

glucose and fructose target regulatory pathways in Bt and identified BT4338 as 

necessary for controlling Roc amounts following carbon limitation and during 

growth in substrates other than glucose or fructose. We establish that BT4338 

indirectly controls Roc amounts via the roc mRNA leader, which is necessary for 

and sufficient to confer BT4338-dependent control to a heterologous gene. 

Furthermore, we show that BT4338 governs Roc abundance independently of an 

alternative translation elongation factor, EF-G2 (343), whose mRNA levels are 

regulated by BT4338 and increase dramatically during carbon limitation (331). 

Finally, we demonstrate that glucose and fructose exert rapid, dramatic, and 

dominant silencing of BT4338-dependent genes in vitro and that these effects 

are consistent across distinct gut Bacteroides species. Importantly, BT4338 

protein levels remain stable, indicating that the metabolism of glucose or fructose 

alters production of an unidentified signal that controls BT4338 activity. Our 

findings collectively indicate that abundant dietary sugar consumption by the host 

silences BT4338 activity in vivo, thereby modulating the production of microbial 

factors necessary for host interactions and fitness in the mammalian gut. 
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Results 

BT4338 is necessary for Roc synthesis. 

We sought to determine how Bt controls Roc levels by identifying genes 

required for its synthesis. We screened 8,000 mutants harboring random 

transposon insertions for reduced Roc levels in vitro using colony blotting from 

strains cultured on solid media containing 0.25% each of rhamnose and 

galactose. This condition was selected because Roc levels are readily detectable 

(Fig. 1A) and mutations that could disable growth on one monosaccharide were 

unlikely to prevent growth on the other. We identified seven mutants exhibiting 

reduced Roc levels and subsequent semi-random PCR revealed that these 

strains contained an insertion in one of three different open reading frames 

(ORF): BT1222, BT1221, or the master regulator of carbohydrate utilization, 

BT4338 (Fig. 2-1A) (331). On solid media, BT1222 and BT1221 mutants 

exhibited heterogeneous signal intensity within and between colonies, suggesting 

local differences in Roc abundance, whereas BT4338 mutants displayed uniform 

reductions in Roc amounts in all colonies (Fig. 2-1A). We engineered Bt strains 

with in-frame, chromosomal deletions of BT1222, BT1221, or BT4338 and 

measured Roc amounts by western blotting following carbon limitation 

conditions, which were previously shown to increase Roc levels[19] and BT4338 

binding to target promoters (331). 

Roc amounts increased 5.8-fold and 15.6-fold, respectively, in wild-type Bt 

following a 60-minute exposure to carbon limitation conditions following mid-  
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Figure 2-1: BT4338 is required for Roc synthesis(a) Colony blot analysis of selected 
mutants harboring transposon insertions in BT1222 (GT3148), BT1221 (GT3150), or 
BT4338 (GT3151) compared to a control strain (GT1663) grown on solid minimal 
media containing rhamnose and galactose. Each strain is represented by at least 10 
different isogenic colonies. (b) Western blot analysis of Roc from wild-type (GT593) or 
Bt strains deficient for BT4338 (GT1234) or fusA2 (GT1310) during growth in glucose 
(glu; -5) or 15-, 60-, and 180-minutes following exposure to carbon limitation (No C). (c) 
Quantified western blot analysis of wild-type (GT593; black), or Bt strains deficient for 
BT4338 (GT1234; gray), or fusA2 (GT1310; green) during growth in glucose (glu; -5) 
and 60-min following exposure to carbon limitation (No C) (n = 4 biological samples; 
error bars represent SEM; P values derived from two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P-
values ≥ 0.05; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001). (d) Western blot analysis of BT4338 
(GT1481) during mid-exponential growth in glucose (glu; -5) or fructose (fru; -5) or 15-, 
and 60-minutes following exposure to carbon limitation. (e) Western blot analysis of 
Roc from the strains described in (b) following mid-exponential growth in glucose (glu), 
fructose (fru), galactose (gal), or mannose (man). (f) Western blot analysis of BT4338 
(GT1481) during mid-exponential growth in glucose (glu), fructose (fru), galactose 
(gal), or mannose (man). Blots were probed using anti-HA and anti-GroEL antibodies. 

exponential growth in media containing either glucose (Fig. 2-1B and Fig. 2-1C) 

or fructose (Fig. C-1A and C-1B) as the sole carbon source. Compared to wild-

type Bt, an isogenic BT4338-deficient strain exhibited similar Roc levels during 
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growth in glucose (Fig. 2-1B) or fructose (Fig. C-1A), which increased 2.5- and 

2.3-fold after 60 minutes in carbon limitation conditions (Fig. 2-1C and Fig. C-1B, 

respectively). Conversely, strains lacking either BT1222 or BT1221, which 

putatively mediate two discreet steps in the oxidative pentose phosphate 

pathway (Fig. C-2A), exhibited 5.6- and 7.3-fold increased Roc amounts after 60 

minutes that were significantly lower than wild-type Bt under identical conditions 

(Fig. C-2B and C). Additionally, a strain lacking BT1220, which is putatively 

required for an intermediate metabolic step between BT1221 and BT1222 (Fig. 

C-2A), also exhibited lower Roc amounts than wild-type Bt following carbon 

limitation (Fig. C-2C), indicating that the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway is 

involved in controlling Roc abundance. However, we focused our investigation on 

understanding how BT4338 controls Roc because it elicited the strongest effect 

across all conditions. 

We determined that BT4338 protein amounts were similar during mid-

exponential phase growth in either glucose or fructose, and subsequent 

exposure to carbon limitation conditions (Fig. 2-1D and Fig. C-3A and C-3B). 

These results indicate that carbon limitation increases Roc by stimulating 

BT4338 activity rather than increasing its protein amount and reciprocally 

suggest that growth in glucose or fructose reduce BT4338 activity. Consistent 

with this notion, relative to wild-type Bt cells grown in galactose and mannose, 

Roc amounts were 12.0- and 6.6-fold lower, respectively, in fructose grown cells 

and 5.8- and 3.2-fold lower, respectively, in glucose grown cells (Fig. 2-1E and 
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Fig. C-3C) agreeing with previous results (325). By contrast, a BT4338-deficient 

strain exhibited similar Roc amounts across Bt cells grown in glucose, fructose, 

galactose, or mannose (Fig. 2-1E and Fig. C-3C), which were 3.8-, 4.0-, 17.2-, 

and 10.3-fold lower than those from wild-type Bt in each respective condition 

(Fig. C-3C). Finally, increased Roc amounts during growth in each 

monosaccharide are not the result of altered BT4338 protein abundance, which 

were identical during growth in all four carbon sources (Fig. 2-1F and Fig. C-3D). 

Cumulatively, these data demonstrate that Bt controls Roc amounts in response 

to carbon limitation and carbohydrate metabolism by modulating BT4338 activity. 

BT4338 indirectly controls Roc via its mRNA leader. 

We examined Roc amounts in BT4338-deficient strains harboring 

constructs encoding the roc ORF preceded either by its native leader or by the 

sugar-resistant leader upstream of the heterologous gene, BT3334, that enables 

Roc production even in the presence of fructose or glucose (325). As previously 

demonstrated, the strain that includes the BT3334 leader displayed similar Roc 

amounts when grown in either glucose, fructose, galactose, or mannose (Fig. 2-

2A and C-4A) (325). This contrasts a strain encoding the roc ORF downstream of 

the native roc leader that exhibits 19.4- and 12.1-fold more Roc in galactose and 

mannose, respectively, compared to fructose grown cells and 3.8- and 2.4-fold 

more Roc compared to glucose grown cells (Fig. 2-2A and Fig. C-4B). These 

results independently demonstrate that the silencing effect of fructose or glucose 

on Roc protein amounts require its mRNA leader. The BT4338-deficient strain 
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encoding roc downstream of its native promoter and leader displayed similar Roc 

amounts in glucose or fructose grown cells but 44.6- and 9-fold lower 

abundances in galactose and mannose, respectively, than those from a wild-type 

strain harboring an identical construct (Fig. 2-2A and Fig. C-4A). Furthermore, a 

strain encoding the BT3334 promoter preceding the roc leader exhibited 34.9- 

and 11-fold greater Roc amounts in galactose and mannose, respectively, 

compared to fructose grown cells and 6.4- and 2-fold more Roc, compared to 

glucose grown cells (Fig. 2-2A and Fig. C-4C). In this strain, increased Roc 

protein abundances in galactose or mannose compared to fructose or glucose 

grown cells required BT4338 (Fig. 2-2A and Fig. C-4C), demonstrating that the 

roc leader is necessary for BT4338-dependent Roc production while the 

promoter is dispensable. 

To determine whether the roc leader confers fructose- and glucose-

dependent silencing to the heterologous gene, BT3334, which is synthesized in 

the presence of glucose or fructose (325) independently of BT4338 (Fig. 2-2B 

and C-4D), we used a strain where the BT3334 ORF was expressed from its 

native promoter but preceded by the roc leader. This strain exhibited BT3334 

protein amounts that were 11- and 6.7-fold higher when grown in galactose or 

mannose, respectively, compared to fructose grown cells and 2.3- and 1.4-fold 

higher compared to glucose grown cells (Fig. 2-2B and C-4E). Increased BT3334 

amounts in this strain required BT4338 (Fig. 2-2B and C-4E) demonstrating that 

the roc leader confers BT4338-dependent control of the downstream ORF,  
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Figure 2-2: BT4338 governs Roc levels via its 5’ mRNA leader. (a) Western blot 
analysis of Roc from engineered strains harboring the roc leader and ORF positioned 
downstream of its native (GT530) or heterologous (GT670) promoters, or strains with 
the native roc promoter upstream of a heterologous 5’ leader region (GT665) in strains 
encoding BT4338 or a BT4338-deficient background (GT3509, GT3511, and GT3510, 
respectively) grown in minimal media containing 0.5% glucose (glu), fructose (fru), 
galactose (gal), or mannose (man) as the sole carbon source. (b) Western blot analysis 
of BT3334 from engineered strains harboring the BT3334 promoter and ORF flanking 
either the BT3334 (GT534) or roc (GT663) leaders in isogenic strains encoding 
BT4338 or in a BT4338-deficient background (GT3512 and GT3514, respectively) 
grown in minimal media containing 0.5% glucose (glu), fructose (fru), galactose (gal), 
or mannose (man). (c) Western blot analysis of Roc from strains described in (a) during 
mid-exponential growth in glucose (glu, -5) or 15-, and 60- minutes following exposure 
to carbon limitation conditions. (d) Western blot analysis of BT3334 levels from strains 
described in (b) during mid-exponential growth in glucose (glu, -5) or 15-, and 60-
minutes following exposure to carbon limitation conditions. Blots were probed using 
anti-HA and anti-GroEL antibodies. 

suggesting that growth in glucose or fructose reduce the corresponding protein 

abundances by silencing BT4338 activity. Accordingly, when either the roc or 

BT3334 ORFs were encoded immediately downstream of the roc leader, 

removing glucose from the media increased the corresponding protein amounts 

by 20.2-fold (Fig. 2-2C and Fig. C-4F) and 3.5-fold, respectively (Fig. 2-2D and 

Fig. C-4G). Increased Roc amounts during carbon limitation required BT4338 

when the roc ORF was preceded by its native leader regardless of the preceding 

promoter (Fig. 2-2C and Fig. C-4H). While strains encoding the BT3334 leader 

upstream of the roc ORF exhibited 2.9-fold increased Roc abundance 60 minutes 

following exposure to carbon limitation, Roc amounts were increased in a 

BT4338-deficient background during growth in glucose (Fig. 2-2C and Fig. C-4I), 

which resembled BT3334 protein amounts when the BT3334 ORF was 

positioned downstream of its leader (Fig. 2-2D and Fig. C-4J). Collectively, these 

data demonstrate the roc mRNA leader is sufficient to confer BT4338-dependent 
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synthesis of the downstream ORF, which is silenced by glucose and fructose 

independently of the upstream promoter. 

Carbon limitation increases Roc abundance (Fig. 2-1B and Fig. 2-2C) 

(325) and stimulates BT4338 binding to chromosomal regions throughout the Bt 

genome (331). While our previous RNAseq study revealed that roc transcript 

levels were 2.6-fold lower in a BT4338-deficient strain 10 minutes following 

carbon limitation, a corresponding ChIP-seq analysis did not detect BT4338 

binding to regions upstream of the roc ORF under the same conditions (331). 

This contrasts targets like fusA2, whose promoter occupancy dramatically 

increased 10-minutes after exposure to carbon limitation conditions, resulting in a 

BT4338-dependent 238-fold increase in the corresponding mRNA levels (331). In 

agreement with these results, we determined that enrichment of the fusA2 

promoter increased 7.3- and 8.4-fold by 10 minutes following carbon limitation 

compared to immunoprecipitation of BT4338 from glucose (Fig. 2-3A) or fructose 

(Fig. 2-3B) grown Bt. Although BT4338 levels remain constant throughout carbon 

limitation following growth in glucose or fructose (Fig. 2-1D), roc promoter 

enrichment was not detected under these conditions (Fig. 2-3A and 2-3B) and 

the roc promoter lacks sequences resembling the BT4338 consensus (271). 

Thus, BT4338 controls Roc amounts by a mechanism other than directing roc 

transcription initiation. 

EF-G2 and other BT4338 regulated products are dispensable for Roc 
synthesis. 

We hypothesized that BT4338 controls Roc amounts by regulating 
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Figure 2-3: BT4338 DNA binding activity is stimulated during carbon starvation. 
(a - b) ChIP analysis of the fusA2 (BT2167; black) and roc (BT3172; red) promoter 
regions from wild-type Bt (GT1481) cells grown to mid-exponential phase in minimal 
media containing (a) glucose (glu; -5) or (b) fructose (fru; -5) and 10 minutes following 
exposure to carbon limitation conditions (n = 8 biological samples; error bars represent 
SEM; P values derived from two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P-values ≥ 0.05; ****P < 
0.0001). 

transcription of an unknown factor(s) involved in its synthesis. The most highly 

induced BT4338-dependent gene during carbon limitation conditions is fusA2 

(BT2167), which encodes a non-essential, alternative translation elongation 

factor G (EF-G2) that enables GTP-independent translation (343) and is critical 

for mammalian intestinal colonization (331). Because BT4338 is required for 

synthesis of both EF-G2 and Roc, and BT4338-dependent control of Roc protein 

is indirect and mediated via the roc 5’ mRNA leader, we reasoned that BT4338-

dependent EF-G2 expression may control Roc amounts by governing its 

translation in a leader-dependent manner. However, a fusA2-deficient strain 

exhibited 10.3- and 9.3-fold increased Roc amounts following a 60-minute 
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exposure to carbon limitation from glucose or fructose, respectively, which 

resembled the 7.2- and 11.7-fold increases exhibited by wild-type Bt (Fig. 2-1B 

and 2-1C and Fig. C-1A and C-1B). Furthermore, a fusA2-deficient strain 

displayed similar Roc amounts as wild-type Bt in all growth conditions with 15.5- 

and 10.5-fold increases over fructose in either galactose or mannose, 

respectively (Fig. 2-1E and Fig. C-3C). Cumulatively, these data demonstrate 

that EF-G2 is dispensable for Roc synthesis.  

To explore the role of additional BT4338 regulated genes in controlling 

Roc abundance, we examined the consequences of inactivating the BT4338-

dependent polysaccharide utilization locus (PUL), BT4299-BT4295, and putative 

methylmalonyl-CoA biosynthetic genes, BT1450-BT1448. However, both mutants 

displayed similarly increased Roc amounts compared to wild-type Bt after carbon 

limitation for 60 minutes (Fig. C-5A-C). We also examined Roc levels in strains 

lacking BT2131, which encodes a conserved hypothetical protein, that could 

putatively silence Roc levels in the absence of BT4338 because the BT2131 

transcript increases 57.3-fold in a BT4338-deficient strain during growth in 

glucose (331). However, Roc amounts were indistinguishable between a BT4338 

mutant and a strain lacking both BT4338 and BT2131 (Fig. C-5A and C-5D), and 

between wild-type Bt and a strain lacking BT2131 alone (Fig. C-5A and C-5D). 

Thus, BT4338 controls Roc abundance by an unidentified gene product(s).   
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Candidate Bt sRNAs are insufficient to control Roc levels. 

Bt produces hundreds of small RNAs (sRNA) that have established roles 

in regulating gene products involved in carbohydrate utilization (335-337). 

Furthermore, a subset of Bt sRNAs increase in abundance following exposure to 

carbon limitation in vitro (337) and are positioned proximally to BT4338 binding 

sites (331). Computational analysis revealed that three of these sRNAs, 

BTnc140, BTnc195, and BTnc364 exhibit complementarity to the roc leader (Fig. 

C-6A), suggesting a role in controlling Roc amounts. However, Bt strains 

engineered to over-produce either BTnc140, BTnc195, or BTnc364 (Fig. C-6B) 

exhibited indistinguishable Roc amounts compared to those of a control strain 

during mid-exponential phase growth in glucose (Fig. C-6C and C-6D). These 

data indicate that increased expression of three candidate sRNAs cannot 

increase Roc protein amounts. 

Glucose and fructose rapidly and dominantly silence BT4338 activity. 

Host consumption of abundant dietary glucose and fructose reduce the levels 

of two BT4338-dependent products, Roc (325) and BT4295 in vivo (306). 

Because BT4338 is a critical determinant of mammalian intestinal colonization 

(331), we hypothesized that host consumption of sugar-rich chow would silence 

BT4338 activity in wild-type Bt, thereby reducing the competitive defect exhibited 

by a BT4338-deficient strain. An independently constructed Bt strain lacking 

BT4338 was 1.3X104-fold lower in abundance than wild-type Bt 10 days following 

introduction into germ-free mice fed a sugar-rich diet (Fig. 2-4A). The introduction  
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Figure 2-4: Dietary sugars silence BT4338 activity. (a & b) The relative abundances 
of bar-coded strains wild-type (GT3361; black) or BT4338-deficient Bt strains harboring 
an empty vector (GT3522; blue) or complementation plasmid (GT3363; pink) at the 
indicated times following gavage with equal cfus of each strain into germ-free mice fed 
(a) a sugar-rich diet or  (b) a standard diet (n = 5; error bars represent SEM). (c) qPCR 
analysis of fusA2 (BT2167) or BT4295 transcript levels measured in wild-type (GT593; 
black) or BT4338 deficient (GT1234; gray) Bt strains during mid-exponential growth in 
1% PMOG (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P values derived from 
two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; ** P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001). (d - e). 
qPCR analysis of (d) fusA2 (BT2167) or (e) BT4295 transcript levels measured in wild-
type Bt (GT23) during mid-exponential growth in either 0.5% glucose (glu) or 1% 
PMOG, and 10-minutes following the addition of 0.2% glucose to the PMOG grown 
cells. (n = 9 biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P-values were calculated 
using two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P-values ≥ 0.05; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001). (f) 
Western blot analysis measuring BT4338 levels (GT1481) grown in 1% PMOG or 10 
and 60-minutes following the addition of glucose to 0.2%. Blot was probed using anti-
HA and anti-GroEL antibodies. 

of a plasmid-borne copy of BT4338 complemented this mutant, which exhibited 

1.5X103-fold greater abundance than the BT4338-deficient strain (Fig. 2-4A). The 

BT4338-deficient strain exhibited a 1.6X106-fold lower abundance than the wild-
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type Bt strain in mice fed a standard, low sugar, high plant polysaccharide diet 

(Fig. 2-4B), indicating that BT4338 is required for intestinal colonization 

regardless of host dietary sugar consumption. These results agree with previous 

reports demonstrating that Bt mutants harboring insertions in BT4338 exhibit 

severe competitive defects for murine gut colonization in hosts fed either 

standard low in sugar or glucose and fructose-rich chows (125, 331). Thus, this 

transcription factor performs critical regulatory roles in the mammalian gut 

independently of dietary composition (331). To determine whether fructose or 

glucose exert dominant silencing effects on BT4338 activity, thereby reducing 

target gene transcription, we compared fusA2 transcript abundances during 

growth on glucose or a glycan mixture derived from the porcine gastric mucosa 

(PMOGs). PMOGs support growth of wild-type and BT4338-deficient Bt strains 

(Fig. C-7A) (260) and elicit 9.3- and 9.1-fold increases in fusA2 and BT4295 

transcripts, respectively, in a BT4338-depedent manner (Fig. 2-4C). Glucose 

dominantly silences BT4338 activity because fusA2 and BT4295 transcripts 

decreased by 7.9- and 5.9-fold, respectively, 10 minutes following the 

introduction of 0.2% glucose to Bt cells grown to mid-exponential phase in 1% 

PMOGs (Fig. 2-4D and 2-4E, respectively). Likewise, the addition of fructose to 

PMOG-grown Bt cells also decreased fusA2 and BT4295 transcripts by 5.4- and 

14.8-fold, respectively, after 60 minutes although no change was detected by 10 

minutes (Fig. C-7B and C-7C, respectively), likely because additional time is 

necessary for optimal synthesis of gene products necessary for fructose 

consumption (270, 344). Importantly, BT4338 protein levels remained constant 
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after 60 minutes following glucose addition, indicating that transcription factor 

activity is silenced (Fig. 2-4F and Fig. C-7D). Collectively, these data indicate that 

available glucose and fructose can rapidly modulate BT4338 activity even in the 

presence of other growth substrates. 

BT4338 orthologs govern a partially conserved regulon. 

BT4338 is conserved among numerous Bacteroides species (125) 

including B. fragilis (Bf, BF9343_0915), B. ovatus (BACOVA_05152), and B. 

vulgatus (Bv, BVU_3580), which share 84.1, 96.1, and 77.3% amino acid 

sequence identity with BT4338, respectively. Exposing each species to carbon 

limitation for 10 minutes elicited 109.9-, 360.9-, and 75.6-fold increased 

transcription of their corresponding fusA2 orthologs, BF9343_3536, 

BACOVA_03178, and BVU_0017 (Fig. 2-5A, Fig. 2-5B and 2-5C, respectively), 

whose products share 89.1, 97.9, and 86.9% amino acid sequence identity to 

BT2167, respectively. Bf, Bo, and Bv strains deficient for their respective 

BT4338-orthologs are unable to increase fusA2 transcription in response to 

carbon limitation conditions (Fig. 2-5A, Fig. 2-5B and 2-5C, respectively) (331). 

Furthermore, Bf, Bo, and Bv mutants deficient for this transcription factor are 

unable to grow on fucose or xylose (Fig. 2-5D and 2-5E, respectively) but can 

grow on glucose or fructose (Fig. C-8A and C-8B, respectively). Together, these 

data demonstrate a conserved regulon including control of fusA2 transcription 

and distinct carbon utilization genes across Bacteroides species. 
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Figure 2-5: BT4338-orthologs govern a conserved regulon among prominent 
Bacteroides species. (a) The transcript level of B. fragilis fusA2 (BF9343_3536) was 
measured in wild-type (ATCC 25285; black) or a BF9343_0915-deficient (GT2520; 
blue) B. fragilis strain grown in glucose (glu; -5) and 10-minutes after exposure to 
carbon limitation (No C) (n = 3 biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P-values 
was calculated using two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P-values ≥ 0.05; ****P < 0.0001). 
(b) The transcript level of B. ovatus fusA2 (BACOVA_03178) was measured in wild-
type (ATCC 8483; black) or BACOVA_05152-deficient (GT2413; purple) strains grown 
in glucose (glu; -5) or 10-minutes after exposure to carbon limitation (No C) (n = 3 
biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P values derived from two-way ANOVA; 
n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; ****P < 0.0001). (c) The transcript level of B. vulgatus 
fusA2 (BVU_0017) was measured in wild-type (ATCC 8482; black) or BVU_3580-
deficient (GT2399; red) strains grown in glucose (glu; -5) or 10-minutes after exposure 
to carbon limitation (No C) (n = 3 biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P 
values derived from two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; ****P < 0.0001). 
(d – e). Growth of bar-coded wild-type (solid lines) B. thetaiotaomicron (Bt; GT3361; 
black), B. fragilis (Bf; GT3551; blue), B. vulgatus (Bv; GT3367; red), or B. ovatus (Bo; 
GT3364; purple) or bar-coded isogenic BT4338-ortholog-deficient strains (dashed 
lines; GT3522, GT3555, GT3643, GT3553, respectively) in minimal media containing 
0.5% (d) fucose or (e) xylose (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM). (f) 
Western blot analysis of BT1635 amounts from wild-type (GT4372) or a Bt strain 
deficient for BT4338 (GT4373) during growth in glucose (glu; -5) or 15-, or 60-minutes 
following exposure to carbon limitation (No C). (g) Western blot analysis of 
BACOVA_04371 from wild-type Bo (GT4362) or a strain deficient for BACOVA_05152 
(GT4369) during growth in glucose (glu; -5) or 15-, or 60-minutes following exposure to 
carbon limitation (No C). Blots were probed using anti-HA and anti-GroEL antibodies. 

To determine whether BT4338-orthologs control the abundances of Roc 

homologs, we examined the amounts of BT1635, which is a putative hybrid two- 

component system (HTCS) exhibiting 74.1% amino acid sequence identity to 

Roc. Like Roc, BT1635 regulates the expression of linked PUL genes in 

response to unknown glycans (274, 345). In contrast to Roc, BT1635 protein 

amounts are similar during growth in 8 different substrates, including glucose or 

fructose (325). Both wild-type and BT4338-deficient strains display 

indistinguishable BT1635 abundances either during mid-exponential phase 

growth in glucose or following carbon limitation for 60 minutes (Fig. 2-5F and C-

9A), indicating that BT4338 does not control this protein even though it shares 

high sequence identity to Roc. We also examined the abundance of  
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Figure 2-6: A BT4338-ortholog is silenced by dietary sugar addition in B. fragilis. 
(a) Bf fusA2 (BF9343_3536) transcript levels were measured in wild-type (ATCC 
25285; black) or a BF9343_0915-deficient (GT2520; blue) B. fragilis strain grown in 
0.5% glucose, 1% PMOG, or 1% PMOG 10-minutes after addition of 0.2% glucose (n = 
3 biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P-values derived from two-way 
ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; ****P < 0.0001). (b) The transcript level of B. 
fragilis fusA2 (BF9343_3536) was measured in wild-type (ATCC 25285) or a 
BF9343_0915-deficient (GT2520) strain during mid-exponential growth in either 0.5% 
fructose (fru) or 1% PMOG, and 60-minutes following the addition of fructose to 0.2% 
(n = 9 biological samples for fru and PMOG; n = 3 for PMOG + fru; error bars represent 
SEM, P values derived from one way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; * P < 
0.05 ****P < 0.0001). 

BACOVA_04371, a HTCS in Bo that shares 73.3% identity to Roc and 80.6% 

identity to BT1635. In contrast to both BT1635 and Roc, BACOVA_04371 is not 

predicted to control PUL gene expression and its abundance increased 3-fold in 

a BACOVA_05152-deficient strain compared to wild-type Bo grown in glucose 

(Fig. 2-5G and C-9B). BACOVA_04371 levels remained 2-5G and C-9B). This 

indicates that control of Roc-like protein amounts by BT4338-orthologs is 
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unpredictable based on sequence identity across Bt and Bo, and the regulatory 

outcomes can differ between species. 

Dietary sugar silences BT4338-ortholog activity across prominent 
Bacteroides species. 

To determine if glucose and fructose dominantly silence the activity of 

BT4338 orthologs, we examined fusA2 transcript levels in Bf during mid-

exponential phase growth in either glucose or PMOGs, which both support 

growth of wild-type and BF9343_0915-deficient strains (Fig. C-10). We 

determined that fusA2 transcript levels in wild-type Bf are 42.2- and 44.9-fold 

lower during growth in glucose (Fig. 2-6A) or fructose (Fig. 2-6B), respectively, 

compared to PMOGs as a sole carbon source. Additionally, the BF9343_0915-

deficient strain exhibited indistinguishable fusA2 levels during growth in either 

glucose or PMOGs, which were 6.4- and 335-fold lower than wild-type Bf in each 

respective condition (Fig. 2-6A). The addition of 0.2% glucose to Bf cells growing 

on 1% PMOGs as a sole carbon source reduced fusA2 transcript levels 24.5-fold 

after 10 minutes (Fig. 2-6A), and 44.9-fold after 60 minutes following fructose 

addition (Fig. 2-6B). Together, these results demonstrate that the introduction of 

glucose and fructose rapidly silence BT4338 ortholog activity and reduce target 

gene transcription in abundant intestinal Bacteroides species. 

Discussion 

We have established that a widely distributed transcription factor in human 

gut bacteria governs carbohydrate utilization (Fig. 2-5D and 2-5E) and 
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transcription of the alternative translation elongation factor, EF-G2 (Fig. 2-4C). 

Moreover, introduction of the abundant human dietary sugars, glucose and 

fructose, reduce the levels of BT4338-dependent transcripts and proteins 

including Bt gene products, Roc (Fig. 2-1B), fusA2 (Fig. 2-4D and Fig. C-7B) and 

BT4295 (Fig. 2-4E and Fig. C-7C), that mediate host-microbial interactions and 

are silenced in vivo by host consumption of dietary sugars (306, 325). 

Furthermore, the addition of glucose or fructose rapidly and dominantly exert 

these effects on cultured cells consuming host-derived glycans (Fig. 2-4D and 2-

4E and Fig. C-7B and C-7C), and conversely, removing fructose or glucose from 

the growth media dramatically increase target promoter binding (Fig. 2-3A and 2-

3B) and gene transcription (331) without altering transcription factor levels (Fig. 

2-1D and Fig. C-3A and C-3B). Collectively, these data indicate that glucose and 

fructose modulate the activity of this transcription factor, which we propose to 

rename Cur (Carbohydrate utilization regulator), distinguishing this protein from 

analogous regulators in Proteobacteria and Firmicutes (346). This work identifies 

a conserved mechanism governing gene expression in dominant human gut 

bacteria in response to abundant dietary additives, and highlights this pathway as 

a potential mediator of intestinal disease observed in animals fed a sugar-rich 

diet (322). 

Cur is an important component of carbon catabolite repression (CCR) in 

the Bacteroidetes because Cur binds to Bt carbon utilization gene promoters 

(331), is required for controlling transcription of downstream genes (331), and  
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Figure 2-7: Model depicting the consequences of glucose and fructose on Cur 
activity. a) an unknown signal(s) (purple) is putatively synthesized in response to 
metabolic cues derived from the PPP pathway that converts apo-Cur (dark blue) to 
Cur* (light blue). (b) Introduction of fructose or glucose modulate central metabolism to 
reduce Cur signal(s), thereby hindering products necessary for intestinal colonization. 
(c) Cur* increases transcription of fusA2 (green) and an unidentified gene (gray), 
whose product(s) govern Roc abundance by interacting with the roc mRNA leader 
region (red). 

growth on distinct monosaccharides across four representative Bacteroides 

species (Fig. 2-5D and 2-5E) (330). In other gut bacterial phyla, CCR is mediated 

by similar transcription factors such as Crp (also called CAP) in the 

Enterobacteriaceae and CcpA in Firmicutes, which recognize intracellular 

signaling molecules that modulate their target promoter binding activities and 

direct transcription of genes required for “less-preferred” substrates (347). For 

example, Crp binds cyclic-adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and CcpA binds a 

phosphorylated form of HPr, which are differentially synthesized in response to 

metabolic cues resulting in increased catabolic gene expression (347). The 

activation of Crp and CcpA require components of the phosphoenolpyruvate: 

sugar transferase system (PTS), which couple monosaccharide transport and 

phosphorylation to serve as an intracellular indicator of preferred substate 

availability (220). Thus, the transport of preferred growth substrates reduces 
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transcription of genes mediating utilization of “less-preferred” substrates present 

in the environment by decreasing the activation of Crp and CcpA (347). 

Bacteroides species impose CCR by a distinct mechanism(s) because: 1.) 

all sequenced Bacteroides species lack HPr, CcpA, and PTS orthologs, and 2.)  

although Bacteroides Cur is classified as a Crp/Fnr-like regulator, these 

transcription factors exhibit only 18% amino acid sequence identity (331). 

Furthermore, neither cAMP nor its biosynthetic enzyme, adenylate cyclase, have 

been detected in the Bacteroidetes (348, 349) indicating that Cur activity is 

controlled by unique signal(s) in this phylum. We hypothesize that perturbations 

in pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) intermediates modulate this signal (Fig. 2-

7A) because cur is required for growth on pentose sugars (Fig. 2-5E) (330), Roc 

levels increase during growth on pentose sugars (325, 330), and many PPP 

genes are dispensable for in vitro growth but critical for intestinal colonization, 

which is similar to the cur gene (125, 350, 351). Additionally, two independent 

genetic screens identified oxidative PPP genes as necessary for synthesis of 

Cur-dependent products (Fig. 2-1A) (306), although a third screen identified PPP 

genes as regulators of Cur-independent gene expression (352). We hypothesize 

that dietary sugars exert CCR by modulating cellular carbon metabolism, thereby 

reducing production of the putative Cur signal (Fig. 2-7B), which consequently 

lowers the synthesis of factors mediating host interactions including those that 

function independently of carbohydrate utilization (Fig. 2-7C). Thus, identifying 

the signal(s) that governs Cur activity in Bacteroides species is imperative to 
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understand how CCR is imposed in vivo and to identify strategies to exploit this 

regulatory system for manipulation of intra-intestinal microbial abundance and 

metabolism. 

Intestinally isolated Bacteroides species can harvest monosaccharides 

from various complex polysaccharides using expansive repertoires of 

coordinately regulated glycan detection, importation, and degradation enzymes 

encoded within PULs (260, 333, 344, 353-355). PUL gene transcripts can also be 

silenced by glucose or fructose and exhibit prioritized expression by a myriad of 

mechanisms (284, 330). Here, we demonstrate that in Bt, Cur indirectly controls 

the amount of the PUL-encoded sensor protein, Roc (Fig. 2-2A), and that 

glucose and fructose silencing of Roc is mediated by a corresponding reduction 

in Cur activity (Fig. 2-1E and 2-1F and Fig. 2-3A). Additionally, Cur is required for 

increased transcript levels of another PUL-encoded gene, BT4295, following 

exposure to carbon limitation conditions even though Cur does not bind to the 

putative promoter regions upstream of either roc (Fig. 2-3A and 2-3B) or BT4299, 

the gene initially transcribed in the PUL containing BT4295 (331). Thus, Cur 

likely regulates many more genes than previously estimated, including those 

facilitating polysaccharide utilization, permitting dynamic carbon source 

prioritization as conditions change within the host (271, 331). We predict that Cur 

controls Roc synthesis indirectly by governing transcription of an unknown target 

gene(s) whose product interacts with the roc leader independently of 

transcription initiation (Fig. 2-7C). In the Bacteroidetes phylum, mRNA leaders 
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can control downstream gene product synthesis by functioning as riboswitches 

(356-358), sRNA targets (337, 359-361), and interacting with RNA binding 

proteins (338, 339). Although the roc mRNA leader could function as a riboswitch 

(362), we hypothesize that Cur is more likely to regulate an unknown RNA-

binding protein or sRNA that controls Roc production via its leader. Future 

investigations are necessary to identify species-specific Cur regulons and 

determine how the abundance of distinct intestinal Bacteroides species are 

differentially altered in hosts fed glucose and fructose-rich diets (322). 

Materials and Methods 

Bacterial culture conditions.  

Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table S1. 

Escherichia coli strains were cultured on Luria-Bertani (BD). Bt strains were 

cultured on solid brain heart infusion agar (Sigma) containing 5% defibrinated 

horse blood (Hardy), tryptone-yeast extract-glucose (TYG), or Bacteroides 

minimal medium, plus individual carbon sources (0.5% weight/volume unless 

otherwise noted) as previously described (328). All bacterial strains included the 

following antibiotics where appropriate: 100 μg/mL ampicillin (Sigma), 200 μg/mL 

gentamicin (Sigma), 2 μg/mL tetracycline (Sigma), or 25 μg/mL erythromycin 

(Sigma). 

Construction of strains.  

pNBU2 plasmids were introduced by di-parental mating and att-1 site 

integration was verified by PCR as previously described (325). Strains harboring 
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chromosomal deletions of BT4338, BACOVA_05152, or BVU_3580 were 

constructed by allelic exchange as previously described (363). A strain lacking 

BF9343_0915 was constructed by allelic exchange as previously described 

(364). Strains harboring chromosomal deletions of BT1450-BT1448 or BT2131 

were constructed by allelic exchange as previously described (365) Epitope 

tagging of BACOVA_04371 and inactivation of BT4299 genes was performed 

using the pKNOCK-tetQ vector as described (366) Overexpression of candidate 

sRNAs was achieved using the multicopy plasmid pLYL01 as described (274) 

Primers used in this study are listed in Table S2. 

Generation of Bt transposon insertion library.  

E. coli donor S17-1 strain harboring pSAM-Bt (GT671) and recipient Bt 

strain containing a multi-copy plasmid encoding epitope-tagged Roc (GT1663) 

were cultured overnight to stationary phase in LB and TYG, respectively, 

containing the appropriate antibiotics (351) The E. coli strain was diluted 2000-

fold into LB media containing ampicillin and the recipient Bt strain was diluted 

250-fold into 10 ml pre-reduced TYG containing tetracycline. Upon reaching early 

exponential phase (OD600 ~ 0.3), 1 mL of donor was combined with 10 mL 

recipient, centrifuged at 7,200 x g for 2 minutes, and washed with 10 mL of PBS. 

The pellet was resuspended in the residual volume, spread onto solid BHI-B, 

incubated aerobically for 3 hours, and then anaerobically overnight. 1.0 mL 1X 

PBS was added and the confluent growth was dislodged from the plate using a 

cell spreader. The suspension was increased to with 1X PBS to a final volume of 
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5.0 mL, homogenized by vortex, and 1.0 mL of the resulting cell suspension was 

spread onto five 245 mm square BioAssay dishes (Nunc) containing solid BHI-B 

containing 0.2% galactose and the appropriate antibiotics before 48 hours of 

anaerobic incubation. The resulting colonies were collected using a plastic 

spreader and 12 mL 1X PBS containing 20% glycerol. All re-suspended cells 

were homogenized by vortex and stored at -80°C as 0.25 mL aliquots prior to 

colony blotting.  

Colony Blotting.  

One aliquot of the Bt library described above was thawed, diluted, and 

spread onto 150 mm petri dishes containing solid minimal media containing 

0.25% galactose and 0.25% rhamnose such that each plate contained 

approximately 1,000 colonies. Plates were incubated anaerobically for 48 to 72 

hours until colonies were readily visible by eye, transferred to nitrocellulose 

membranes, and immunoblotted as previously described.(325) Selected colonies 

were isolated on solid BHI-B prior to cryo-preservation.  

Western Blotting.  

Cell pellets were re-suspended in 375 μl 1x Tris-buffered saline (TBS) 

containing 1 mM EDTA and 0.5 mg/ml chicken egg lysozyme (Sigma). Cell 

suspensions were transferred to a 2.0 mL tube containing 0.1 mm Zirconia/Silica 

beads (BioSpec) and subject to disruption using a Mini-Beadbeater (BioSpec, 

Bartlesville, OK, USA) at 2,800 rpm for 5 cycles of 40 seconds with 5-minute 

incubations at 4°C between each cycle. Samples were centrifuged for 2 minutes 
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at 15,294 x g at 4°C to remove cell debris and the supernatant was reserved. 

Protein concentration was estimated by measuring absorbance at 280 

nanometers using a NanoQuant plate in a Spark plate reader (Tecan, 

Männedorf, Switzerland). A volume corresponding to 30 μg of protein from each 

sample was combined with 3 μl 4x LDS buffer (ThermoFisher) containing 100 

mM dithiothreitol and subject to heating at 95°C for 5 minutes. A modified 

protocol was used for PMOG grown cells to reduce reagent consumption. For 

this, equivalent 0.75 ODs were calculated from mid-exponential grown cells, 

pelleted, decanted, and flash frozen. Cell pellets were resuspended in 75 μl lysis 

buffer containing 50mM Tris, 1% SDS, and 2x protease inhibitor (P8849, Sigma) 

before being boiled at 95°C for 5 minutes. After cooling samples on ice, 25 μl 4x 

LDS buffer (ThermoFisher) containing 100 mM dithiothreitol was added and 

samples were incubated at 75°C for 10 minutes. 15 μl of each sample were 

loaded onto a 4-12% Bis-tris NuPAGE gel (ThermoFisher) and fractionated for 60 

minutes at 180V in 1X MOPS running buffer (ThermoFisher) before transfer to a 

nitrocellulose membrane using an iBlot2 (Invitrogen, Waltham, Massachusetts, 

USA). The resulting membrane was cut below the 100 kD marker and both 

portions blocked for 1 hour in 1x TBS with 3% skim milk (BD). The top portion of 

the membrane was incubated with a 1 to 5,000 dilution of a rabbit anti-HA 

antibody (Sigma) followed by a 1 to 5,000 dilution of an HRP-conjugated anti-

rabbit antibody (GE). GroEL was detected on the bottom portion of the 

membrane using a 1 to 5,000 dilution of a rabbit anti-GroEL antibody (Sigma) 

followed by a 1 to 5,000 dilution of an HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (GE). 
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Membranes were washed before and after addition of secondary antibody with 

TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 (Sigma) and rinsed with 1x TBS prior to 

detection with ECL Prime Western Blotting Detection Reagent Substrate (Cytiva). 

Blots were quantified using Image Studio Lite (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, 

Nebraska, USA). 

Quantitative PCR (qPCR).  

mRNA was prepared from 1.0 mL of Bt cell culture pre-treated with RNA 

protect (Qiagen) using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Contaminating DNA was removed using on-column DNase 

treatment (Qiagen) during purification according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. cDNA was synthesized from 1.0 μg of RNA using Superscript VILO 

IV master mix (ThermoFisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

mRNA levels were measured by quantification of cDNA using Fast SYBR Green 

PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and primers listed in Table S2 using a 

QuantStudio 12K Flex Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA). Data were normalized to 16s ribosomal RNA from 1,000-

fold diluted cDNA as previously described (330). qPCR primers are listed in 

Table S2. 

Monitoring growth of bacterial strains in vitro. 

Bacteroides strains were growth in TYG medium anaerobically overnight before 

being diluted 1 to 200 into 100ul of Bacteroides minimal medium containing 0.5% 

of the carbon source of interest. For PMOG growth curves, 1.0% PMOG was 
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used. Growth was monitored for 96 hours following dilution using an Infinite M 

Nano plate reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland) maintained anaerobically. 

Absorbance at OD600 was measured every 15 minutes after 5 seconds of orbital 

shaking. 

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation.  

ChIP was carried out as previously described (331). The abundance of 

rpoD, fusA2, and roc promoters were measured in 50-fold-diluted input DNA and 

2-fold-diluted IP or control samples by qPCR using primers listed in Table S2. 

The fold enrichment was calculated as previously described (367).  

Carbon limitation experiments.  

Bt or Bo strains were grown in TYG medium anaerobically overnight 

before being diluted 1 to 400 into 2.0 mL of Bacteroides minimal medium 

containing 0.5% glucose. After reaching stationary phase, the resulting culture 

was diluted 1 to 50 into pre-reduced medium containing 0.5% glucose or 0.5% 

fructose and grown to mid-exponential phase (OD600 = 0.45 to 0.6), at which time 

an aliquot was collected by centrifugation, decanted, and immediately placed on 

dry ice representing the “-5” time points in carbon limitation experiments. The 

remaining culture was centrifuged at 7,200 x g at room temperature for 3 minutes 

in sealed tubes and reintroduced into the anaerobic chamber where the tubes 

were unsealed, and the supernatant was decanted. Cell pellets were 

resuspended in an equivalent volume of pre-warmed, pre-reduced minimal 

medium lacking a carbon source and incubated at 37°C anaerobically. Aliquots 
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were collected by centrifugation at indicated time points following incubation and 

the supernatant was decanted before the pellet was placed on dry ice and stored 

at -80°C. 

Examining bacterial abundance in the murine gut.  

Germ-free C57BL/6J (JAX # 000664) mice were bred and maintained in 

gnotobiotic isolators with a 12-hr light/dark cycle at Penn State University. All 

experiments were carried out using, 8–12-week-old mice with males and females 

at similar ratios. Experimental groups contained 5 mice and each group was 

provided with autoclaved standard mouse chow (5021, Lab Diet) or an irradiated 

glucose-sucrose chow (S4944, Bio-Serv) ad libitum. Diet information is available 

in supplemental tables S3 and S4, respectively. Animal gavage, fresh fecal 

sample collection, and relative strain abundance measurements were carried out 

as previously described.(260) All experiments using mice were performed using 

protocols approved by the Penn State Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee. 

Measuring BT4338 ortholog silencing by dietary sugar addition.  

Bt and Bf were grown as described above in 0.5% glucose, 0.5% fructose 

or 1.0% PMOG. Once mid-exponential phase growth was reached, a 1 ml 

sample was collected for downstream RNA preparation and a 20% glucose or 

fructose solution was added to PMOG grown cells to 0.2% final weight/volume 

and incubated for the indicated times. Subsequently, 1 ml samples were 

collected 10 and 60-minutes after the addition of either sugar solution, mRNA 
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was harvested as described above, and transcript abundance was measured by 

qPCR using primers 1050 and 1051 to measure Bt fusA2, 1958 and 1959 to 

measure Bf fusA2, and 1956 and 1957 to measure universal 16s to normalize 

both genes. 

sRNA binding prediction using IntaRNA. 

In-silico analysis of putative sRNA interactions with the Roc mRNA leader 

was achieved using ThetaBase v2 to identify sRNAs upregulated during carbon 

limitation (368). Upregulated sRNAs were compared to BT4338 binding as 

predicted by ChIP-seq (331). Candidate sRNA binding analysis was performed 

using IntaRNA (v3.3.1) at default settings using the Vienna RNA package (2.5.0) 

(369).  

Statistical analysis. 

All data analysis was performed using Prism v9.3.1 (GraphPad, San 

Diego, California, USA). Western blot, ChIP, and qPCR experiments were 

conducted independently in at least biological triplicate. Data were expressed as 

mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and analyzed by one- or two-way 

ANOVA with Fisher’s Least Significant Difference test, or paired, two-tailed 

Student’s t-test where indicated and P values < 0.05 were statistically significant. 

Growth curves and in vivo bacterial abundance experiments were expressed as 

mean ± SEM with no additional statistical analysis conducted. Specific statistical 

tests, significance, and n are indicated in each figure legend. 
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CHAPTER 3: CARBON UTILIZATION PATHWAYS DIRECT CUR ACTIVITY IN HUMAN 

GUT BACTEROIDES 

Abstract 

Manipulating the gut microbiota is an attractive therapeutic avenue 

requiring identification of gut microbial pathways that can be pharmacologically 

targeted. Members of the dominant gut bacterial phylum, Bacteroidetes, encode 

a conserved transcription factor called Cur required for intestinal colonization and 

carbohydrate utilization that responds to an unknown differentially synthesized 

intracellular signal. Cur activity is silenced by host intake of abundant dietary 

sugars, glucose and fructose, reducing the amounts of Cur-dependent products. 

We sought to elucidate the mechanism controlling Cur activation in Bacteroides 

thetaiotaomicron (Bt) using genetic and metabolomic approaches to identify the 

molecular pathways that control this transcription factor. We now report that 

Bacteroides metabolism of glucose and fructose is necessary for Cur silencing 

and this effect is mediated by one of four putative phosphofructokinase genes 

that stimulates high levels of fructose-1,6,-bisphosphate. Furthermore, increased 

Cur activity in this pfkA mutant requires a bi-directional ribose 5-phosphate 

isomerase in the pentose phosphate pathway, implicating that discreet metabolic 

steps control transcription factor activity. Intriguingly, these enzymes work to co-

ordinate Cur activity during steady state growth but are dispensable for increased 

activity in response to carbon limitation. Our work defines the metabolic cues 
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governing the activity of a critical signalling pathway in the mammalian gut and 

identifies a key metabolic space for pharmacological manipulation of the human 

gut microbiota. 

Introduction 

Identifying mechanisms that control microbial colonization of the 

mammalian intestine and synthesis of host-absorbed metabolites is critical to 

leveraging the gut microbiota as a therapeutic target. A key barrier to 

manipulating gut microbial activities is identifying phyla-specific enzymes that can 

be exploited to control microbial abundance, overcome colonization resistance, 

and direct metabolism. Microbial intestinal colonization requires efficient 

extraction of the dynamic and differentially available nutrients present in the 

mammalian intestine. Furthermore, gut microbial nutrient utilization requires 

distinct metabolic processes and results in the synthesis of host absorbed 

metabolites, indicating that elucidating nutrient utilization processes could be 

exploited to manipulate both microbiota composition and metabolic output. 

The abundant human intestinal phyla, Bacteroidetes, dominate in this 

densely populated environment by exhibiting unique mechanisms to persist in 

this space. For example, Bacteroides species include an intrinsically disordered 

domain within the essential transcriptional termination factor Rho, which 

facilitates lipid-lipid phase separation and forms intracellular condensates that 

regulate transcription by arresting translation, condensing transcription factors 

with RNA, and storing untranslated mRNAs (339). Additionally, Bacteroides 
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species employ a specialized translation elongation factor, EF-G2, that is 

dispensable for in vitro growth but facilitates GTP-independent translation in the 

intestine (370). Furthermore, these organisms encode specialized glycan 

sensors to detect and utilize glycans harvested from the host diet, mucosa, and 

other co-resident microbes (325, 333, 344, 371). Finally, Bacteroides species 

frequently encode a master regulator, called Cur, that regulates the expression of 

distinct carbohydrate utilization genes (330), fusA2 (331), and the abundance of 

glycan utilization proteins. Because Cur controls numerous processes critical for 

gut colonization and nutrient utilization by an unknown interconvertible 

mechanism, elucidating the signals that govern this transcription factor’s activity 

could allow for precision control of bacterial abundance and metabolism in the 

intestine. 

Cur is an attractive target to manipulate gut microbial composition and 

metabolism because this transcription factor is differentially activated by an 

unknown signal, is conserved among some of the most abundant members of 

the gut microbiota (Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6) and is critical for intestinal colonization 

and conversion of environmentally available glycans into host-absorbed 

metabolites (271). Interestingly, abundant human dietary additives, fructose and 

glucose, silence Cur activity by an unknown mechanism, indicating that these 

monosaccharides control intracellular signals that govern Cur. Therefore, we 

hypothesize that elucidating how fructose and glucose control Cur activity could 

identify novel strategies to manipulate gut microbial composition and metabolism. 

In contrast to the well-defined mechanisms of glucose and fructose utilization in 
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Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, Bacteroides species transport these 

monosaccharides independently of phosphosugar transport systems (PTS). 

While the cellular machinery necessary for glucose utilization is unknown in 

Bacteroides species (372), fructose activates an transmembrane transcription 

factor that regulates expression of a genetically linked polysaccharide utilization 

locus (344, 373), suggesting that these sugars could differentially regulate 

transcription of products that directly control Cur activity. Alternatively, Cur 

activity could be controlled by intracellular metabolites generated during the 

utilization of either monosaccharide independently of controlling transcription 

because mutations disrupting central metabolic genes alter expression of Cur-

dependent products.  

Here, we demonstrate that glucose and fructose regulate Cur activity by 

distinct metabolic pathways rather than serving as extra-cytoplasmic signals. 

Fructose and glucose silence Cur activity by increasing glycolytic metabolites 

and disabling a single phosphofructokinase (pfkA) is sufficient to increase 

synthesis of Cur-dependent products. The increased Cur activity observed in a 

pfkA-deficient strain requires a bi-directional ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 

(RpiB). RpiB is non-essential and dispensable for Cur activation during carbon 

starvation. Finally, disrupting essential metabolic steps with a newly developed 

inducible-CRISPRi system demonstrates that Cur activation during carbon 

limitation requires the synthesis ribulose-5-phosphate. Together, these data 

suggest that Cur activity is controlled by distinct Ru5P-derived metabolites 

because genetically reducing EMP metabolites increases Cur activity whereas 
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disrupting PPP metabolites reciprocally reduce Cur activity. Elucidating the 

activating mechanism of Cur provides a target for metabolic manipulation in 

Bacteroides.  

Results 

Fructose and glucose metabolism is required for Cur silencing. 

The addition of glucose or fructose silences Cur activity in Bacteroides 

species. However, fructose can serve as a signal independently of its metabolism 

by activating a transmembrane transcription factor, called BT1754, in the Bt 

periplasm (344). Thus, fructose could silence Cur via this compartmentalized 

signaling machinery independently of its metabolism. To differentiate whether 

fructose silences Cur by serving as signal or growth substrate, we measured 

fusA2 transcript levels in a Bt mutant lacking BT1758, an inner membrane 

fructose transporter, that can transport fructose across the outer but not the inner 

membrane, thereby trapping fructose in the periplasm, eliciting increased 

signaling through BT1754, but preventing fructose utilization (344). We grew 

strains in PMOG as this induces high Cur activity and the BT1758 mutant is able 

to grow unlike the growth defect exhibited during growth in fructose (Fig. 3-1A 

and 3-1B). The addition of fructose for 60 minutes to cells growing exponentially 

in PMOGs was unable to reduce the Cur target fusA2 mRNA amounts in 

BT1758-deficient cells (Fig. 3-1C). Previous data demonstrates a decrease in 

fusA2 mRNA amounts in wild-type after the addition of fructose for 60-minutes 

(Fig. C-7B). Thus, fructose importation into the cytoplasm is required for silencing  
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Figure 3-1: Fructose importation is required for Cur silencing. a-b. Growth of wild-
type (GT593; black) or Bt strains deficient for BT1757 (GT955; blue) or a BT1758 
inactivation (GT3495; green) in minimal media containing 1% PMOG (a), or 0.5% 
fructose (b). (Values are the mean of 4 biological replicates, error bars represent SEM.) 
c. The transcript level of fusA2 measured in strains described in (a) during mid log 
growth in 0.5% glucose (glu), fructose (fru), or 1% PMOG, and 10-minutes following 
the addition of 0.5% fructose or glucose to PMOG growth cells. (Values are the mean 
of 3 to 5 independent measurements, error bars represent SEM, P values derived from 
one way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; ** P < 0.01 ****P < 0.0001) 

of Cur activity. To determine whether Cur silencing required fructose-derived 

metabolites, we measured fusA2 levels in a mutant lacking BT1757, which is a 

fructokinase required for converting fructose to fructose-6-phosphate, an 

essential step for fructose utilization. As expected, disabling Cur silencing in the 
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BT1758 or BT1757 mutants was specific to fructose because these strains 

exhibited a similar reduction of fusA2 transcripts 10 minutes following addition of 

glucose compared to wild-type cells (Fig. 3-1C). Together, these data suggest 

both the importation and metabolism of fructose are required for silencing of Cur 

activity. 

Disrupting the Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas Pathway increases Cur 
activity in glucose and fructose. 

To determine whether metabolism through the EMP is governing Cur 

activity, we genetically disabled the first step in fructose catabolism, the 

production of fructose-1,6-bisphosphate (FBP) from fructose 6-phosphate 

through PfkA. If FBP production can be interrupted by engineering strains 

deficient in pfkA, we can measure Cur activity when the EMP is disrupted, and 

glucose and fructose cannot be metabolized by this pathway. If metabolism 

through the EMP is required for silencing, then genetically blocking carbon 

metabolism by disabling pfkA will alleviate Cur silencing exhibited in glucose or 

fructose containing conditions. Bt encodes 4 ORFs annotated as pfkA, however 

E. coli only encodes 2 annotated PfkAs and closely related Bo and Bf each 

encode 3 ORFs annotated as PfkAs (Fig. 3-2A). To determine if the PfkAs in Bt 

function to produce FBP, we engineered inducible plasmids containing an 

individual pfkA and introducing these plasmids into a pfkA deficient E. coli strain, 

we found that only BT1102 and BT2062 can complement growth suggesting they 

are bona fide PfkAs and further their sequence homology is 53.0 and 33.3% 

similar to E. coli pfkA and pfkB, respectively. (Fig. 3-2B). BT0307 and BT3356  
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Figure 3-2: EMP disruption increases Cur activity. a. Percent identify and 
divergence of annotated pfk enzyme sequences from Bt, Ec, Bo, and Bf aligned with 
ClustalW. b. Growth of Ec strains harboring plasmids containing empty vector 
(GT3382; black), BT0307 (GT3383; blue), BT1102 (GT3384; pink), BT2062 (GT3385; 
orange), BT3356 (GT3386; red) or Ec pfkA (GT4231; green) in MOPS minimal media 
containing 0.5% glucose and 100uM IPTG (Values are the mean of 4 biological 
replicates, error bars represent SEM). c. Representative coomassie stained gel of 
strains described in (b) grown in rich medium (left) or supplemented with 100uM IPTG 
(right). d. Quantified western blot analysis of wild-type (GT593; white), or Bt strain 
deficient for BT2062 (GT762; orange) during growth in glucose (glu) or fructose (fru) 
(Values are the mean of 6 biological replicates, error bars represent SEM; P values 
derived from two way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; * P < 0.05 **P < 0.01). e. 
Quantified western blot analysis of wild type (GT593; white), or Bt strains deficient for 
BT4338 (GT1234; gray), BT2062 (GT762; orange), both BT2062 and BT4338 
(GT1314; light orange), or both BT2062 and BT0346 (GT2735; purple) (Values are the 
mean of 3 biological replicates, error bars represent SEM, P values derived from one 
way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; *** P < 0.001 ****P < 0.0001). f. Metabolic 
map depicting the connections between the EMP and PPP. 

share less than 33% identity with either E. coli pfkA and pfkB and both failed to 

rescue growth despite being inducibly expressed (Fig. 3-2B and 3-2C). Further, 

by engineering strains deficient for individual pfkAs, we discovered that BT0307 

is essential whereas BT1102, BT2062, and BT3356 are non-essential and can 

easily be deleted. Further, we determined that elimination of just BT2062 

increases Cur activity as indicated by a 4.5-fold increase in Roc expression over 

wild-type in either glucose or fructose containing media (Fig. 3-2D). The increase 

in Roc expression is Cur dependent as a strain lacking both cur and BT2062 

resembles that of a cur deletion strain alone (Fig. 3-2E). Together these data 

indicate that glucose and fructose metabolism silence Cur activity by increasing 

FBP levels and thus, carbon flow through the EMP (Fig. 3-2F). 
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Figure 3-3: Cur activity is differentially stimulated during carbon starvation. a-b. 
Growth of wild-type (GT23; black) or Bt strains deficient for rpiA (GT2385; red), rpiB 
(GT2284; purple) or both rpiA and rpiB (GT2437; blue) in minimal media containing 
0.5% ribose (a), or 0.5% glucose (b) (Values are the mean of 4 biological replicates, 
error bars represent SEM). c. The transcript level of fusA2 measured in wild-type 
(GT593; black) or Bt strains deficient for cur (GT1234; gray), rpiB (GT2829; purple) 
during mid log growth in 0.5% glucose (glu; -5), and 10-minutes following carbon 
starvation (10). (Values are the mean of 6 biological replicates, error bars represent 
SEM, P values derived from two way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; *** P < 
0.001 ****P < 0.0001) d. Growth of Bt strains deficient for rpe (GT2381; green) or tkl 
(GT2387; pink) in minimal media containing 0.5% glucose (Values are the mean of 4 
biological replicates, error bars represent SEM). 

Removing specific steps in non-oxidative pentose phosphate pathway 
reduces Cur activation during carbon starvation. 

I hypothesized that disabling pfkAs increases Cur activity by re-routing 

carbon metabolism through alternative metabolic pathways. Because we  
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previously identified mutations in the oxidative PPP (oPPP) that reduce, but do 

not abolish Cur activity (Fig. C-2), we reasoned that downstream steps in the 

non- oxidative PPP (noPPP) are involved in Cur activation. To identify steps in 

the noPPP required for Cur activation during carbon starvation, each enzyme 

was assessed independently. Only one enzyme, ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 

(Rpi) is putatively encoded by more than one ORF (Fig. 3-2F). Genetically 

disabling rpi activity can be achieved due to this redundancy. Therefore, we 

started with determining the requirement of either Rpi for Cur activation. We first 

identified that RpiA is a monodirectional isomerase whereas RpiB is a 

bidirectional isomerase as an rpiB deletion exhibits a growth defect in minimal 

media containing ribose but no defect in minimal media containing glucose (Fig. 

3-3A and 3-3B, respectively). Conversely, a deletion of rpiA exhibits no defect in 

either condition indicating that only RpiB is responsible for interconverting 

ribulose-5-P (Ru5P) and ribose-5-P (Ri5P) (Fig. 3-3A and 3-3B). Further, an rpiB 

mutation relieves the increase of Cur activity exhibited by a BT2062 mutant 

suggesting Ru5P plays an important role in activity as this strain encourages 

carbon flow through rpiA to produce Ri5P. (Fig. 3-2D). Additionally, an rpiB 

mutation exhibits an 107-fold increase in fusA2 transcript amounts after 10-

minutes of carbon starvation whereas a 257-fold increase is exhibited by wild-

type (Fig. 3-3C). Together, these data suggests that Cur activity is differentially 

stimulated by genetically redirecting carbon metabolism during carbon starvation. 

When carbon flow through the EMP is blocked, Cur activity is increased, and  
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Figure 3-4: CRISPRi interferes with rpiA transcription. a-b. Growth of rpiB deletion 
Bt strains harboring either a vector control plasmid (GT4051; black) or an sgRNA 
targeting rpiA (GT4053; red) in minimal media containing 0.5% xylose (a), or 0.5% 
glucose (b) and aTc induction indicated by dotted lines (Values are the mean of 4 
biological replicates, error bars represent SEM). c-d. The fold change in the transcript 
level of rpiA (c) or fusA2 (d) measured in vector control (GT4051; white) or a strain 
harboring an sgRNA targeting rpiA (GT4053; red) during early log growth in 0.5% 
glucose (glu), addition of aTc (aTc) and 10-minutes following carbon starvation (no C; 
10) (Values are the mean of 2 biological replicates, error bars represent SEM). 

when rpiB is inactivated, Cur activity is reduced suggesting the importance of 

Ru5P in Cur activation. We propose that this could be mediated by Ru5P, or a 

derived product synthesized during carbon starvation.  

Genetically disabling downstream genes posed a challenge as they are 

essential for growth in minimal media. Therefore, disabling these genes using 
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loss-of-function mutations cannot be utilized to assess the role of these enzymes 

in Cur activation through carbon starvation. Genetically eliminating ribulose-

phosphate 3-epimerase (Rpe) or transketolase (Tkl), exhibits a severe growth 

defect when grown in glucose containing media, preventing further examination 

with either of these mutants (Fig. 3-3D). To genetically examine downstream 

genes, we adapted a CRISPRi system induced by the addition of aTc, genetically 

interfering with transcription of target genes when cells are already rapidly 

growing, removing this concern. We started with an sgRNA specific for rpiA in an 

rpiB mutant to validate our methodology. Induction of CRISPRi caused a severe 

growth defect when cells were grown in xylose, but this was not exhibited in 

glucose suggesting the noPPP has been blocked through removal of both rpis 

(Fig. 3-4A and 3-4B, respectively). Upon introduction of aTc, rpiA transcript levels 

decreased 18.4-fold compared to glucose grown cells alone and remained 

unchanged in the vector control (Fig. 3-4C). Furthermore, 10-minutes post 

carbon starvation, fusA2 levels increased 28.3-fold in the control strain compared 

to the rpiA CRISPRi strain exhibiting a 9.4-fold increase (Fig. 3-4D) meaning that 

removal of rpiA in addition to rpiB does not completely abolish Cur activity in 

carbon starvation. These data suggest that neither rpi alone nor in combination 

are solely responsible for Cur activity during carbon starvation, though additional 

experiments are required as preliminary results are based on 2 replicates. 

However, these data suggest that a reduction in carbon flow to downstream 

noPPP steps lead to reduced Cur activity (Fig 3-2F). We expect that the 

reduction of a metabolite produced in a later step in the noPPP will abolish Cur 
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activation following carbon starvation and as such be a crucial component in Cur 

activation. 

Discussion 

We have determined that Cur, a global transcription factor encoded in 

many Bacteroides species within the human gut has interconvertible activity 

governed by genetically redirecting carbon metabolism based on the available 

environmental nutrients. We have elucidated that the Cur silencing by fructose 

requires importation and metabolism (Fig. 3-1) indicating fructose itself cannot 

act as an intracellular signal to govern Cur, but a metabolite could. When 

provided glucose and fructose, Cur activity is silenced, but reducing carbon 

metabolism through the EMP alleviates this silencing (Fig. 3-2). Consistent with 

this, reducing carbon flow through the oPPP through genetically inactivating any 

one of the three steps reduces Cur activity (Appendix C; Figure C-2). We have 

additionally established the directionality of two encoded ribose-5-phosphate 

isomerases in Bt (Fig. 3-3A and 3-3B). Blocking the bi-directional RpiB and a 

highly active pfkA (BT2062) results in reduced Cur activity indicating Cur 

activation requires carbon flow through the PPP, specifically Ru5P production 

(Fig. 3-2D). Finally, we have generated an inducible CRISPRi system to address 

the essentiality of genes within central metabolism where loss-of-function 

mutations cannot be utilized. Using this system, we have identified that neither 

rpi is solely responsible for Cur activation in carbon starvation as removal or 
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blocking both together reduce Cur activation suggesting the importance of Ru5P 

for carbon starvation-dependent activation. (Fig. 3-3C and 3-4). 

Bacteroidetes encode specific coordinately regulated gene clusters for 

sensing, de-polymerizing, importing, and utilizing complex carbohydrates, called 

PULs. These systems include specific nutrient sensors encoded both within and 

outside of these PULs required for utilization of target nutrients (284, 326, 330, 

374). Co-resident Proteobacteria are more adept at utilizing monosaccharides 

and prefer glucose over other carbon sources. When glucose is present and 

recognized, cAMP is differentially synthesized in response and results in 

increased gene expression by activating Crp, a Proteobacterial global 

transcription regulator. Firmicutes use a similar mechanism in which CcpA is 

activated by phosphorylated HPr in response to intracellular metabolic cues to 

govern gene expression. In the presence of less preferred carbon sources, cAMP 

production is halted thereby preventing activation of Crp resulting in no increased 

in gene expression (375). In Firmicutes, less preferred substrates lead to 

phosphorylated HPr instead enhancing activity of transcriptional activators to 

utilize the less preferred carbon sources rather than activating CcpA (376). 

These CCR mechanisms reduce transcription of genes required for metabolizing 

less preferred carbon sources when more preferred carbon sources are available 

in the environment. We find that Cur also exhibits differing activity, which is 

carbon source dependent, consistent with the notion that Cur serves as an 

important component of Bacteroides CCR however the mechanism differs from 
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Proteobacteria and Firmicutes because Bacteroides specialize in consuming 

more complex carbohydrates.  

As Bacteroides do not encode either of these mechanisms and 

Bacteroides CCR is not well understood, we propose that that Cur is an 

important component in CCR in these species. Further, Bacteroides must 

prioritize consumption of complex glycans and their constituents suggesting 

Bacteroides species exert CCR in the opposite manner of Proteobacteria of 

Firmicutes and to repress genes responsible for utilizing simple sugars since 

Bacteroidetes are more adept at metabolizing complex carbohydrates compared 

to other phyla. Therefore, the preferred carbon source which would provide 

Bacteroidetes a fitness advantage would be the available complex 

carbohydrates. Importantly, our experiments examine Bt in isolation, but in the 

context of the gut, millions of organisms are competing for the available nutrients 

so currently, Bacteroides preferred carbon sources remain unknown in 

monoculture. Because Cur is required for gut colonization and its activity is 

necessary for transcription of a multitude of carbohydrate utilization genes, host-

microbial interaction proteins, and translation factors, the silencing exhibited by 

glucose and fructose suggest these to be less preferred carbon sources as their 

consumption leads to reduction in these genes required for intestinal 

colonization. 

Our work suggests that Cur activity relies on a metabolite generated by 

consumption of a more favorable carbohydrate and when consuming less 

favorable substrates, Cur activity is silenced (Chapter 2). Further investigation is 
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required to identify the signal to activate Cur by we hypothesize this signal is 

Ru5P or a derivative due to the importance of RpiB to Cur activity as RpiB can 

convert Ri5P back to Ru5P. The PUL responsible for ribose consumption 

encodes two kinases which function to generate Ri5P from free ribose and 

ribose-1,5-P from Ri5P or ribose-1-P. These two kinases are required for in vivo 

colonization together, but individually dispensable and are not transcribed when 

cells are switched from glucose containing media to ribose containing media 

(332). Further, Cur is essential for growth in ribose as it is required for ribose 

utilization suggesting that metabolites derived directly from ribose are unlikely 

metabolites to activate Cur (330, 332). Because disrupting divergent central 

metabolic pathways produces opposing effects on Cur activity, we hypothesize 

that molecules derived from these metabolites differentially govern Cur DNA 

binding activity to target promoters. One of the main roadblocks to the reverse 

genetics employed is the essentiality of these metabolic steps to allow for growth. 

The development of the CRISPRi system is incredibly beneficial as genes can be 

knocked down in a targeted manner in cells which are already growing. This 

allows for investigation of more enzymes within central metabolism which 

otherwise are unable to be inactivated. This preliminary work suggests that 

removal of rpiA in an rpiB deletion strain does reduce the activity of Cur as 

measured by reduced fusA2 transcription. While this still does not identify the key 

step required for Cur activity, it provides a more specific area within central 

metabolism to focus, Ru5P and derivatives. Therefore, future experiments should 

explore reducing the expression of Rpe, Tkl, and Prs, downstream noPPP 
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enzymes which are essential and cannot be inactivated. Genetically disrupting 

these pathways may be impossible because of genetic essentiality and therefore 

this CRISPRi system could be utilized to determine the role of these metabolites 

in governing Cur activity. Identifying the regulatory signal to govern Cur in 

Bacteroides, will provide a better understanding of a previously unknown CCR 

mechanism which can be exploited for manipulating microbial abundance. 

Material and Methods 

Bacterial culture conditions.  

Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 3-1. 

Escherichia coli strains were cultured on Luria-Bertani (BD), or MOPS media plus 

0.5% weight/volume glucose. Bt strains were cultured on solid brain heart 

infusion agar (Sigma) containing 5% defibrinated horse blood (Hardy), tryptone-

yeast extract-glucose (TYG), or Bacteroides minimal medium, plus individual 

carbon sources (0.5% weight/volume unless otherwise noted) as previously 

described (328). All bacterial strains included the following antibiotics where 

appropriate: 100 μg/mL ampicillin (Sigma), 200 μg/mL gentamicin (Sigma), 2 

μg/mL tetracycline (Sigma), or 25 μg/mL erythromycin (Sigma). 

Construction of strains.  

pNBU2 plasmids were introduced by di-parental mating and att-1 site 

integration was verified by PCR as previously described (325). Strains harboring 

chromosomal deletions of BT4338, rpiA, rpiB, rpe, or pfk were constructed by 

allelic exchange as previously described (363). pUHE21-lacIQ plasmids 
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containing pfk genes were constructed by PCR amplifying from wild-type Bt using 

primers listed in Table 3-2, followed by NEBuilder with pUHE21-lacQ digested 

with BamHI and HindIII.  

Inducible system (CRISPRi).  

dcas9 was amplified from pMM763 (Addgene #68900, (377)) using 

primers 2352 and 2353 and introduced into pNBU2-ermG-TetR-P1T_DP-GH023 

digested with NcoI and PstI (378) using NEBbuilder. The resulting plasmid was 

digested with PstI and SalI and combined with amplicons harboring 1.) the Bt 16s 

rrs promoter, amplified from Bt gDNA with primers 2354 and 2355, and 2.) the S. 

pyogenes sgRNA scaffold, amplified from pMM763 with primers 2356 and 2357. 

We determined that the resulting plasmid, pGT3920, contained 2 point mutations 

within the dcas9 ORF that were also found in the template plasmid, pMM763. 

Therefore, we ligated a 2117 bp fragment from pdcas9-bacteria (Addgene 

#44249, (379)) digested with BamHI and SphI and with an 8062 bp fragment 

from pGT3920 digested with the same enzymes. The resulting plasmid, 

pGT3945, harbored dcas9 under control of an aTc-inducible promoter followed 

by a constitutively expressed sgRNA scaffold with a SpeI restriction site for 

convenient introduction of sgRNA target sequences. 

Western Blotting.  

Cell pellets were re-suspended in 375 μl 1x Tris-buffered saline (TBS) 

containing 1 mM EDTA and 0.5 mg/ml chicken egg lysozyme (Sigma). Cell 

suspensions were transferred to a 2.0 mL tube containing 0.1 mm Zirconia/Silica 
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beads (BioSpec) and subject to disruption using a Mini-Beadbeater (BioSpec, 

Bartlesville, OK, USA) at 2,800 rpm for 5 cycles of 40 seconds with 5-minute 

incubations at 4°C between each cycle. Samples were centrifuged for 2 minutes 

at 15,294 x g at 4°C to remove cell debris and the supernatant was reserved. 

Protein concentration was estimated by measuring absorbance at 280 

nanometers using a NanoQuant plate in a Spark plate reader (Tecan, 

Männedorf, Switzerland). A volume corresponding to 30 μg of protein from each 

sample was combined with 3 μl 4x LDS buffer (ThermoFisher) containing 100 

mM dithiothreitol and subject to heating at 95°C for 5 minutes. Each sample was 

loaded onto a 4-12% Bis-tris NuPAGE gel (ThermoFisher) and fractionated for 60 

minutes at 180V in 1X MOPS running buffer (ThermoFisher) before transfer to a 

nitrocellulose membrane using an iBlot2 (Invitrogen, Waltham, Massachusetts, 

USA). The resulting membrane was cut below the 100 kD marker and both 

portions blocked for 1 hour in 1x TBS with 3% skim milk (BD). The top portion of 

the membrane was incubated with a 1 to 5,000 dilution of a rabbit anti-HA 

antibody (Sigma) followed by a 1 to 5,000 dilution of an HRP-conjugated anti-

rabbit antibody (GE). GroEL was detected on the bottom portion of the 

membrane using a 1 to 5,000 dilution of a rabbit anti-GroEL antibody (Sigma) 

followed by a 1 to 5,000 dilution of an HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (GE). 

Membranes were washed before and after addition of secondary antibody with 

TBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 (Sigma) and rinsed with 1x TBS prior to 

detection with ECL Prime Western Blotting Detection Reagent Substrate (Cytiva). 
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Blots were quantified using Image Studio Lite (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, 

Nebraska, USA). 

Quantitative PCR (qPCR).  

mRNA was prepared from 1.0 mL of Bt cell culture pre-treated with RNA 

protect (Qiagen) using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Contaminating DNA was removed using on-column DNase 

treatment (Qiagen) during purification according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. cDNA was synthesized from 1.0 μg of RNA using Superscript VILO 

IV master mix (ThermoFisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

mRNA levels were measured by quantification of cDNA using Fast SYBR Green 

PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and primers listed in Table 3-2 using a 

QuantStudio 12K Flex Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA). Data were normalized to 16s ribosomal RNA from 1,000-

fold diluted cDNA as previously described (330). qPCR primers are listed in 

Table 3-2. 

CRISPRi carbon limitation experiments.  

Bt strains were grown in TYG medium anaerobically overnight before 

being diluted 1 to 400 into 2.0 mL of Bacteroides minimal medium containing 

0.5% glucose. After reaching stationary phase, the resulting culture was diluted 1 

to 50 into pre-reduced medium containing 0.5% glucose or 0.5% fructose and 

grown to early-exponential phase (OD600 ~ 0.1) at which time an aliquot was 

collected by centrifugation, decanted, and immediately placed on dry ice before 
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adding aTc to 100ng/mL. The remaining culture was then grown to mid-

exponential phase (OD600 = 0.45 to 0.6), at which time an aliquot was collected 

by centrifugation, decanted, and immediately placed on dry ice representing the 

“-5” time points in carbon limitation experiments. The remaining culture was 

centrifuged at 7,200 x g at room temperature for 3 minutes in sealed tubes and 

reintroduced into the anaerobic chamber where the tubes were unsealed, and 

the supernatant was decanted. Cell pellets were resuspended in an equivalent 

volume of pre-warmed, pre-reduced minimal medium lacking a carbon source 

and incubated at 37°C anaerobically. Aliquots were collected by centrifugation at 

indicated time points following incubation and the supernatant was decanted 

before the pellet was placed on dry ice and stored at -80°C. 

Monitoring growth of bacterial strains in vitro. 

Escherichia strains were grown in LB medium overnight before being 

diluted 1 to 200 into 200ul of MOPS minimal medium containing 0.5% glucose 

plus 100uM IPTG where indicated. Ec growth was monitored for 24 hours 

following dilution using a Spark plate reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). 

Bacteroides strains were grown in TYG medium anaerobically overnight before 

being diluted 1 to 200 into 100ul of Bacteroides minimal medium containing 0.5% 

of the carbon source of interest. For PMOG growth curves, 1.0% PMOG was 

used. Growth was monitored for 96 hours following dilution using an Infinite M 

Nano plate reader (Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland) maintained anaerobically. 
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Absorbance at OD600 was measured every 15 minutes after 5 seconds of orbital 

shaking. 

Coomassie staining of IPTG induced strains. 

Ec strains harboring plasmids expressing pfkAs were grown overnight in 

LB media with or without 100uM IPTG. 25ul of the resulting culture was 

combined with 5 μl 4x LDS buffer (ThermoFisher) containing 100 mM 

dithiothreitol and subject to heating at 95°C for 5 minutes. Each sample was 

loaded onto a 10% Bis-tris NuPAGE gel (ThermoFisher) and fractionated for 45 

minutes at 180V in 1X MES running buffer (ThermoFisher). The gel was placed 

in Coomassie stain and microwaved for 40 seconds before incubating at room-

temperature for 5 minutes. The gel was rinsed with deionized water before being 

placed in destain solution and microwaved for another 40 seconds. The gel was 

then incubated at room temperature with Kim-wipes in the container until the 

stain reduced and protein bands were visible. 

Statistical analysis. 

All data analysis was performed using Prism v9.3.1 (GraphPad, San 

Diego, California, USA). Western blot, ChIP, and qPCR experiments were 

conducted independently in at least biological triplicate. Data were expressed as 

mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and analyzed by one- or two-way 

ANOVA with Fisher’s Least Significant Difference test, or paired, two-tailed 

Student’s t-test where indicated and P values < 0.05 were statistically significant. 

Growth curves and in vivo bacterial abundance experiments were expressed as 
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mean ± SEM with no additional statistical analysis conducted. Specific statistical 

tests, significance, and n are indicated in each figure legend. 

Supplemental Tables 

Table 3-1. Strains and plasmids used in this study 

Name Genotype Plasmid Reference 
E. coli 
MG1655 F-, lambda-, rph-1  ATCC 700926 
GT1 λpir  (380) 

GT3172 
 

F-, [araD139]B/r, lacIp-
4000(lacIQ), e14-, pfkB205(del-
ins)::FRT, flhD5301, Δ(fruK-
yeiR)725(fruA25), relA1, 
rpsL150(strR), rbsR22, 
pfkA203(del-ins)::FRT, Δ(fimB-
fimE)632(::IS1), deoC1 

 Yale CGSC 

GT3382 F-, [araD139]B/r, lacIp-
4000(lacIQ), e14-, pfkB205(del-
ins)::FRT, flhD5301, Δ(fruK-
yeiR)725(fruA25), relA1, 
rpsL150(strR), rbsR22, 
pfkA203(del-ins)::FRT, Δ(fimB-
fimE)632(::IS1), deoC1 

pUHE21-lacIQ This study 
GT3383 pUHE21-lacIQ::BT0307 This study 
GT3384 pUHE21-lacIQ::BT1102 This study 
GT3385 pUHE21-lacIQ::BT2062 This study 
GT3386 pUHE21-lacIQ::BT3356 This study 
GT4231 pUHE21-lacIQ::pfkA This study 

B. thetaiotaomicron 
GT22   ATCC 29148 
GT23 Δtdk  (267) 
GT593 ∆tdk BT3172HACLEAN  (381) 
GT762 ∆tdk BT3172HACLEAN ∆BT2062  This study 
GT955 ∆tdk BT3172HACLEAN ∆BT1757  This study 
GT1234 ∆tdk BT3172HACLEAN ΔBT4338  This study 

GT1314 ∆tdk BT3172HACLEAN ΔBT4338 
∆BT2062  This study 

GT2284 Δtdk ΔBT0346  This study 
GT2381 Δtdk ΔBT0347  This study 
GT2385 Δtdk ΔBT1986  This study 
GT2387 Δtdk ΔBT3946  This study 
GT2437 Δtdk ΔBT0346 ΔBT1986  This study 

GT2735 ∆tdk BT3172-HACLEAN ∆BT2062 
ΔBT0346  This study 

GT2829 ∆tdk BT3172-HACLEAN ΔBT0346  This study 

GT3495 
∆tdk BT3172HACLEAN 
BT1758::pKNOCK-
ermGb::BT1758KO 

 
This study 
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GT4051 
Δtdk ΔBT0346 att-1::pNBU2-
ermG-TetR-P1T_DP-GH023-
dCas9-PBt16s-sgRNA-SpeI 

 
This study 

GT4053 
Δtdk ΔBT0346 att-1::pNBU2-
ermG-TetR-P1T_DP-GH023-
dCas9-PBt16s-sgRNA-BT1986-2 

 
This study 
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Table 3-2. Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Identifier Name Sequence (5’  3’) Purpose 
1987 pUHE-BT0307f AATTAACTATGAGAGGATCC

ATGACTAAAAGTGCATTGCA
AATCGC 

Constructing a plasmid to 
inducibly express BT0307 
in E.coli 

1988 pUHE-BT0307r TCCAAGCTCAGCTAATTAAG
CTTATTTAGCTTGTTCCAATT
GCAAAGTC 

1989 pUHE-BT3356f AATTAACTATGAGAGGATCC
ATGAGAATTGGAATCCTGAC
TTCCG 

Constructing a plasmid to 
inducibly express BT3356 
in E.coli 

1990 pUHE-BT3356r TCCAAGCTCAGCTAATTAAG
CTTAACCGAAACAAATCCCC
ATGC 

1991 pUHE-BT1102f AATTAACTATGAGAGGATCC
ATGGATAACAAGTATATTGG
AATTCTGACTTC 

Constructing a plasmid to 
inducibly express BT1102 
in E.coli 

1992 pUHE-BT1102r TCCAAGCTCAGCTAATTAAG
CTTAGATCGATAATTCGTTA
AGGACCCG 

1993 pUHE-BT2062f AATTAACTATGAGAGGATCC
ATGGGAACAGTTAAATGTAT
CGGTATT 

Constructing a plasmid to 
inducibly express BT2062 
in E.coli 

1994 pUHE-BT2062r TCCAAGCTCAGCTAATTAAG
CTTATATAGAAAGTTCTTTCA
ATACATTGACCAGATC 

2511 pUHE-MG1655-pfkAf AATTAACTATGAGAGGATCC
ATGATTAAGAAAATCGGTGT
GTTGACAAGC 

Constructing a plasmid to 
inducibly express Ec pfkA 
in E.coli 

2512 pUHE-MG1655-pfkAr TCCAAGCTCAGCTAATTAAG
CTTAATACAGTTTTTTCGCG
CAGTCC 

1044 qBt16sF GGTAGTCCACACAGTAAAC
GATGAA 

Measuring 16s rRNA 
transcript levels from Bt by 
qPCR 1045 qBt16sR CCCGTCAAATTCCTTTGAGT

TTC 
1050 qBT2167f AAAACGTCGCGGATCTGTT

G 
Measuring fusA2 transcript 
levels from Bt by qPCR 

1051 qBT2167r TGGAGAACGGTAGAGAAAA
CGG 

1876 qBT1986f AAAGCGGATTCACGAAGAG
C 

Measuring rpiA transcript 
levels from Bt harboring a 
CRISPRi plasmid by qPCR 1877 qBT1986r TGCCCAGTTGTATGCAAGTC 

1479 dBT0346_5f GCTCTAGAACTAGTGGATCC
TCACTTCACGGTGGTGTGAT
C Generating a deletion of 

BT0346 in its chromosomal 
locus in Bt. 1480 dBT0346_5r TTAAATCATTGCTTTTACCTG

ATTATATACGTTCTC 
1481 dBT0346_3f AAAGCAATGATTTAATGCCT
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GAAAATCTATAAAAATAAGG
TGGAA 

1482 dBT0346_3r AAGATAACATTCGAGTCGAC
GATGTCGGGTTAGGGATTG
GT 

1483 dBT0346_UP CAAGAAGGGCGATTTCAGC
G 

1484 dBT0346_DOWN CAAATGCCTGCTAGTGGGA
TT 

1592 pEXC:dBT1986_5f CTCTAGAACTAGTGGATCCT
TGTCTTTCGGGTTACTCCAA
TGG 

Generating a deletion of 
BT1986 in its chromosomal 
locus in Bt. 

1593 pEXC:dBT1986_5r GGTTCTTGCAGTTTTAGAGT
CTCTATTTAT 

1594 pEXC:dBT1986_3f CTCTAAAACTGCAAGAACCA
AACCAAGCATAGCACATAG
GAAAATC 

1595 pEXC:dBT1986_3r AGATAACATTCGAGTCGACG
GGATTGTAGTAGGCGTCGG 

1596 dBT1986_UP CGTGCTATCCTCAGCGCAA 
1597 dBT1986_DOWN TCCTTGATCAGGTTGGTCAA

CG 
1598 pEXC:dBT3946_5f CTCTAGAACTAGTGGATCCC

TTTTCGTATGTTGCCGGAGG 

Generating a deletion of 
BT3946 in its chromosomal 
locus in Bt. 

1599 pEXC:dBT3946_5r CATTCTATTGTTTTAAGTTCT
AAGTTAGCTTGACC 

1600 pEXC:dBT3946_3f AACTTAAAACAATAGAATGC
GGACACATTGAATACTGCCT
C 

1601 pEXC:dBT3946_3r AGATAACATTCGAGTCGACT
TAAATCGGTCTTCTCACCCA
CG 

1602 dBT3946_UP TGTGCAGGCACTTCGTGAG 
1603 dBT3946_DOWN CGGATAGAGCCAAGACATG

ACT 

2077 pKO-BT1758f 

CGCTCTAGAACTAGTGGATC
CAGAAAACCGTGTTACTCAG
TTTGATCG Generating an inactivation 

of BT1758 in its 
chromosomal locus in Bt. 

2078 pKO-BT1758r 

GGGCCCCCCCTCGAGGTCG
ACAAATAACAGAGAACACAT
TCGAGTTACC 

2378 sgRNA-BT1986_2f 

GCTAAAAGTTCTTATCTTTG
CAGTATAATCTCATTGGACC
ATTG Generating an sgRNA of 

BT1986 to insert into 
CRISPRi plasmid. 

2379 sgRNA-BT1986_2r 

ACTTGCTATTTCTAGCTCTA
AAACCAATGGTCCAATGAGA
TTAT 

2354 P16s_f 

AATCCTAGCACCCTGCAGC
AGTACTGCTTGACCATAAGA
AC 

Generating the 16s rrs 
promoter from Bt for 
CRISPRi plasmid 

2355 P16s_r 
GCTATTTCTAGCTCTAAAAC
ACTAGTACTGCAAAGATAAG
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AACTTTTAGCTT 

2356 sgRNAscaf_f 

GTTCTTATCTTTGCAGTACT
AGTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAAT
AGCAAGT Generating the sgRNA 

scaffold from S. pyogenes 
for CRISPRi plasmid. 

2357 sgRNAscaf_r 

CACTGGAAGATAGGCAATTA
GTCGACAAAAAAGCACCGA
CTCGGTG 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Summary 

The work detailed in this dissertation has established the foundation of 

CCR in Bacteroides species by identifying key players in this mechanism. A 

global transcription factor, widely distributed throughout Bacteroidetes governs 

carbohydrate utilization factors and translation elongation factor, EF-G2. Using 

genetics, we identified that Cur also regulates synthesis of colonization factor, 

Roc albeit indirect. Dietary sugars silence the production of Roc, EF-G2, and a 

host-microbial interaction mediator protein, BT4295 (Fig. 2-1B, 2-4D and C-7B) 

(306, 325). We now know this is achieved via silencing of Cur activity by dietary 

sugar consumption. Bacteroidetes do not encode CcpA, HPr, or PTS systems by 

which co-resident Proteobacteria and Firmicute species use to achieve CCR and 

preferential nutrient utilization. However, Bacteroidetes do exhibit preferential 

carbohydrate utilization in mixtures suggesting a mechanism of CCR exists but is 

the components remain unknown. Cur shares many of the same intracellular 

functions with that of Crp which governs CCR in Proteobacteria suggests that 

Cur is a critical component in Bacteroides CCR. Further, mutants identified in the 

PPP reduce Roc synthesis indicative of reduced Cur activity. As such, we 

hypothesize that perturbations in PPP intermediates through dietary sugar 

modulating carbon metabolism and exerting CCR modulate the production of a 

Cur activating signal. 
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To elucidate the Cur activating signal, I employed reverse genetics to 

elucidate steps within central carbon metabolism that are required for Cur activity 

and potentially producing the activating signal. I identified that the metabolism of 

fructose is important to governing Cur silencing and as such hypothesized that 

the activating signal likely originates from metabolism. My initial investigation 

down the EMP revealed that one specific PfkA, when inactivated, increased Cur 

activity (Fig. 3-1) suggesting that carbon flow through the PPP rather than the 

EMP drives activity. Consistent with this notion, inactivation of individual oPPP 

steps reduce Cur activity highlighting the importance of the PPP in Cur activation 

(Fig. C-2). Further investigation into the PPP revealed two Rpi enzymes, of which 

the bi-directional RpiB coordinates with PfkA to modulate Cur as inactivating both 

genes decreases Cur activity (Fig. 3-2). Overall, these data are consistent with 

the notion that carbon flow through the PPP drives the production of an activating 

signal to govern Cur activity. 

Limitations and future perspectives 

My work in Chapter 2 identified that Roc synthesis is governed by Cur 

however the regulation occurs indirectly because Cur does not directly bind to 

the roc promoter region (Fig. 2-3). Further, regulation of Roc synthesis by dietary 

sugar, which also silences Cur, requires the roc mRNA leader. While we were 

unable to determine the identity of what lies between active Cur and Roc 

synthesis, we identified EF-G2, the number one target of active Cur and a logical 

intermediate due to its regulation of translation, is not required for Roc synthesis 
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leading to further investigation of Cur regulated targets. Additional Cur regulated 

PUL genes BT4299-4295, putative methylmalonyl-CoA biosynthetic genes 

BT1450-1448, and a conserved hypothetical protein BT2131 are all dispensable 

for Roc synthesis. Further, Cur dependent sRNAs, BTnc140, BTns195, and 

BTnc364 were assessed for a potential role in Roc synthesis. These three 

sRNAs were selected due to their increased transcription in carbon limitation, a 

Cur activation condition, proximity to Cur binding sites, and complementarity to 

the roc leader. All three sRNAs were dispensable for Roc synthesis. Overall, I 

identified that active Cur is required for Roc expression and that this is achieved 

indirectly.  

Our approach is biased in assuming there is only one unknown factor in 

this mechanism. One important limitation in identifying the intermediate factor is 

that multiple factors could be required for this mechanism to take place. For 

example, Cur could be driving transcription of another transcription factor which 

then produces the intermediate factor required for Roc synthesis. To address 

this, it would be beneficial to scour ChIP-seq data for Cur-bound known 

transcription factors and assess their requirement for Roc synthesis. Though, the 

factor(s) we aim to identify could be uncharacterized at this time requiring further 

investigation into putative proteins. Additionally, we have only looked at Cur-

dependent proteins and sRNAs sharing complementary to the roc leader 

sequence. One avenue yet to be explored is the roc mRNA leader interacting 

with an RNA binding protein (RBP) which are also an emerging concept of CCR 

in Bacteroides. RBPs could regulate translation by inducing conformational 
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changes of mRNA or possibly facilitate sRNA binding (338). Both mechanisms 

have the potential to block ribosomal access or alter mRNA stability. Currently, 

these proposed mechanisms both aim to inhibit translation and we are seeking a 

mechanism which activates translation of roc mRNA making this avenue less 

attractive. 

My work in Chapter 3 highlights the importance of elucidating discreet 

metabolic steps to identify the mechanism by which Cur activity is modulated. I 

have demonstrated that importation and metabolism of fructose are required for 

silencing of Cur, however these two steps have not been addressed for glucose. 

Since the mechanism in which Bt imports glucose into the cell is unknown, 

reverse genetics cannot be employed to inactivate specific genes required for 

importation or metabolism of glucose. However, this could be partially addressed 

biochemically rather than genetically by using 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG), which in 

Bacteroides, can be phosphorylated but cannot be metabolized (382, 383). By 

introducing 2-DG to cells rapidly growing in a Cur-activating carbon source like 

PMOG, the requirement of glucose metabolism can be assessed. I hypothesize 

that fructose and glucose act through similar mechanisms to silence Cur, 

achieved through the EMP. If glucose is required to be metabolized to silence 

Cur activity, then Cur will remain active even when 2-DG is added whereas the 

addition of glucose silences Cur.  

If an Rpe knockdown also reduces Cur activity, then Ru5P should be 

further investigated for any direct effect on Cur or other potential unannotated 

destinations for this metabolite. Prs generates PRPP from Ri5P and due to the 
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role of RpiA and RpiB on Cur activity, the signal could be derived from Ri5P, 

however this is less likely due to the requirement of rpiB in carbon starved Cur 

activation. Tkl is more challenging to elucidate as it performs two metabolic 

steps. Thus, if a Tkl knockdown reduces Cur activity, then several metabolites 

would need to be investigated including xylulose-5-P, sedoheptulose-7-P, 

erythrose-4-P, and glyceraldehyde-3-P. In addition, transcription of transaldolase, 

converting sedoheptulose-7-P and glyceraldehyde-3-P to erythrose-4-P and 

fructose-6-P, is increased 3.4-fold in carbon starvation compared to glucose-

grown cells indicating an increase in activity is required during carbon starvation 

(331). Importantly, increases in these metabolites also lead to increases in amino 

acid biosynthesis which would be required for bacteria to maintain colonization or 

even expanding abundance in the gut. Therefore, I hypothesize that a Tkl 

knockdown will reduce Cur activity by reducing downstream metabolites 

solidifying that Ru5P derivatives are likely serving as the activating signal. 

Silencing of Cur activity can also be further investigated through the EMP by 

using CRISPRi to target aldolase which converts FBP to glyceraldehyde-3-P and 

DHAP. If Cur activity increases, then this suggests that carbon flow through the 

EMP exerts silencing of Cur. However, a decrease of Cur activity suggests FBP 

could act as an inhibitory signal for Cur. Together, the flow of carbon through 

central metabolism governs the activity of Cur via through directly generating a 

signal or modulating the ratio of metabolites governing additional factors. It is 

necessary to elucidate how this mechanism works to better understand how 

Bacteroidetes survey the environment for nutrients and select the more preferred 
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substrates which provide them with a fitness advantage over neighboring 

microbes. Further studies are required to identify key factors in this mechanism 

to provide targets for future therapeutic approaches to manipulate microbial 

abundance in the gut.  

One major question that still remains is what portions of Cur are required 

for function and if binding is even necessary for activity in all cases. Currently, 

Cur is annotated as having an N-terminal DNA binding domain and a C-terminal 

putative ligand binding domain. However, little work has been done to 

characterize these regions, and furthermore, to determine essentiality of these 

regions for function on downstream genes. To address this, the regions of Cur 

should be swapped out with that of another transcription factor. Once either 

region is swapped, Cur activity can be measured. If one or both regions are 

required for Cur activity, then Cur will no longer be active with the required region 

swapped. This will determine if ligand binding and/or binding to target DNA is 

needed for Cur-target transcription. Additionally, scanning mutagenesis can be 

used to pinpoint which amino acids are essential for Cur activity. This will provide 

insight into not only the regions essential for activation but could also provide 

insight into how to make a constitutively active Cur to be used in future 

experiments.  

The ideal goal of manipulating the Cur mechanism is to develop a novel 

probiotic-type therapeutic in which Bacteroides can colonize in an environment 

where Cur would generally be inactive causing a loss of fitness for Bacteroides. 

To reach this point, many in vivo studies need to be performed to ensure this 
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constant expression of Cur is 1) not lethal to the bacteria, 2) not lethal to the 

host, 3) provides the increase in fitness I hypothesize based on the data I have 

generated, and 4) has a lasting effect on the microbiota. I hypothesize that 

increasing Cur activity will allow Bt to produce a persistent relationship with the 

host and by doing so, lead to increased microbial diversity in microbiotas with 

otherwise lower diversity such as microbiotas associated with both UC and CD 

(64-66). Furthermore, immunomodulatory activities performed by Bacteroides 

species would benefit the host by providing reduced inflammatory responses 

(67). Moreover, Cur modulation may allow Bacteroides to outcompete other 

organisms such as the increase of Firmicutes often associated with obesity to 

better balance bacterial abundance and metabolically produced products in the 

gut (75, 76). 

To address the studies needed to understand the use of a constitutively 

active Cur, cells could be grown in both Cur-activating (rhamnose or galactose) 

and Cur-silencing conditions (glucose or fructose) and measure cell growth in 

vitro to ensure a constitutively active Cur is not lethal to the bacteria. This strain 

could then be monitored in monoculture in germ-free mice fed either a standard 

diet or high sugar diet to ensure successful gut colonization on its own. It should 

then be competed against a wild-type strain in vivo using both a standard diet 

and high sugar diet to measure the anticipated increase in fitness as I 

hypothesize the constitutively active Cur strain would outcompete the wild-type 

Bt strain in both diets. This should further be tested in germ-free mice using a 

synthetic bacterial community that includes the constitutively active Cur strain 
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and monitor this microbiota over time in both a standard and high sugar diet. I 

hypothesize that the Cur strain will remain relatively stable over time in both diet 

cohorts. Importantly, a Cur strain must not outcompete other strains such that it 

becomes the sole organism in the gut as diversity is incredibly important for gut 

microbiota health. These studies will establish the function of Bt with a 

constitutively active Cur in vivo, with further implications for use in the phylum as 

a whole. 

The current studies linking microbiota dysbiosis to disease states are all 

based on association rather than causation as there are an incredibly number of 

factors which govern the state of the microbiota as well as human health, most of 

which overlap (diet, environment, genetics, and age to name a few). 

Furthermore, what is deemed a “healthy” gut microbiota varies between 

individuals making a one-size-fits-all therapeutic approach unlikely. However, by 

generating synthetic bacterial communities that mimic those seen in specific 

intestinal conditions, the effects of constitutively active Cur can be addressed. 

For example, while CD and UC present differently in the gut, both have been 

associated with depleted Firmicutes and Bacteroides species (64). By generating 

synthetic bacterial communities with lower abundance of these notable members 

of the microbiota along with constitutively active Cur, the microbiota can be 

monitored for alterations from a dysbiotic state back to a healthier, homeostatic, 

and diverse microbiota. Importantly, if restoration of the gut occurs, this does not 

necessarily mean disease resolution. Since it is not currently known whether gut 

dysbiosis is a cause of disease or an unfortunate effect of disease development, 
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this therapeutic is not likely to be a cure-all but to be used alongside other 

disease modulators providing two points of therapy. If dysbiosis is caused by 

disease, then modulation of the microbiota would likely not last due to the 

constant pressure placed on it by the disease. Conversely, if dysbiosis causes 

disease, restoration of a more balanced gut microbiota may not address damage 

already caused by disease which may continue to produce symptoms. Given the 

ethical impact of providing potentially dangerous biological materials to humans, 

and the lack of animal models that natively develop human diseases, there are 

currently no models to definitively determine whether disease or dysbiosis is the 

causative agent. 

In conclusion, the research described here will contribute to the 

advancement of novel therapeutics targeting the gut microbiota. Moreover, 

understanding how sugars are metabolised and effect gut microbes will allow for 

further studies on how nutrients impact healthy microbiotas. Overall, these data 

provide insight into how beneficial organisms colonize, establish a persistent 

relationship, and can potentially be manipulated within a human host. 
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APPENDIX A: HARNESSING GUT MICROBES FOR GLYCAN DETECTION AND 

QUANTIFICATION 

Appendix A highlights my contributions to a previously published paper (Modesto 

et al., 2023, Nature Communications). The text has been reformatted for this 

dissertation.  

Introduction 

Microbes comprising the gut microbiota have evolved systems of 

machinery specific to the degradation of glycans present in the gut (384). These 

unique gene clusters are known as polysaccharide utilization loci (PULs) in the 

abundant bacterial group Bacteroides (260, 333, 385). PULs encode proteins 

required for binding, transportation, and depolymerization of glycans with both 

glycan and species specificity. For example, Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron (Bt) 

encodes 88 different PULs to facilitate glycan consumption (260, 333). One Bt 

PUL is designated to degrade levan, a β2,6-linked polyfructan which is 

inaccessible to a closely related species Bacteroides ovatus (Bo) (270, 386). 

However, one of 112 Bo encoded PULs can access inulin, a β2,1-linked fructan, 

whereas Bt in incapable of degrading this glycan showcasing the specificity of 

these co-ordinately regulated genes (270, 386).  

Glycan detection has numerous challenges including cost, sensitivity, and 

specificity. Since PULs contain specific sensor proteins, expressed constitutively 
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at low levels, we hypothesized that Bacteroides sensor proteins could be 

harnessed for glycan detection by way of transcriptional response upon glycan 

sensing. Traditional transcription measurements rely on assays like microarrays, 

RNAseq, and qPCR or reporters like luciferase and GFP which require oxygen to 

fold properly and report accurately (260, 270, 273, 284, 330, 377, 378, 387). As 

such, we developed a luciferase reporter which can be utilized in Bacteroides 

during anaerobic conditions which accurately reflects transcription based on 

specific glycan sensing. Here, I report my contributions to the development of this 

anaerobic luminescence reporter, pBolux. 

Results 

PUL reporters confer dose-dependent susC transcription 

PULs encode a susCD-like gene pair required for translocation of target 

glycans through the membrane(260, 333, 345, 386, 388). When the target glycan 

is present, the transcription of these genes quickly increases (270, 332, 354). To 

determine whether susC transcripts increase in a concentration-dependent 

manner, defined quantities of glycan were supplied to wild-type Bt and the 

resulting susC expression was measured. Utilization of chondroitin sulfate (CS) 

requires BT3332 whereas levan utilization requires the BT1763 (270, 354). When 

CS was supplied in ten-fold dilutions for 2 hours, BT3332 expression 

correspondingly decreased (Fig. A-1A). This same concentration-dependent 

response was exhibited by BT1763 when supplied ten-fold dilutions of levan for 2  
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Figure A-1: PULs exhibit dose-dependent transcriptional responses. a-d The fold 
increase of (a&c) BT3332 or (b&d) BT1763 mRNA levels in wild-type Bt following the 
introduction of mixtures containing either 0.2%, 0.02%, or 0.002% (a&c) CS or (b&d) 
levan supplemented with galactose to 0.5% total carbohydrate. The fold increase was 
calculated as the change in transcript levels between cultures before and after (a&b) 2 
hours or (c&d) 1 hour following induction of glycan mixtures. Values are the mean of 6 
independent measurements, error bars represent SEM, and P-values were calculated 
by 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s honest significance test and *** represents values < 
0.001, * < 0.05, and ns indicates values > 0.05. 

hours (Fig A-1B). Importantly, this response is also time dependent as addition of 

either glycan for only 1-hour exhibits differing expression levels of either susC 

(Fig A-1C and A-1D). These data demonstrate that not only is PUL transcription 

dose-dependent, but it is also time dependent demonstrating the need for a real-

time transcriptional reporter. 
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Figure A-2: pBolux reporter does not inhibit transcription. a&b. susC transcript 
levels of BT3332 (a) or BT1763 (b) in wild-type Bt strains without a plasmid (open bars) 
or harboring P-BT3332 (a) or P-BT1763 (b) grown in galactose or a mixture of 
galactose and target glycan. Values are the mean of 6 (no plasmid) or 4 (P-BT3332 or 
P-BT1763) measurements and error bars are standard deviation. 

pBolux reporter does not inhibit typical glycan-responsive transcription 

The pBolux reporter utilizes the promoter region upstream of susC to drive 

transcription of luminescence genes upon target glycan detection. To determine 

whether pBolux, which is a multi-copy plasmid does not interfere with native 

transcription upon glycan introduction, susC expression was measured in strains 

harboring the pBolux compared to a strain with no plasmid. We measured susC 

transcription in the presence of absence of CS when the BT3332 promoter is 

present in pBolux (P-BT3332). While susC expression is overall reduced in the 

strain harboring P-BT3332, the same dramatic increase in transcription is present 

when grown in CS (Fig. A-2A). When pBolux includes the BT1763 promoter (P-

BT1763), there is an overall reduction in susC transcript but an identical increase 

in transcript level is demonstrated when grown in levan (Fig. A-2B). Further, 

there was no growth deficit exhibited by these plasmid-harboring strains. 
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Figure A-3: PUL reporters confer dose-dependent lux transcription and activity. 
a&b. The fold increase in luxC transcript levels (open and gray bars, left Y-axis) and 
corresponding luminescence (blue bars, right Y-axis) from wild-type Bt strains 
harboring (a) P-BT3332 or (b) P-BT1763 after 2 and 6 hours following the introduction 
of decreasing concentrations of either (a) CS or (b) levan containing galactose to a 
total carbohydrate content of 0.5% and normalized by identical cultures supplied 
galactose alone. Values are the mean of 4 independent measurements and error bars 
are SEM. Luminescence measurements and RLU normalization performed by J.L.M. 

These data establish that the pBolux plasmid reduces transcription of the native 

locus but does not inhibit glycan utilization.  

PUL reporters confer dose-dependent lux transcription 

To determine if lux gene expression is governed by the PUL promoter is 

dose dependent like PUL transcription itself, we measured luxC transcript levels 

when strains harboring pBolux reporters were supplied CS or levan in decreasing 

concentrations. luxC levels were compared to the corresponding luminescence 

from the pBolux when grown in identical conditions. Furthermore, measurements 

were taken at 2 and 6 hours after glycan addition as we have established 

transcriptional responses are time dependent. Luminescence and luxC 

expression both exhibited dose-dependent changes when supplied the 
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respective target  glycan (Fig. A-3) demonstrating that luminescence is a reliable 

measurement of intracellular transcriptional activity based on glycan quantity. 

Discussion 

This work establishes a novel reporter system optimized for anaerobic 

bacteria, specifically Bacteroides. We demonstrate that PUL promoters exhibit 

dose-dependent transcription of downstream genes based on target glycan 

presence and abundance. Further, we establish pBolux reporter plasmids 

exhibits no off-target effects and allows for reliable native transcription in the cell. 

Finally, we demonstrate that luminescence expressed by cells harboring pBolux 

recapitulates luxC transcript abundance in both a dose- and time-dependent 

manner.  

The generation of this unique reporter allows for quick and accurate 

detection and quantification of glycans. This also removes the necessity of 

kinetically sampling bacteria as reporter luminescence can be read during 

anaerobic growth over time. Further, these measurements require less materials 

than typical transcriptomics approaches such as qPCR. As such, the pBolux 

reporter is an incredibly beneficial tool for glycomics and gut microbial substrate 

analysis. 

Materials and Methods 

Bacterial culture 

All E. coli strains were cultured on LB agar (BD) aerobically at 37 °C and 

inoculated from single colonies into LB media (BD) with agitation at 275 rpm. All 
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Bacteroides strains were cultured as previously described (325, 331) on brain-

heart infusion agar (70138, Millipore Sigma) containing 5% horse blood (Hardy) 

anaerobically and inoculated from single colonies into TYG incubated under 

identical conditions. Bacteroides strains were sub-cultured at the indicated 

dilutions from stationary phase growth in TYG into minimal media containing the 

indicated carbon sources described in the corresponding figure legends. All 

strains were cultured in the presence of antibiotic selection where appropriate at 

the following concentrations: 100 µg/mL ampicillin, 2 µg/mL tetracycline, 25 

µg/mL erythromycin. 

Transcript quantification 

mRNA was prepared from1.0mL of pelleted Bt cell culture treated with 

RNA protect (Qiagen) using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen) according to the 

manufacturer’s directions. cDNA was subsequently synthesized from 500ng of 

isolated RNA using Superscript VILO IV master mix (ThermoFisher) according to 

the manufacturer’s directions. Transcript levels were measured by qPCR using 

PowerUp SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and primers 1060 

and 1061 (BT3332), 1056 and 1057 (BT1763), or 2208 and 2209 (luxC) were 

monitored using a QuantStudio 12 K Flex instrument (Applied Biosystems). All 

mRNA transcripts were normalized as previously described (330) to 16 s rRNA 

measured from 1000-fold diluted cDNA using primers 1044 and 1045. 
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Statistics and reproducibility 

No statistical method was used to predetermine sample size. Sample 

sizes were chosen based on the limits of the instrumentation to simultaneously 

measure multiple reactions in 384-well plates. No data were excluded from the 

analyses. The experiments were not randomized. The Investigators were not 

blinded to allocation during experiments and outcome assessment. All 

experiments were independently repeated at least twice. Microsoft Excel 365 

was used to collect and compute gene expression data. Repeated 

measurements were analyzed by paired, two tailed student’s t-test, 1-way, or 2-

way ANOVA using GraphPad Prism 9.3.1 where appropriate as indicated in each 

figure legend. 

Supplemental Tables 

Table A-1. Strains used in this study  
Name Genotype Plasmid Reference 

GT1867 ∆tdk pBolux 
(344) GT1893 ∆tdk P-BT1763 

GT1934 ∆tdk P-BT3332 
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Table A-2. Oligonucleotides used in this study  
Identifier Name Sequence (5’  3’) Purpose 
1044 qBT16s_f GGTAGTCCACACAGTAAACGATGAA Measure 16s 

rRNA levels 
using qPCR 

1045 qBT16s_r CCCGTCAAATTCCTTTGAGTTTC 

1060 qBT3332_f TGGTTGTCGGCTATCAGGAAGT Measure 
BT3332 

mRNA levels 
using qPCR 

1061 qBT3332_r ACATCTGCCATGTTGGCTTTC 

1056 qBT1763_f AGCGTAAAGCCGACCTGACA Measure 
BT1763 

mRNA levels 
using qPCR 

1057 qBT1763_r TCACCTTGCTTCTGGATTTCG 

2208 qluxC_f TGCGCCATCTTATGCTGATG Measure luxC 
mRNA levels 
using qPCR 2209 qluxC_r TGCGGACGTCAAATCAACAG 

 
Table A-3. Plasmids used in this study  

Name Description Reference 

pBolux 
pLYL01 multi-copy vector harboring 

BamHI and SpeI sites upstream of the 
Bacteroides optimized lux cassette 

(344) P-BT3332 300 bp upstream of BT3332 were cloned 
into pBolux 

P-BT1763 300 bp upstream of BT1763 were cloned 
into pBolux 
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APPENDIX B: GENERATION OF A GDNA LIBRARY IN BACTEROIDES 

THETAIOTAOMICRON 

Introduction 

Our previous studies have identified loss-of-function mutants which exhibit 

lower Roc levels. One of the mutants identified was Cur but the regulation of Roc 

by Cur is indirect as Cur does not directly bind to the Roc promoter. Further, the 

additional mutations identified in the pentose phosphate pathway did not alleviate 

Roc synthesis entirely leading us to further investigate the PPP. In tandem, we 

have developed a novel gain-of-function genomic DNA library in B. 

thetaiotaomicron to identify genes that, when overexpressed, can modulate 

expression of target proteins. This complements the loss-of-function screen 

which cannot adequately address redundancy or essentiality of genes 

responsible for Roc expression.  

Previous approaches to constructing a library in Bacteroides utilize fosmid 

vectors (389), cosmid vectors (390-392), and in general requiring an additional 

mobilizer strain, which is unnecessary with our design. A more recent approach 

uses sheared genomic DNA to generate a library and screens individual colonies 

in liquid culture requiring maintenance of a large number of strains at a given 

time (393). Our library was generated by whole genome amplification instead of 

sheared DNA allowing for a smaller starting genomic DNA sample. Furthermore, 

our library allows for screening on solid media before isolating strains of interest 
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rather than maintaining individual strains to be screened in liquid culture. This 

approach provided a way to screen for strains harboring fragments of B. 

thetaiotaomicron DNA to identify plasmids containing fragments of interest for 

further characterization. 

Generation of the gDNA library 

1. Establish the fragmentation method 

First, we needed to identify the size of DNA fragments needed. Bt 

contains roughly 4800 annotated genes in 6.2 Mb and as such, we aimed for 

fragments of ≥ 5kb to capture at least one gene in each fragment. To fragment 

the DNA, we first started by partially digesting wild-type genomic DNA with 

Sau3A1. This is a common digestion method as the 4-mer Sau3A1 sites are 

incredibly common throughout most genomic DNA and the sites are compatible 

with the 6-mer BamHI, a common site used to clone into plasmids. As Sau3A1 

has 16,900 sites in the Bt genome, we started with short incubation times ranging 

between 30-seconds and 1 hour. Size selection after gel electrophoresis was 

employed to ensure only the appropriately sized fragments were included in the 

pool of DNA. Sau3A1 was combined with either AvaI, SmaI, or StyI and partially 

digested in an attempt to produce more uniform fragments at the specified size. 

After identifying that the amount of DNA wasn’t adequate in these reactions we 

employed GenomiPhi, which amplifies the entire genome using multiple strand 

displacement amplification.  
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Figure B-1: Fragmentation of gDNA using GenomiPhi. Agarose gel containing 
GenomiPhi amplified gDNA which was size selected. Gel extraction boundaries 
indicated with the blue box containing fragments ≥ 5kb. 

After GenomiPhi, we attempted several different methods of 

fragmentation. First, Sau3A1 was used with partial digestion. Secondly, we 

mechanically sheared the DNA using Covaris g-TUBEs. The resulting DNA was 

subjected to gel electrophoresis and size selection. However, GenomiPhi already 

generates varying sizes of fragments and as such we electrophoresed the 

GenomiPhi material, followed up by size selection, and generated fragments of 

DNA which would ligate into our ideal vector (Fig. B-1).  

2. Determine the appropriate plasmid 

Plasmids can be single or multi-copy and since our goal was to 

overexpress the gene(s) of interest, we elected to use a multi-copy plasmid, 

pLYL01. Initially, pLYL01 was simply cut with BamHI to accommodate DNA 

fragments digested with Sau3A1. When other restriction enzymes were 

introduced, pLYL01 was then cut with BamHI and Xba or SalI according to the 

cut site overlap. However, once identified that GenomiPhi material alone would 

be ideal for gDNA fragmentation and size selection, we needed to identify a way 

for pLYL01 to accept these fragments which have non-specific ends.  
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We used a Blunt II-TOPO vector in which topoisomerase I is covalently 

bound to the 3’ end of the linearized vector and allows for blunt fragments to be 

cloned in. Since the TOPO vector cannot be maintained in Bt, we still needed to 

move the fragments into pLYL01. As such, the fragments of interest were cloned 

from the TOPO vector using NotI and FseI and ligated into a modified pLYL01 

cut with the same enzymes using NEBuilder.  

3. Moving the library into appropriate Bt background 

The final step in library generation is identifying the background in which 

to introduce the library to adequately answer our main question. We initially 

introduced the library into wild-type Bt with a chromosomal HA-tagged roc. While 

this background worked well with the library, colony selection was clouded by the 

low level of Roc production in all strains due to Cur activation (Fig B-2A). To 

overcome this, we introduced the library into Bt with a deletion of cur, an HA-

tagged roc, FLAG-tagged fusA2 which could be used as an alternate screening 

protein. This background then enhanced the contrast between colonies which 

produce high levels of Roc and those which do not (Fig. B-2B).  

 
Figure B-2: Identifying appropriate Bt background. (a & b) colony blots of wild-type 
(a) or Δcur (b) harboring either a vector control plasmid or pLYL01 plasmid containing 
cur. Blots were probed with anti-HA antibody. 
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Figure B-3: Model for gDNA library generation. DNA was first amplified using 
GenomiPhi before size selection of ≥ 5kB fragments. Fragments were inserted into 
Blunt II-TOPO. After digestion with FseI and NotI, fragments were maintained in 
pLYL01. After library introduction into Bt with a cur deletion, HA-tagged Roc and FLAG-
tagged fusA2, colony blotting was performed on rhamnose and galactose containing 
media. Representative colony blot with two selected colonies indicated with blue circles 
Figure generated using BioRender. 

4. Identify fragments expressing increased Roc 

Once the final gDNA library had been constructed and introduced into the 

cur deletion background, we screened 40,000 colonies using colony blotting on 

rhamnose and galactose containing media which generates typically generates 

high Roc levels when cur is present (Fig. B-3). After colony blotting, selected 

colonies were isolated and secondarily screened (Fig B-4A). First, plasmids were 

purified from the selected colonies and then were digested using FseI and NotI to 

verify a fragment had been indeed inserted into the plasmid. Interestingly, very  
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Figure B-4: Identify fragments expressing increased Roc. (a) Representative 
colony blot with 2 selected strains expressing increased Roc compared to vector 
control or a plasmid containing cur. (b) Representative gel of plasmids isolated from 
selected strains digested with FseI and NotI with only colonies 1 and 7 containing 
fragments. (c) Representative gel of PCR to amplify cur ORF run on selected colonies 
using primers 1941 and 1432. (d) Representative gel of PCR to amplify across Δcur 
chromosomal locus using primers 1423 and 1424. 

few showed visible inserts after electrophoresis (Fig B-4B). However, we 

determined via PCR that two selected colonies contained cur, but it seemingly 

was not contained within the plasmid nor within the cur chromosomal locus (Fig 

B-4C & B-4D).  

Other selected colonies also exhibited the same conundrum where there 

was a noticeable difference in Roc production, a plasmid contained within the 

cell, yet no sizeable or identifiable insert within the plasmid. To further investigate 

these colonies of interest, we obtained PacBio sequencing on them to determine 

if gDNA fragments somehow inserted into the genome rather than being 

maintained on the plasmid. Unfortunately, these sequences did not help us to 
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identify any insertions as any reads containing gDNA fragments mapped to the 

chromosomal locus of the genome or were excluded clouding any differentiation 

as to an alternate location.  

This led us to send colonies of interest for RNAseq to identify if there are 

any alternatively regulated RNAs which could be driving Roc expression. We 

have identified increased transcription in two conserved hypothetical proteins, 

BT3886 and BT1784 which correspond with increased binding by Cur when 

active in ChIP-seq (331). Further, these have undergone whole genome 

sequencing to assess any potential insertions or mutations generating high Roc 

production. 

Discussion and Future Directions 

The goal of this gDNA library is to identify the gene or genes responsible 

for Roc synthesis after Cur activation. We have identified 3 strains which 

consistently express Roc in the absence of cur suggesting they contain the 

gene(s) necessary for this production. Further analysis of the RNAseq and whole 

genome sequencing data will lead to gene targets to inducibly express and 

determine Roc production. We hypothesize that one of these genes of interest 

will be the intermediate factor between active Cur and Roc synthesis. As two 

conserved hypothetical proteins identified also have increased Cur binding during 

carbon starvation, these two are ideal starting candidates. Importantly, sRNAs 

were not enriched for in the RNA-seq protocol and as such bias this approach 

which may be overcome with whole genome sequencing. Preliminary inducible 
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expression experiments with these two genes in a cur deletion background are 

inconclusive as the single copy plasmid used does not express enough Roc even 

when containing the complimentary cur ORF. As such, further experiments 

should include inducible overexpression of candidates in inducible multicopy 

plasmids. 

Materials and Methods 

Final construction of B. thetaiotaomicron genomic DNA library.  

Wild-type B. thetaiotaomicron was subjected to whole genome 

amplification using GenomiPhi (Cytiva) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. The amplified DNA was fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis 

and fragments >6kb were purified from the gel using a QIAquick Gel Purification 

Kit (Qiagen). DNA fragments were then cloned into Blunt II-TOPO using the Zero 

Blunt TOPO PCR Cloning Kit for sequencing (Invitrogen) and maintained in 

competent E. coli cells. The resulting plasmid was purified and digested using 

FseI and NotI and the gDNA fragment was subsequently cloned into a modified 

pLYL01 containing FseI and NotI sites using NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly 

(NEB) and maintained in competent E. coli cells. A di-parental mating was 

carried out with gDNA library and B. thetaiotaomicron with an HA-tagged roc, 

FLAG-tagged fusA2 and a deletion of BT4338 (GT2873). 

Colony Blotting 

One aliquot of the Bt library described above was thawed, diluted, and 

spread onto 150 mm petri dishes containing solid minimal media containing 
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0.25% galactose and 0.25% rhamnose such that each plate contained 

approximately 1,000 colonies. Plates were incubated anaerobically for 48 to 72 

hours until colonies were readily visible by eye, transferred to nitrocellulose 

membranes, and immunoblotted as previously described.(325) Selected colonies 

were isolated on solid BHI-B prior to cryo-preservation.  

RNA-seq 

Five milliliters of bacterial culture were collected from triplicate cultures 

growing exponentially in minimal medium containing glucose (OD600 = 0.45 to 

0.6). Cell pellets were immediately frozen on dry ice and stored at -80C. The 

mRNA was stabilized by treatment with 5 mL of RNAprotect (Qiagen) diluted 2 to 

1 prior to extraction using the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen) with on-column DNase I 

treatment. The eluates were treated with Turbo DNase (Invitrogen) for 30 

minutes before a subsequent round of purification using the RNeasy minikit. 

RNA-seq was performed by Azenta and included an rRNA depletion step.  

Supplemental Tables 

Table B-1. Strains and plasmids used in this study 

Name Genotype Plasmid 
GT22 Wild-type Bt - 

GT2873 
Δtdk BT3172-HACLEAN 

ΔBT4338 BT2167-
FLAG::pKNOCK-ermGb 

- 

gDNA 
library - pLYL01 [FseI+NotI] + gDNA 

fragments 
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Table B-2. Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Identifie
r Name Sequence (5’  3’) Purpose 

1423 dBT4338f GCCAGGTAGGAAATGAGAAAATGAC Amplify 
across Δcur 

chromosoma
l locus 

1424 dBT4338r CCACGTAGGTGATACTTTATATGTCTGT
G 

1941 
pT7-

BT4338_D10
f 

AGAAGGAGATATACATATGGATATTT 
CGGAACCATTATCCGATTTGTTA amplify cur 

ORF 
1432 BT4338mut_r TCAGCGATTCTGCCAGACG 
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APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2 

Supplemental Figures 

Figure C-1: BT4338 is required for Roc synthesis through carbon limitation. (a) 
Western blot analysis of Roc amounts from wild-type (GT593) or Bt strains deficient for 
BT4338 (GT1234) or fusA2 (GT1310) during growth in glucose (glu; -5) or 15-, and 60-
minutes following exposure to carbon limitation (No C). Blot probed for anti-HA and 
anti-GroEL. (b) Quantified western blot analysis of Roc from strains described in (a) 
during growth in fructose (fru; -5) or 60-minutes following exposure to carbon limitation 
(No C) (n = 3 biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P values derived from two-
way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; ** < 0.01). 
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Figure C-2: Pentose phosphate pathway mutants exhibit reduced Roc amounts 
following carbon limitation. (a) Schematic of the oxidative pentose phosphate 
pathway with recovered loss-of-function mutants indicated with *. (b) Western blot 
analysis of Roc from wild-type Bt (GT426) or strains deficient for BT1222 (GT2727), 
BT1221 (GT2728), or BT1220 (GT2729) during mid-exponential growth in glucose (glu; 
-5) or 15, 60, and 180-minutes following exposure to carbon limitation (No C). Blots 
were probed with anti-HA and anti-GroEL antibodies. (c) Quantified western blot 
analysis of strains described in (b) during mid-exponential growth in glucose (glu; -5) or 
60-min following exposure to carbon limitation (No C) (n = 3 biological samples error; 
bars represent SEM, P values derived from two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 
0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001). 
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Figure C-3: Carbon limitation and various carbon sources change BT4338 
activity independent of protein amount. (a & b) Quantified western blot analysis of 
BT4338 from Bt strains expressing an epitope-tagged BT4338 (GT1481) during mid-
exponential growth in (a) glucose (glu; -5) or (b) fructose (fru, -5) and after 60 minutes 
following exposure to carbon limitation (No C)  from each condition (n = 3 biological 
samples; error bars represent SEM, P values derived from one-way ANOVA; n.s. 
indicates P values ≥ 0.05). (c) Quantified western blot analysis of wild-type Bt (GT593; 
white) or strains deficient for BT4338 (GT1234; gray) or fusA2 (GT1310; green) during 
mid-exponential growth in 0.5% glucose (glu), 0.5% fructose (fru), 0.5% galactose 
(gal), or 0.5% mannose (man) (n = 6 biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P 
values derived from two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; *P < 0.05; **P < 
0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001). (d) Quantified western blot analysis of BT4338 
from a Bt strain expressing an epitope-tagged BT4338 (GT1481) during mid-
exponential growth during growth in 0.5% glucose (glu), 0.5% fructose (fru), 0.5% 
galactose (gal), or 0.5% mannose (man) (n = 3 biological samples; error bars represent 
SEM, P values derived from one-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05). 
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Figure C-4: The roc mRNA leader is necessary and sufficient for BT4338-
dependent control of the downstream ORF. (a - c) Quantified western blot analysis 
of Roc from engineered strains expressing the roc ORF positioned downstream of (a) 
the roc promoter and BT3334 leader in backgrounds either encoding BT4338 (GT665; 
white) or lacking BT4338 (GT3510; gray), (b) the roc promoter and leader in 
backgrounds either encoding BT4338 (GT530; white) or lacking BT4338 (GT3509; 
gray), or (c) the BT3334 promoter and the roc leader in backgrounds either encoding 
BT4338 (GT670; white) or lacking BT4338 (GT3511; gray) during mid-exponential 
growth in 0.5% glucose (glu), 0.5% fructose (fru), 0.5% galactose (gal), or 0.5% 
mannose (man) (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM; P values derived 
from two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 
0.001; ****P < 0.0001). (d & e) Quantified western blot analysis of BT3334 from 
engineered strains expressing the BT3334 ORF positioned downstream of (d) the 
BT3334 promoter and leader in backgrounds either encoding BT4338 (GT663; white) 
or lacking BT4338 (GT3514; gray) or (e) the BT3334 promoter and roc leader in 
backgrounds either encoding BT4338 (GT534; white) or lacking BT4338 (GT3512; 
gray) during mid-exponential growth in 0.5% glucose (glu), 0.5% fructose (fru), 0.5% 
galactose (gal), or 0.5% mannose (man) (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent 
SEM; P values derived from two-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; *P < 
0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001). (f) Quantified western blot analysis 
depicting fold increase in Roc amounts from strains described in (b) following exposure 
to carbon limitation for 60-minutes (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM; 
P values derived from two-tailed t-test; **P < 0.01). (g) Quantified western blot analysis 
depicting the fold increase in BT3334 amounts from strains described in (e) following 
exposure to carbon limitation for 60-minutes. (h) Quantified western blot analysis 
depicting the fold increase in Roc amounts from strains described in (c) following 
exposure to carbon limitation for 60-minutes. (i) Quantified western blot analysis 
depicting the fold increase in Roc amounts from strains described in (a) following 
exposure to carbon limitation for 60-minutes. (j) Quantified western blot analysis 
depicting the fold increase in BT3334 amounts from strains described in (d) following 
exposure to carbon limitation for 60-minutes (for panels (f – j), n = 4 biological samples; 
error bars represent SEM; P values derived from two-tailed t-test; **P < 0.01; ***P < 
0.001). 
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Figure C-5: Candidate BT4338 regulated products are not required for Roc 
synthesis. (a) Quantified western blot analysis of strains deficient for BT4299 
(GT1459), BT1450-48 (GT1427), or BT2131 (GT1372), or both BT2131 and BT4338 
(GT4361). Bars represent the fold increase between (glu; -5) and 60-minute time points 
(n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM; P values derived from one-way 
ANOVA calculated against isogenic wild-type GT593 or GT1234 for the BT4338 
deficient strain; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05). (b - d) Western blot analysis of Roc 
levels from strains deficient for (b) BT4299 (GT1459), (c) BT1450-48 (GT1427), or (d) 
BT2131 (GT1372) and both BT2131 and BT4338 (GT1374). Blots were probed using 
anti-HA and anti-GroEL antibodies. 
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Figure C-6: Expression of candidate sRNAs are insufficient to increase 
Roc amounts. (a) Schematic of selected sRNAs BTnc140 (purple), BTnc195 
(pink), BTnc364 (orange) complementarity to the roc leader (red). (b) The 
transcript amounts of BTnc140 (purple), BTnc195 (pink), or BTnc364 (orange) 
were measured in strains overexpressing each of these sRNAs during mid-
exponential growth in 0.5% glucose compared to wild-type Bt (GT593) (n = 4 
biological replicates; error bars represent SEM; P values derived from two-way 
ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; *P < 0.05; ****P < 0.0001). (c) Western 
blot analysis of Roc amounts from wild-type Bt (GT593) or strains 
heterologously expressing BTnc140 (GT4340), BTnc195 (GT4344), or BTnc364 
(GT4381) during mid-exponential growth in glucose. Blots were probed using 
anti-HA and anti-GroEL antibodies. (d) Quantified western blot analysis of 
strains described in (c) (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM; P 
values derived from one-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05). 
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Figure C-7: BT4338 is dispensable for growth in PMOG and necessary for fusA2 
and BT4295 expression. (a) Growth of wild-type (ATCC 29148; solid line) or isogenic 
BT4338-deficient (GT2623; dotted line) Bt strains in minimal media containing 1% 
PMOG (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM). (b) qPCR analysis of 
fusA2 (BT2167) transcript amounts measured in wild-type Bt (ATCC 29148) during 
mid-exponential growth in either 0.5% fructose (fru) or 1% PMOG, and 10 and 60-
minutes following the addition of fructose to 0.2% (n = 9 biological samples for fru, 
PMOG, and PMOG + fru 10m; n = 3 for PMOG + fru 60m; error bars represent SEM, P 
values derived from one way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 
0.001). (c) qPCR analysis of BT4295 transcript amounts measured in wild-type Bt 
(ATCC 29148) during mid-exponential growth in either 0.5% fructose (fru) or 1% 
PMOG, and 60-minutes following the addition of fructose to 0.2% (n = 9 biological 
samples for fru and PMOG; n = 3 for PMOG + fru; error bars represent SEM, P values 
derived from one way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001). 
(d) Quantified western blot analysis of BT4338 protein amounts from a Bt strain 
expressing epitope-tagged BT4338 (GT1481) during mid-exponential growth in 1% 
PMOG, and 10 and 60-minutes following the addition of glucose to 0.2% (n = 3 
biological samples; error bars represent SEM, P values derived from two-way ANOVA; 
n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05). 
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Figure C-8: BT4338 orthologs are dispensable for growth in glucose and fructose 
across Bacteroides species. (a – b) Growth of bar-coded wild-type (solid lines) B. 
thetaiotaomicron (Bt; GT3361; black), B. fragilis (Bf; GT3551; blue), B. vulgatus (Bv; 
GT3367; red), or B. ovatus (Bo; GT3364; purple) or bar-coded isogenic BT4338-
ortholog-deficient strains (dashed lines; GT3522, GT3555, GT3643, GT3553, 
respectively) in minimal media containing 0.5% (a) glucose or (b) fructose as the sole 
carbon source (n = 4 biological replicates; error bars represent SEM). 
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Figure C-9: Roc homologs are differentially regulated by BT4338 orthologs. (a) 
Quantified western blot analysis of BT1635 protein amounts from wild-type Bt 
(GT4372; white) or a strain deficient for BT4338 (GT4373; gray) (n = 4 biological 
samples; error bars represent SEM; P values derived from one-way ANOVA; n.s. 
indicates P values ≥ 0.05). (b) Quantified western blot analysis of BACOVA_04371 
amounts from wild-type Bo (GT4362; white) or a strain deficient for BACVOA_05152 
(GT4369; purple) (n = 4 biological samples; error bars represent SEM; P values 
derived from one-way ANOVA; n.s. indicates P values ≥ 0.05; **P < 0.01). 
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Figure C-10: PMOGs support B. fragilis growth. Growth of wild-type B. fragilis 
(ATCC 25285; solid line) or an isogenic BT4338-ortholog-deficient strain (GT2520; 
dashed line) in minimal media containing 1% PMOG (n = 4 biological replicates; error 
bars represent SEM). 
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Supplemental Tables 

Table C-1. Strains and plasmids used in this study 
Identifier Description Genotype Source 
B. thetaiotaomicron  
ATCC 29148 wild-type Bt   ATCC 
GT23 A tdk-deficient strain Δtdk (365) 
GT593 A strain harboring an in-frame C-terminally 

HA-tagged roc 
∆tdk BT3172-HA (381) 

GT1234 A cur-deficient strain harboring an in-
frame C-terminally HA-tagged roc 

∆tdk BT3172-HA 
ΔBT4338 

This study 

GT1310 A fusA2-deficient strain harboring an in-
frame C-terminally HA-tagged roc 

∆tdk BT3172-HA 
ΔBT2167 

This study 

GT1663 A strain harboring a chromosomal roc 
deletion and a multi-copy plasmid 
encoding C-terminally HA-tagged roc 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 + 
pLYL01::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT3148 A GT1663-derived strain harboring a 
transposon insertion in BT1222 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
BT1222::Tn + 
pLYL01::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT3150 A GT1663-derived strain harboring a 
transposon insertion in BT1221 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
BT1221::Tn + 
pLYL01::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT3151 A GT1663-derived strain harboring a 
transposon insertion in BT4338 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
BT4338::Tn + 
pLYL01::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT1481 A strain expressing a C-terminally HA-
tagged BT4338 gene 

∆tdk ∆BT4338 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT4338-4xG-HA 

(331) 

GT426 A strain expressing a C-terminally HA-
tagged roc gene 

∆tdk pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT3172-HA 

(381) 

GT530 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc and BT3334 complemented with a 
single-copy plasmid encoding C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc expressed from its native 
promoter and leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3334 
∆BT3172 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
BT3172-HA 

(381) 

GT534 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc and BT3334 complemented with a 
single-copy plasmid encoding C-terminally 
HA-tagged BT3334 expressed from its 
native promoter and leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3334 
∆BT3172 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
BT3334-HA 

(381) 

GT640 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc and BT3334 complemented with a 
single-copy plasmid encoding C-terminally 
HA-tagged BT3334 expressed from the 
roc promoter and native leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3334 
∆BT3172 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3172-
BT3334LEADER-
BT3334-HA 

(381) 

GT663 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc and BT3334 complemented with a 
single-copy plasmid encoding C-terminally 
HA-tagged BT3334 expressed from its 
native promoter and the roc leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3334 
∆BT3172 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3334-
BT3172LEADER-
BT3334-HA 

(394) 
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GT665 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc and BT3334 complemented with a 
single-copy plasmid encoding C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc expressed from its native 
promoter and the BT3334 leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3334 
∆BT3172 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3172-
BT3334LEADER-
BT3172-HA 

(394) 

GT670 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc and BT3334 complemented with a 
single-copy plasmid encoding C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc expressed from the 
BT3334 promoter and its native leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3334 
∆BT3172 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3334-
BT3172LEADER-
BT3172-HA 

(394) 

GT2623 A cur-deficient strain ΔBT4338 This study 
GT2727 a strain lacking BT1222 expressing a C-

terminally HA-tagged roc gene 
∆tdk ΔBT1222 
pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT2728 a strain lacking BT1221 expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged roc gene 

∆tdk ΔBT1221 
pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT2729 a strain lacking BT1220 expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged roc gene 

∆tdk ΔBT1220 
pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT3509 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc, BT3334, and cur complemented 
with a single-copy plasmid encoding C-
terminally HA-tagged roc expressed from 
its native promoter and leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
∆BT3334 ∆BT4338 
att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-
BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT3510 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc, BT3334, and cur complemented 
with a single-copy plasmid encoding C-
terminally HA-tagged roc expressed from 
its native promoter and the BT3334 leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
∆BT3334 ∆BT4338 
att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3172-
BT3334LEADER-
BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT3511 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc, BT3334, and cur complemented 
with a single-copy plasmid encoding C-
terminally HA-tagged roc expressed from 
the BT3334 promoter and its native leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
∆BT3334 ∆BT4338 
att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3334-
BT3172LEADER-
BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT3512 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc, BT3334, and cur complemented 
with a single-copy plasmid encoding C-
terminally HA-tagged BT3334 expressed 
from its native promoter and leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
∆BT3334 ∆BT4338 
att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-
BT3334-HA 

This study 

GT3513 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc, BT3334, and cur complemented 
with a single-copy plasmid encoding C-
terminally HA-tagged BT3334 expressed 
from the roc promoter and its native leader 

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
∆BT3334 ∆BT4338 
att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3172-
BT3334LEADER-
BT3334-HA 

This study 

GT3514 A strain harboring chromosomal deletions 
of roc, BT3334, and cur complemented 
with a single-copy plasmid encoding C-

∆tdk ∆BT3172 
∆BT3334 ∆BT4338 
att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-

This study 
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terminally HA-tagged BT3334 expressed 
from its native promoter and the roc leader 

PBT3334-
BT3172LEADER-
BT3334-HA 

GT3361 a bar-coded wild-type Bt strain att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-
BC01 

This study 

GT3522 a bar-coded cur-deficient strain ΔBT4338 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-BC06 

This study 

GT3363 a bar-coded strain lacking the native cur 
gene complemented with cur 

ΔBT4338 att-
1::pNBU2-tetQ-
BC04-BT4338 

This study 

GT1372 A strain harboring a chromosomal deletion 
of BT2131 and an in-frame C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc 

Δtdk BT3172-HA 
ΔBT2131 

This study 

GT1374 A strain harboring a chromosomal deletion 
of BT2131 and cur with an in-frame C-
terminally HA-tagged roc 

Δtdk BT3172-HA 
ΔBT2131 ΔBT4338 

This study 

GT1427 A strain harboring a chromosomal deletion 
of BT1450-48 and an in-frame C-
terminally HA-tagged roc 

Δtdk BT3172-HA 
ΔBT1450-48 

This study 

GT1459 A strain harboring a BT4299 insertion and 
an in-frame C-terminally HA-tagged roc 

Δtdk BT3172-HA 
pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT4299 

This study 

GT4358 A strain harboring an in-frame C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc 

pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT3172-HA 

This study 

GT4359 A strain harboring a chromosomal deletion 
of cur and an in-frame C-terminally HA-
tagged roc 

pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT3172-HA 
ΔBT4338 

This study 

GT4372 A strain harboring an in-frame C-terminally 
HA-tagged BT1635 

pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT1635-HA 

This study 

GT4373 A strain harboring a chromosomal deletion 
of cur and an in-frame C-terminally HA-
tagged BT1635 

pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT1635-HA 
ΔBT4338 

This study 

GT4340 A strain harboring an in-frame C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc and a multi-copy plasmid 
encoding BTnc140 following the 16S 
promoter 

Δtdk BT3172-HA 
pLYL01-tet::P-16S-
nc140 

This study 

GT4344 A strain harboring an in-frame C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc and a multi-copy plasmid 
encoding BTnc195 following the 16S 
promoter 

Δtdk BT3172-HA 
pLYL01-tet::P-16S-
nc195 

This study 

GT4381 A strain harboring an in-frame C-terminally 
HA-tagged roc and a multi-copy plasmid 
encoding BTnc364 following the 16S 
promoter 

Δtdk BT3172-HA 
pLYL01-tet::P-16S-
nc364 

This study 

B. fragilis 
ATCC 25285 Wild-type Bf   ATCC 
GT2520 a cur-deficient strain ΔBF9343_0915  This study 
GT3551 a bar-coded wild-type Bf strain att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-

BC01 
This study 

GT3555 a bar-coded cur-deficient strain ΔBF9343_0915 att-
1::pNBU2-tetR-BC06 

This study 

B. ovatus 
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ATCC 8483 Wild-type Bo   ATCC 
GT2413 a cur-deficient strain ΔBACOVA_05152 This study 
GT3364 a bar-coded wild-type Bo strain att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-

BC01 
This study 

GT3553 a bar-coded cur-deficient strain ΔBACOVA_05152 
att-1:: pNBU2-tetQ-
BC06 

This study 

GT4362 A strain harboring an in-frame C-terminally 
HA-tagged BACOVA_04371 

pKNOCK-tetQ:: 
BACOVA_04371-HA 

This study 

GT4369 A strain harboring a chromosomal deletion 
of cur and an in-frame C-terminally HA-
tagged BACOVA_04371 

pKNOCK-tetQ:: 
BACOVA_04371-HA 
ΔBACOVA_05152 

This study 

B. vulgatus 
ATCC 8482 Wild-type Bv   ATCC 
GT2399 a cur-deficient strain ΔBVU_3580 This study 
GT3367 a bar-coded wild-type Bv strain att-1::pNBU2-tetQ-

BC01 
This study 

GT3643 a bar-coded cur-deficient strain ΔBVU_3580 att-1:: 
pNBU2-tetQ-BC06 

This study 

E. coli 
GT1 S17-1 λpir (380) 
Plasmids 
Identifier Description Source 
pSAM-Bt A plasmid-borne mariner transposon (351) 
pEXCHANGE-tdk A plasmid for engineering chromosomal 

gene deletions in tdk-deficient Bt strains 
(365) 

pEXCHANGE-tdk-
ΔBT1222 

A plasmid used to delete BT1222 This study 

pEXCHANGE-tdk-
ΔBT1221 

A plasmid used to delete BT1221 This study 

pEXCHANGE-tdk-
ΔBT1220 

A plasmid used to delete BT1220 This study 

pSIE1 A plasmid for engineering chromosomal 
deletion in Bacteroides species 

(395) 

pSIE1-ΔBT4338 A plasmid used to delete cur from the Bt 
chromosome 

This study 

pSIE1-
ΔBvu_3580 

A plasmid used to delete cur from the Bv 
chromosome 

This study 

pSIE1-
ΔBACOVA_05152 

A plasmid used to delete cur from the Bo 
chromosome 

This study 

pLGB13 A plasmid for engineering chromosomal 
deletion in Bacteroides species 

(396) 

pLGB13-
ΔBF9343_0915 

A plasmid used to delete cur from the Bf 
chromosome 

This study 

pRK231 A helper plasmid for conjugation into Bf  (397) 
pNBU2-tetQ-
BC01 

A plasmid bearing a unique molecular bar-
code 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ-
BC04 

A plasmid bearing a unique molecular bar-
code 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ- A plasmid bearing a unique molecular bar- (381) 
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BC06 code 
pLYL01-BT3172-
HA 

A multi-copy plasmid expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged roc gene from its 
native promoter and leader 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ-
BT3172-HA 

A single-copy plasmid expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged roc gene from its 
native promoter and leader 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3172-
BT3334LEADER-
BT3172-HA 

A single-copy plasmid expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged roc gene from its 
native promoter and the BT3334 leader 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3334-
BT3172LEADER-
BT3172-HA 

A single-copy plasmid expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged roc gene from the 
BT3334 promoter and its native leader 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ-
BT3334-HA 

A single-copy plasmid expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged BT3334 gene from 
its native promoter and leader 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3172-
BT3334LEADER-
BT3334-HA 

A single-copy plasmid expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged BT3334 gene from 
the roc promoter and its native leader 

(381) 

pNBU2-tetQ-
PBT3334-
BT3172LEADER-
BT3334-HA 

A single-copy plasmid expressing a C-
terminally HA-tagged BT3334 gene from 
its native promoter and the roc leader 

(381) 

pKNOCK-tetQ-
BT3172-HA 

A plasmid that C-terminally HA-tags roc in 
its chromosomal locus 

(381) 

pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT4299 

A plasmid that inactivates BT4299 and 
downstream genes. 

This study 

pKNOCK-tetQ:: 
BACOVA_04371-
HA 

A plasmid that C-terminally HA-tags 
BACOVA_04371 in its chromosomal locus 

This study 

pKNOCK-
tetQ::BT1635-HA 

A plasmid that C-terminally HA-tags 
BT1635 in its chromosomal locus 

(381) 

pLYL01-tet::P-
16S-nc140 

A multi-copy plasmid expressing BTnc140 
from the Bt 16s promoter. 

This study 

pLYL01-tet::P-
16S-nc195 

A multi-copy plasmid expressing BTnc195 
from the Bt 16s promoter. 

This study 

pLYL01-tet::P-
16S-nc364 

A multi-copy plasmid expressing BTnc364 
from the 16s promoter. 

This study 
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Table C-2. Oligonucleotides used in this study  
ID Name Sequence Purpose Source 
 qPCR 
1044 qBt16sF GGTAGTCCACACAGT

AAACGATGAA 
Measuring 16s rRNA 
transcript levels from Bt by 
qPCR 

(381) 

1045 qBt16sR CCCGTCAAATTCCTTT
GAGTTTC 

(381) 

1050 qBT2167f AAAACGTCGCGGATC
TGTTG 

Measuring fusA2 transcript 
levels from Bt by qPCR 

(331) 

1051 qBT2167r TGGAGAACGGTAGAG
AAAACGG 

(331) 

1995 ChIP_roc_f AGAAGGGCAACTGGA
CAAAG 

Measuring roc promoter 
levels by qPCR following 
ChIP 

This study 

1996 ChIP_roc_r CCTTTCACGGTGCTG
AATGAG 

This study 

1997 ChIP_fusA2_f ATAAGTCTGGCCTGTC
TGCTAC 

Measuring fusA2 promoter 
levels by qPCR following 
ChIP 

(331) 

1998 ChIP_fusA2_r AGGGATTTATTGGGG
GAAAAGC 

(331) 

1999 ChIP_rpoD_f GTCAGTGATCTGGAA
GAAGCAATG 

measuring rpoD promoter 
levels by qPCR following 
ChIP 

(331) 

2000 ChIP_rpoD_r GGGAATACACCTGTC
AGGAACAA 

(331) 

1956 qBacteroides_
16Sf 

TGAAAGTTTGCGGCT
CAACC 

Measuring 16s rRNA 
transcript levels from 
Bacteroides species by 
qPCR 

This study 

1957 qBacteroides_
16Sr 

AAGCATTTCACCGCTA
CACC 

This study 

1958 qBF9343_fus
A2f 

AGAAGACGAAATGCG
CGAAG 

measuring fusA2 transcript 
levels from Bf by qPCR 

This study 

1959 qBF9343_fus
A2r 

ATCTTTGCCTGCACAT
ACGC 

This study 

1962 qBACOVA_fu
sA2r 

TGGAGAACGGTGGAG
AAAACG 

measuring fusA2 transcript 
levels from Bo by qPCR 

This study 

1965 qBVU_fusA2f AATGTGCTCGAACAGT
TGCG 

Measuring fusA2 transcript 
levels from Bf by qPCR 

This study 

1966 qBVU_fusA2r AGGTCCCGTTTCAAG
AGGATAC 

This study 

2028 pNBU2_tet_B
C01 

ATGTCGCCAATTGTCA
CTTTCTCA 

Measuring relative strain 
abundance from mouse 
fecal pellets 

(381) 

2030 pNBU2_tet_B
C04 

CTCCATAAAGGCGCA
TACCGACTA 

(381) 

2031 pNBU2_tet_B
C06 

GATTACGGCGTGATA
GATTGGTGT 

(381) 

2033 UNIV-R CACAATATGAGCAACA
AGGAATCC 

(381) 

2676 qBTnc140f AGCAGGTTTGTACCCT
CTAAGG 

Measuring BTnc140 rRNA 
transcript levels from Bt by 
qPCR 

This study 

2677 qBTnc140r TTTCGGTTAGGCTCTG
GTAAGC 

This study 

2678 qBTnc195f ACCACAGGTTACACA
GTTTTGC 

Measuring BTnc195 rRNA 
transcript levels from Bt by 
qPCR 

This study 

2679 qBTnc195r CTCGTCAGCATGGAT This study 
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ATTCACC 
2680 qBTnc364f TCTGATACTCGGCAC

CAGAAAG 
Measuring BTnc364 rRNA 
transcript levels from Bt by 
qPCR 

This study 

2681 qBTnc364r AGATAGAAGCCATCC
AGTGCAG 

This study 

  Tn insertion site identification 
1064 AR1A GGCCACGCGTCGACT

AGTACNNNNNNNNNN
GTAAT 

Semi-random PCR for 
determining sites of 
transposon insertion  

(351) 

1065 AR1B GGCCACGCGTCGACT
AGTACNNNNNNNNNN
GATGC 

(351) 

1066 AR1C GGCCACGCGTCGACT
AGTACNNNNNNNNNN
GGCCG 

(351) 

1067 AR1D GGCCACGCGTCGACT
AGTACNWNWNWNWN
WCTTAA 

(351) 

1068 AR2 GGCCACGCGTCGACT
AGTAC 

(351) 

1069 PATseq1 ACGTACTCATGGTTCA
TCCCGATA 

(351) 

1070 PATseq2 GCGTATCGGTCTGTAT
ATCAGCAA 

(351) 
 

Plasmid construction 
1459 pEXCHANGE-

dBT1222_5f 
GCTCTAGAACTAGTG
GATCCAGGAAGATAT
GCAACAGAAAGATAA
CTC 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete BT1222 from the Bt 
genome 

This study 

1460 dBT1222_5r ATCTTATATATTTTAAA
ATATTGTTTATGTAAG
AAACAC 

This study 

1461 dBT1222_3f TAAAATATATAAGATG
TACTTTTCTTTTGCCTT
GATGCAAAAG 

This study 

1462 pEXCHANGE-
dBT1222_3r 

AGATAACATTCGAGTC
GACGCCCGGCCGCCT
TCAAAT 

This study 

1463 pEXCHANGE-
dBT1221_5f 

GCTCTAGAACTAGTG
GATCCATGGAATCTG
GATTTGGCTTCCA 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete BT1221 from the Bt 
genome 

This study 

1464 dBT1221_5r CGTCGTATTTTTAACT
TTTTACCTTTTATCC 

This study 

1465 dBT1221_3f GTTAAAAATACGACGA
TGGAGACAGCCCGTT
CGTTG 

This study 

1466 pEXCHANGE-
dBT1221_3r 

AGATAACATTCGAGTC
GACCCAATGTTACTCT
CTCTTCTTATATATAAT 

This study 

1467 pEXCHANGE-
dBT1220_5f 

GCTCTAGAACTAGTG
GATCCGGATAATTTCC
GGAATGAGGTAGTG 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete BT1220 from the Bt 
genome 

This study 
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1468 dBT1220_5r ATTGTCTCTCTCTTTA
GACGACGGGAAAACA
GATAGTT 

This study 

1469 dBT1220_3f AAAGAGAGAGACAAT
ATAAAGACAAAGTATA
TTATA 

This study 

1470 pEXCHANGE-
dBT1220_3r 

AGATAACATTCGAGTC
GACACAAACACATAAC
TGCCTCCTGC 

This study 

1612 pLGB13-
dBF9343_091
5_5f 

GATTAGCATTATGAGG
ATCCAGCTATCTAACA
GAAAGCCCTTAGAAAT
TACTAC 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete cur from the Bf 
genome 

This study 

1613 dBF9343_091
5_5r 

ATCTGTTGCAAAACTG
TGTTATAAAGCACA 

This study 

1691 dBF9343_091
5_3f:  

ACACAGTTTTGCAACA
GATAAGCGCTTTGTC
GCCATTCA 

This study 

1617 pLGB13-
dBF9343_091
5_3r 

TCCACCGCGGTGGCG
GCCGCTGATGTGGTC
GTTAATATACTTCTATT
TCGTC 

This study 

1618 pSIE1-
dBvu_3580_5f 

GATTAGCATTATGAGG
ATCCTGAAGGTGACG
GCTACTCG 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete cur from the Bv 
genome 

This study 

1619 dBvu_3580_5r TATGAATTGATATTAG
ATTAAACGTGCTATAA
AACCGTGTTATAGAGC 

This study 

1620 dBvu_3580_3f AATCTAATATCAATTC
ATACTTCACACACACA
GG 

This study 

1623 pSIE1-
dBvu_3580_3r 

TCCACCGCGGTGGCG
GCCGCTCTTCTGCCA
TAATATGTTTGGCA 

This study 

1624 pSIE1-
dBACOVA_05
152_5f 

GATTAGCATTATGAGG
ATCCAACAATTATCGC
CTCCGAACC 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete cur from the Bo 
genome 

This study 

1625 dBACOVA_05
152_5r 

ATTCATTTTTACCATG
AGTGCTACAAAACTG 

This study 

1626 dBACOVA_05
152_3f 

ACTCATGGTAAAAATG
AATGAGAGTTTCTGCA
CCAATCGTTC 

This study 

1627 pSIE1-
dBACOVA_05
152_3r 

TCCACCGCGGTGGCG
GCCGCCACGATAGTT
CTTTTCCTCTTCGG 

This study 

2624 pKO_BACOV
A_04371f 

GCTCTAGAACTAGTG
GATCCGATTTGACGG
ATTTTCTGAAAAAGTC
AC 
 

Constructing a plasmid to 
C-terminally HA tag 
BACOVA_04371  

This study 

2625 pKO_BACOV
A_04371-HAr 

CCCCCTCGAGGTCGA
CTTAAGCGTAGTCTG
GGACGTCGTATGGGT

This study 
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ACTCTTTTTTCCGTTC
CTGTTTTCTC 
 

2664 lyl-BT16Sf GTGAATTCGAGCTCG
GTACCCAGTACTGCTT
GACCATAAGAAC 

Constructing a multi-copy 
plasmid incorporating the 
16s promoter upstream of a 
MCS 

This study 

2665 lyl-BT16Sr AGGTCGACTCTAGAG
GATCCACTGCAAAGAT
AAGAACTTTTAGC 

This study 

2666 16S-BTnc140f GCTAAAAGTTCTTATC
TTTGCAGTATAACAGT
CTGCGATATATCTTAT
CG 

Constructing a multicopy 
plasmid to express  
BTnc140 from the 16s 
promoter 

This study 

2667 lyl-BTnc140r TTGCATGCCTGCAGG
TCGACAAAAAGAAAAA
AGGACGCAACACTAT
C 

This study 

2670 16S-BTnc195f GCTAAAAGTTCTTATC
TTTGCAGTGTTGAACT
TTAAAGCTAACATTAT
GGG 

Constructing a multicopy 
plasmid to express 
BTnc195 from the 16s 
promoter 

This study 

2671 lyl-BTnc195r TTGCATGCCTGCAGG
TCGACACAAAAAAGAA
TTCACCACGGACTAC
CC 

This study 

2674 16S-BTnc364f GCTAAAAGTTCTTATC
TTTGCAGTTAACCATA
AGCGAAAAAGTATAAA
ATGAAGTC 

Constructing a multicopy 
plasmid to express 
BTnc364 from the 16s 
promoter 

This study 

2675 lyl-BTnc364r TTGCATGCCTGCAGG
TCGACAATAGGAATAG
CTGGCAGGAAG 

This study 

W359
5 

dBT2131_5f 
 

GCTCTAGAACTAGTG
GATCCTGAGCAAGGA
GTATTATTGCTCAAC 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete BT2131 from the Bt 
chromosome 
 

This study 

W359
6 

dBT2131_5r TTTACTTTTGGTTTAAA
GGTTGATAATTTT 

This study 

W359
7 

dBT2131_3f ACCTTTAAACCAAAAG
TAAAGTTAACAATTAC
TTTTCTTACAGAGAGA
GTGTG 

This study 

W359
8 

dBT2131_3r AAGATAACATTCGAGT
CGACTATCTCTGCTAA
AATTGTATTTGAGACA
GA 

This study 

W370
2 

dBT1450_5f GCTCTAGAACTAGTG
GATCCCGTCACCGCG
GGCATATTTA 

Constructing a plasmid to 
delete BT1450-BT1448 
from the Bt chromosome 

This study 

W370
3 

dBT1450_5r AGGCTGTTTGTATTAA
TGTTATGTGTAAAA 

This study 

W370
4 

dBT1448_3f AACATTAATACAAACA
GCCTTTCTCAAAAAAA
ATAAAGGTGTTTTACG

This study 
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TA 
W370
5 

dBT1448_3r AAGATAACATTCGAGT
CGACAACTCCGGCGT
GCGCATAGA 

This study 

W382
9 

BT4299KOf 
 

GCTCTAGAACTAGTG
GATCCGCACCAGACC
AATTCCTATACAAGA 

Constructing a plasmid to 
disrupt BT4299. 

This study 

W383
0 

BT4299KOr 
 

GGCCCCCCCTCGAGG
TCGACAGTGTCTTTAT
CTTCCGGAGTGATC 

This study 
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